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ABSTRACT
The Roles of Growth Mindset and Rational Beliefs as Personal
Resources on Employees’ Job Performance and Work Engagement:
Applying the Job Demands-Resources Model in the Greater Bay
Area
by
LIN Nuoxun
Doctor of Philosophy
The purpose of the thesis is to investigate certain kinds of personal resources, especially
growth mindset and rational beliefs, that could equip employees who work and live in the
Greater Bay Area (GBA) to enhance their job performance to face a competitive and everchanging workplace.
The current research consists of three studies: Study 1 (N = 801, 61.5% female) was a
cross-sectional survey which examined the structural validity and relationships between
growth mindset, rational beliefs, work engagement, and job performance in the motivational
path of the JD-R model. We collected data from Hong Kong and mainland China. Study 2 (N
= 257, 58.4% female) was a two-wave survey conducted during the early stages of the COVID19 pandemic in China. It examined the moderating role of growth mindset and rational beliefs
on job performance through work engagement and burnout. In addition, Study 2 further tested
the mediation model of growth mindset, rational beliefs, work engagement, and job
performance. Study 3 (N = 52, 58.6% female, there were 29 participants in the experimental
group and 23 participants in the control group) investigated the effect of an experimentally
induced growth mindset. It focused on the cognition-affect-behavior pattern after participants
were induced of a growth mindset. The data collection of Study 2 and Study 3 was carried out
within the GBA.
Results of Study 1 suggest a positive relationship between growth mindset, work
engagement, and job performance, as well as a positive relation between rational beliefs, work
engagement, and job performance. Results of Study 2 only support the moderating role of
rational beliefs on the negative impact of work-home conflict to job performance via the
mediating role of work engagement. In Study 3, after being primed by the growth mindset
priming words, experimental group employees’ reaction time to positive target words is found
to be quicker than control group employees’. This cognition-affect-behavior pattern of the
experimental group subject indicates that growth mindset could be experimentally induced. In
addition, an induced growth mindset could be rapidly reflected in one’s behavior.
Theoretically, the current research expanded the JD-R model by including
humans’constructive cognition-affect-behavior patterns (growth mindset and rational beliefs)
into the personal resource arsenal. For practical implications, the structural self-knowledge
elucidated by growth mindset and rational belief theories equips the JD-R model with more
accurate instruments in performance and stress management in the workplace in the GBA.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research Background
Job performance and work engagement are well studied and of high concern in industrial
and organizational psychology (Saks, 2006; Van Iddekinge et al., 2018). At organizational
level, employees’ job performance determines an organization’s productivity (Khan et al.,
2011). At individual level, qualified job performance empowers employees to receive
satisfactory monetary awards, achieve desirable professional development, as well as other
rewards. More importantly, promising job performance is driven by an employee’s primary
need to satisfy his/her self-actualization (Gopinath, 2020; Maslow, 1943). Scholarly work
discovered that the greater an employee’s self-knowledge when coping with stress and the
more self-motivation to grow in lifelong pursuits, the better job performance the employee
might achieve (e.g., Bastami & Panahi, 2020; Gopinath, 2020; Judge et al., 1998; Itai, 2008;
Mason, 2021). Therefore, continuous exploration of more optimized and effective
approaches to promote employees’ job performance is essential.
Since China’s market reforms in 1979, learning from developed countries’
industrialization and urbanization has been one of the main means of the country’s rapid
development (Chen et al., 2020). The rapid growth and reforms in social and economic
spheres have brought a considerable number of novel challenges, new technologies,
transboundary cooperation, and transboundary innovation for the nation’s workforce (Du &
Chen, 2018). Employees who cannot keep up with these new tendencies might lose their
ability to maintain competitiveness for desirable job performance (Morris, 2019). The more
an individual can be self-motivated to learn to handle adaptive knowledge and skills, the
more likely he/she can grasp opportunities for displaying good job performance (Dweck,
2006).
Meanwhile, employees are daily border-crossers between work and home (Clark, 2000).
Especially in the culture of collectivism of Chinese society. Chinese people tend to consider
it a fundamental obligation to take good care of the family (Hofstede, 2001). Further, in
Chinese culture, making one’s family happy and prosperous is one of the reasons why
Chinese people work hard (Bond, 2010). Unfortunately, the stressful events which
employees encounter in their work environment are common conducive factors leading to
the rise of work-home conflict (Bakker et al., 2005; Cartwright & Pappas, 2008; Ford et al.,
2007; Ganster & Perrewé, 2011; Ernst Kossek & Ozeki, 1998; Spector et al., 2004). When
employees cannot mitigate these factors, work-home conflict can exhaust the employee
physically and emotionally (Baeriswyl et al., 2016). This can then hamper their job
performance (Ahmad, 2008), exacerbating a downward spiral of work and family. The better
1

these employees can be made aware of their emotional and physical status, the better they
will be able to develop adaptive coping strategies (Bernard, 2019). In the context of this
ever-changing era, Chinese employees are forced to develop more motivational adaptive
patterns to achieve a desirable job performance (Potsangbam, 2017). They need to be able to
empower themselves as much as possible to keep up with the developments in the workplace
as well as to alleviate the damage of any work-home conflict.
Given the fact that the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau Greater Bay Area (GBA) is to
become the fourth worldwide bay area (Constitutional and Mainland Affairs Bureau, 2018),
it has become the most market-oriented region in China (Yu, 2019). Policies and reforms
aimed at strengthening the whole region’s openness, efficiency, and delicacy management
have been continually carried out in the region (Yu, 2019). At the same time, this brings
increased volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity (VUCA) (Du & Chen, 2018) to
employees who work and live in this area. Therefore, given the GBA’s huge potential and
significance, studies focused on this not only make a theoretical contribution, but also have
profound practical impact on a global scale.
1.2 Theoretical Framework, Research Gaps, and Purpose of the Research
1.2.1 Brief Introduction of the Theoretical Framework
One of the most influential theories elaborating employees’ job performance is the Job
Demands-Resources (JD-R) model (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017; Demerouti et al., 2001).
Since its appearance, the Job Demands-Resources (JD-R) model has been applied in
thousands of empirical studies and organizations on work and employee-related issues (see a
review, e.g., Bakker & Demerouti, 2017; Bakker et al., 2014). This model offers a
comprehensive and flexible framework to elaborate the relationships between job demands,
personal demands, job resources, and personal resources. Recently, this theory has been used
to portray different underlying mechanisms of how these four umbrella terms impact upon
work and employee-related issues (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017). Under this theoretical
framework, job and personal demands are stressors which come from both the employer and
the employees themselves. Such demands can exhaust employees physically and
emotionally, consuming their job and personal resources, causing job burnout and hampering
their job performance and well-being (Bakker et al., 2014). Bakker and Demerouti therefore
named this process the health-impairment path (Baeriswyl et al., 2016; Bakker & Demerouti,
2017; Frone et al., 1997b). Work-home conflict has been found to be one of the main job
demands in the JD-R model framework abroad and domestically (e.g., Bakker & Demerouti,
2017; Siu et al., 2005). In contrast, job and personal resources are intrinsic or extrinsic
2

motivational factors which can lead to employees’ enhanced work engagement, job
performance, and well-being (Bakker et al., 2014). Bakker and Demerouti thus named this
process the motivational path (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017). These two paths were originally
thought to be independent from each other (Demerouti et al., 2001). Moreover, apart from
being the predictors in the motivational path, personal resources were found to alleviate the
negative impact from demands on desirable work and employee-related outcomes (Bakker &
Demerouti, 2017).
1.2.2 Research Gaps about Personal Resources in the JD-R Model Framework
It is important to note that an employee is the ultimate agent in overcoming novel
challenges and tackling stressors to meet the productivity requirements set by the
organization (e.g., Kotter, 1996, 2005; van den Heuvel et al., 2010). In this regard, scholars
around the world together matured the JD-R model by expanding the repertoires of personal
resources in the past decades (e.g., Bakker & Demerouti, 2017; van den Heuvel et al., 2010;
Xanthopoulou et al., 2009). The point of departure of the current research is also to learn the
roles of more beneficial personal resources in tandem with the JD-R model.
1.2.2.1 To the End of Catching up with the Ever-Changing World
To keep pace with the changing work environment, most of the extant personal
resources focus on how positive characteristics can direct employees to adjust to or to
change their contextual variables efficiently, hopefully, proactively, and resiliently (e.g.,
Luthans et al., 2007; Taylor, 1983). In other words, how open and prepared an employee is
to organizational changes (e.g., Hill et al., 1987). However, none of these ideas shed light on
“how willing” or “how intrinsically motivated” an employee must be to update and upgrade
his/her knowledge and skills instead of adjusting to or changing the contextual variables. At
the same time, in the field of management, scholars have recognized that employees are the
ultimate parties to change in response to environmental changes. Employees need to update
their skills and knowledge accordingly to empower themselves to maintain sufficient
competitiveness in the ever-changing work environment (Bovey & Hede, 2001; Kotter,
1996, 2005; Stewart-Black & Gregersen, 2008; Woodman & Dewett, 2004). Scholars in the
field of industrial and organizational psychology (van den Heuvel et al., 2010) therefore
pointed out the need of personal resource in future research on “the positive gain spiral or
learning cycle in which general levels of personal resources are built, based on successful
strategies, mastery experiences, and performance”. This is the first research gap the current
research intends to address.
3

1.2.2.2 To the End of Alleviating the Damage Caused by Work-Home Conflict
Various personal resources have been mentioned in the literature to buffer the negative
impacts from work-home conflict on desirable job outcomes. However, most of these
outcomes are targeted on job satisfaction (e.g., Boyar & Mosley Jr, 2007; Edwards &
Rothbard, 2000; Gao et al., 2013), work engagement (e.g., Opie & Henn, 2013; Simbula et
al., 2011), or well-being (e.g., Hao et al., 2015; Noor, 2002; Sharma et al., 2016), instead of
job performance. In practice, job performance is usually the final target of this research
concerning job or individual outcomes. Therefore, there is a lack of empirical studies
investigating the underlying mechanisms of work-home conflict, personal resources, and job
performance.
Second, during the outbreak of COVID-19 in China in 2019, mandatory self-isolation
was implemented as an anti-epidemic measure. Employees were required to work from
home, children were required to study from home. These policies have made work-home
conflict more likely. However, the extent of its influence was highly subject to an
individual’s context. For example, difficulties experienced would be different between a
working mother with one easy baby and a working mother with two difficult babies. As a
result, work-home conflict could affect employees’ work engagement (Van den Broeck, et
al., 2010). However, employees still have to maintain their engagement at work to fulfill the
requirements of job performance set by their employers.
Theoretically, according to the original JD-R model (Demerouti et al., 2001), workhome conflict is one of the job demands in the health-impairment path, it can cause burnout
rather than work engagement. However, some research suggested the relationship between
the motivational and health-impairment paths (e.g., Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004), which sheds
light on the potential intercorrelation between these two paths.
Therefore, when employees have to engage at work for desirable job performance in the
context of work-home conflict, can the JD-R model expand itself to integrate this cross-path
phenomenon? Moreover, under the buffering effect of certain kinds of personal resources,
can the JD-R model support this relationship in the Chinese context? This study aims to
address these questions.
Third, when in the face of adversity, it is inevitable to experience some negative
emotions, such as frustration, anxiety, depression, guilty, or rage. Previous studies found that
negative emotions can have destructive effects on social behaviors (Chen et al., 2012).
Furthermore, improper behaviors influence whether employees can achieve their intra- and
interpersonal goals (Gross, 2002). Negative affect was found to play an impeding role in
4

work-home conflict issues (see a review, Eby et al., 2010). In this vein, it seems that if we
can make an effort to decrease the generation and accumulation of negative emotions, we
might have a chance to protect employees from being hampered by destructive social
behaviors. However, most of the current personal resources concentrate on being positive,
proactive, hopeful, and resilient when facing adverse events, or focus on regulating the
negative emotions after they have appeared (Buruck et al., 2016; Searle & Lee, 2015; Van
den Heuvel, et al., 2010; van Doorn & Hülsheger, 2015). No one has yet revealed the sources
of negative emotions triggered from adverse events. Nor has any research offered follow up
adaptive coping strategies to address improper behaviors. Thus, there is a lack of evidence
for the buffering effect of personal resources.
To sum up, there are three research gaps when talking about how to circumvent the
negative impact from work-home conflict on job performance as much as possible. First,
little evidence was found to portray the buffering effect of personal resources on the negative
impact of work-home conflict on job performance through work engagement. Second, when
employees must maintain their work engagement for job performance in the context of workhome conflict, could the JD-R model support this cross-path relationship? Third, the
question of whether there exists certain kind(s) of personal resource(s) that could reduce the
damage caused by work-home conflict, which result from negative emotions and improper
behaviors, has yet to be answered.
1.2.2.3 To the End to Better Understand the Stealthy Recursive Process after Employees
Were Induced a Growth Mindset
The study intends to close another research gap by investigating the beneficial roles of
growth mindset and rational beliefs. Detailed information regarding growth mindset and
rational beliefs will be explored in the following sections and chapters. It is significant that
toolkits for training employees’ rational beliefs are in a mature of development (Bernard &
Dryden, 2019) whereas toolkits for training employees’ growth mindset are scarce (e.g., Han
& Stieha, 2020; Han et al., 2018). Questions about why and how people shift their mindset to
a growth status remain open for more answer (Limeri et al., 2020). Therefore, we target the
final research gap on growth mindset intervention.
Mindset interventions could be included in the basket of so called wise psychological
interventions due to their potential impact on academic and organizational outcomes
(Burnette et al., 2020; Walton, 2014; Yeager & Walton, 2011). Previous growth mindset
interventions targeting employees have rendered imperative underpinning that growth
mindset is malleable in employees. Furthermore, growth mindset is positively related to
5

occupational specific performance and behaviors (e.g., Cutumisu et al., 2018; Hoyt et al.,
2012; see a review, Han & Stieha, 2020). Through the lens of wise psychological
intervention (Walton, 2014), and by building on social psychology theory, these
interventions target psychological processes that are precise, brief, subtle, and closely related
to how people think, feel, and behave in their real-world lives (Walton, 2014). Wise
psychological intervention was conducted with the aim of personal prosperity by modulating
people’s recursive processes (Walton, 2014). Compared to traditional laboratory
interventions, wise psychological interventions are more likely to be a lighter touch on these
recursive processes (Yeager & Walton, 2011). To date, although employees’ growth mindset
has been shown to influence desirable work outcomes, the cognition-affect-behavior process
which seems to lie stealthily behind this has not been researched by a sufficient number of
empirical studies. In addition, current growth mindset interventions were carried out from
one occupational group in each study (e.g., Cutumisu et al., 2018; Hoyt et al., 2012; see a
review, Han & Stieha, 2020). No study has tried to recruit a multi-occupation sample to
increase the external validity of the intervention efficiency. Therefore, this is the last
research gap in the current research: we plan to investigate this hidden process to try to
explain the characteristics of why and how employees change their mindset by recruiting a
population-generalizable employee sample.
1.2.3 Purpose of the Research
To take this PhD research as a whole, we plan to investigate personal resources that
could equip employees who are working and living in the GBA which could promote their
lifelong competitive job performance. This purpose is motivated by two issues. One is
employees’ need to keep up with the ever-changing world. The other is to reduce the damage
from job demands as much as possible. In the current research, we take work-home conflict
to be the example job demand in that having a happy and prosperous family means a lot to
Chinese people. To a certain extent, a common reason why Chinese people work hard is to
offer a good life to their families. Moreover, it is anticipated that these new personal
resources empower employees towards greater self-knowledge in managing their lifelong
learning and job demands.
Further, this research attempts to close the aforementioned theoretical research gaps. In
this regard, the current research aims to 1) add new personal resources that could precisely
characterize how and why changes happen in a person’s cognition-emotion-behavior patterns
into the JD-R model; 2) investigate whether the JD-R model could expand itself to include
the cross-path phenomenon in a Chinese context; 3) evaluate how the experimentally
6

induced growth mindset influence employees' development of growth mindset in both the
consciousness and unconsciousness levels from a population-generalizable employee
sample.
1.3 Two Proposed Ingredients of Personal Resources
1.3.1 Humans’ Cognition-Affect-Behavior Pattern
It is inevitable to encounter obstacles and novel challenges on the way towards
personally meaningful goals. Previous scholarly work has revealed that, regardless of the
objective factors, an individual’s subjective assumptions and interpretations of the reality of
him/herself and the adverse events together play a key role in deciding to what extent the
event might affect this person, and whether this will be positive or negative (e.g., Crum &
Langer, 2007; Dweck et al., 1995; Ellis, 1957; Kelly, 2020; Langer, 2009). Different inner
recursive processes, which may be subtle yet precise, boost different emotional and
behavioral responses towards the individual him/herself and the external world which in turn
influence the efficiency of goal-attainment (e.g., Burnette et al., 2020; Cook et al., 2012;
David & DiGiuseppe, 2010). In this part, we will briefly introduce two sorts of
beliefs/mindsets. The first elucidates in detail how an individual interprets his/her reality as
well as adverse events. The gives detailed steps to modulate these inner verbalizations. One
is called growth mindset, it focuses on the personality that relates to one’s intrinsic
motivation for lifelong growth and learning (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). The other one is
called rational beliefs, it focuses on the personality that relates to rational cognitive appraisal,
healthy emotions, and adaptive behaviors in the context of adverse events (Ellis, 1957). Both
of these mindsets aim at bolstering individuals’ capability and possibility of enhanced job
performance, well-being, self-control, and individual flourish. (David et al., 2018; Dryden
et al., 2010; Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Dweck, 2006; Ellis, 1957, 1984).
1.3.2 Growth Mindset
This is one of the fundamental understandings in a person’s world view (Whitehead,
1968). It mainly influences an individual’s attribution about “changeability” when
confronting novel challenges (Mosanya, 2019). When we apply it upon our own personal
traits (e.g., intelligence, personality, skills, health), we believe that we are able and capable
to update and upgrade ourselves by efforts in assimilating adaptive new knowledge and skills
(Dweck, 2015; Dweck & Leggett, 1988). When we apply it to other people, we believe that
these people are able and capable to develop and improve themselves by their efforts
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(Dweck & Leggett, 1988). When we apply it upon the external environment, even the world,
we believe that the external environment and the world are dynamic, and that humans have
chances to make it a better place (Duchi et al., 2019; Dweck & Leggett, 1988).
This constructive cognitive interpretation of “changeability” puts people in an intrinsic
motivational trajectory to improve and develop their ability, broaden their mastery, and keep
selecting the best ways to pursue these ends (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). Therefore,
constructive criticisms, failures, trials, efforts, and so on, are ladders of progress towards
goal achievement and personal growth. After successfully combating the difficulties through
effort, growth-minded people perceive the emotions of pride, intrinsic rewards, and pleasure
(Deci & Ryan, 1980; Lepper, 1981). Last, this constructive cognition about changeability
and rewarding emotions together drive growth-minded people to withdraw from easy or
personally meaningless tasks and instead take on more challenging and personally
meaningful tasks (Bandura & Dweck, 1985), persistently and proactively attempting new
strategies when stuck with non-functioning ones. Further characteristics include updating
and upgrading their current knowledge and skills repertoires, and treating constructive
criticisms, failures, trials and efforts as supplements in enhancing performance for personally
meaningful goal achievement (Dweck, 2015; Dweck & Leggett, 1988). Through this, a
growth-minded person develops a motivational adaptive pattern in response to novel
challenges (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). To sum up, growth mindset is the self-knowledge
about how and why an individual progresses well in learning and personal development
(Higgins, 1996; Rissanen et al., 2019).
The positive relationship between growth mindset and academic performance has been
delineated extensively in educational literature (e.g., Blackwell et al., 2007; Dweck, 2015;
Limeri et al., 2020). Empirical and notional scholarly works applied to growth mindset into
the organizational settings is also increasing (e.g., Heslin, 2010; Keating and Heslin, 2015).
However, to the best of our knowledge, no empirical study has as yet adopted a Chinese
context to integrate growth mindset into the repertoire of personal resources in the JD-R
model in a multi-occupation sample. There is also a scarcity in the literature of evaluating
how the experimentally induced growth mindset influence employees' development of
growth mindset in both the consciousness and unconsciousness levels. Therefore, we attempt
to examine the role of growth mindset in the current research.
1.3.3 Rational Beliefs
Rational beliefs are a cluster of rational, flexible, and pragmatic beliefs that could equip
individuals to stay on track towards goal attainment when confronted with adverse events
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(Bernard & Dryden, 2019; Ellis, 1957). Its core assumption is that healthy emotions come
from individual’s subjective, rational, non-extreme, and pragmatic cognitive appraisal on the
objective adverse events (Dryden, 2013; Ellis, 1957; Ellis, 1996). Through this lens, rational
beliefs can overcome unhealthy emotions and maladaptive social behaviors by leading
individuals to think rationally by way of four types of thinking (Bernard, 2011; Bernard &
Dryden, 2019; Ellis, 1957). Thus, rational beliefs draw people on a motivational adaptive
cognition-affect-behavior pattern to achieve personally meaningful goals (Bernard, 2011;
Bernard & Dryden, 2019; Chrysidis et al., 2020; Ellis, 1957). In considering factors such as
good performance, personally meaningful goals, a happy life and personal flourish in
organizational settings, we tend to consider the beneficial role of positive psychology, which
was developed at the end of 1990s (Seligman, 2002, 2011; Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi,
2000). However, based on the literature, less is known about this in the context of industrial
and organizational psychology. Since the rational-emotive behavior therapy was established
by Albert Ellis in the 1950s (Dryden et al., 2010), rational beliefs and rational beliefs
oriented trainings have been contributing to an increase in individuals’ self-control,
prosperity, self-actualization, peak performance, and subjective well-being, as well as to
reducing psychological strains and mental and physical suffering (e.g., David et al., 2018;
Dryden et al., 2010; Ellis, 1957, 1984; Linley et al., 2006). Rational beliefs constitute
another mindset about structural self-knowledge in addition to the growth mindset for goal
attainment and personal development (Ruggiero et al., 2018).
Varied lifestyles inevitably mean the actual scenario and difficulty of conflicts between
work and home varies among different employees. For instance, a man returns home very
late at night because he was busy with his work team on a project. He was so busy that he
forgets today is his fifth wedding anniversary. His wife, a sensitive person, gets upset and
feels hurt. She quarrels with him. This husband feels guilty but tired, he needs a rest but also
wants to calm his wife down and earn her forgiveness. Meanwhile, he still has to go to work
early in the following day. Let us take another scenario. A working mother has one baby
who is easy to care for. Even though she returns home late at night, her husband can take
good care of the baby. Working late at night does disturb the fulfillment of her family role,
but she is well supported by her husband and the temperament of her baby. When we turn to
a working mother who has two young babies who are difficult to care for, she faces a
different situation. When she returns home late at night from work, babies are crying and
looking for her. Her husband cannot comfort the babies. Her husband is annoyed by the
crying and blames her for her being late back home, regardless of her tiredness and the fact
that, earlier that day, she came into conflict with her supervisor. In both cases, these working
mothers need to go to work early the following day. Despite the variation and severity of
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different work-home conflict situations, the efficiency of rational beliefs in leading to
concrete family related and job performance related issues into virtuous cycles have been
elucidated in literature (e.g., Bernard, 2019; Bernard & Dryden, 2019; Bruner, 1979; Fuller
et al., 2020; Joyce, 1995; Schill et al., 1978; Trip et al., 2019). Previous case study results
have elaborated the cognition-affect-behavior patterns of how and why rational beliefs play
their roles. However, no research from a quantitative perspective has been carried out to
investigate the role of rational beliefs in the JD-R model framework in a Chinese context.
Therefore, we attempt to fill this gap in the current research.
1.4 Rationale and Significance
China is shifting from an agricultural civilization to an industrial civilization through
urbanization (Chen et al., 2020). The traditional Chinese saying Governing a big country is
as delicate as frying a small fish highlights the necessity of China to give up original
extensive management and to adopt a more delicate management pattern (Chen et al., 2020).
China’s rapid industrialization means Chinese people have similar job demands to those of
developed countries (e.g., Chen et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011;
Lu et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2015; Siu, 2003; Siu et al., 2005; Siu et al., 2013;
Siu et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2014). The birth of wise psychological interventions has
evolved to offer point-to-point caring for employees’ cognition-affect-behavior patterns for
their personal flourish and health (Walton, 2014). The current research integrates two
theories which elucidate structural self-knowledge of humans and the world, namely, the
growth mindset theory and the rational-emotive behavior therapy theory, into the JD-R
model. On the one hand, these theories expand the theory pool and the personal resources’
arsenal absorbed into the JD-R model to understand and foster employees’ job performance
(Bakker & Demerouti, 2017). On the other hand, by demonstrating how these two theories
synthesize an individual’s interpretation on the internal and external world to function on
his/her cognition-affect-behavior recursive processes, it offers practitioners a delicate
personal development management and stress management instruments and solid socialpsychology theory base for future wise psychological interventions in organizational
settings.
1.5 Research Design
The current research consisted of three studies. Study 1 was a cross-sectional survey
design examining the structural validity and relationships between growth mindset, rational
beliefs, work engagement, and job performance in the motivational path of the JD-R model.
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Study 2 was conducted after the outbreak of COVID-19 in China. Therefore, we included
burnout, work-home conflict into the hypothesized model to test the moderating role of
growth mindset and rational beliefs on job performance, as well testing the mediation model
of growth mindset, rational beliefs, work engagement, and job performance again. As
previously mentioned, Study 3 followed to investigate how and why growth mindset plays
its role by adopting an associative repetition priming experiment. This included two phases:
the learning and testing phases. The following paragraphs briefly introduce the hypothesized
models of Study 1 & 2. There is no hypothesized model of Study 3.
According to the motivational path depicted in the JD-R model, personal resources are
predictors of job performance through the mediating role of work engagement (Bakker &
Demerouti, 2017). Previous studies have suggested that employees’ growth mindset is
positively related to both their work engagement (e.g., Zeng et al., 2019) and job
performance (e.g., Visser, 2013). In addition, rational beliefs increase employees’ job
performance by engaging in various actions (Bernard, 2019). The hypothesized model of
Study 1 is depicted in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Hypothesized model of new personal resources in the motivational path of JD-R model

When adding the heal-impairment path depicted in the JD-R model, job demands (e.g.,
work-home conflict) is the predictor of burnout which, in turn, can hamper job performance
(Demerouti et al., 2001). The current research is curious if the JD-R model could include the
practical phenomenon presented by the work-home conflict, in which case employees could
still maintain their engagement at work for job performance under the role of growth mindset
and/or rational beliefs. Figure 1.2 depicts the hypothesized model of Study 2. A more
detailed description on the development of the model will be provided at the end of chapter
2.
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Figure 1.2 Hypothesized model of the moderated mediation model of growth mindset and rational beliefs

1.6 Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction of the research background and purposes of the
studies. Chapter 2 reviews the literature on the studied variables, theoretical framework and
the hypothesized models. Chapter 3 reports the methodology, results, and brief conclusion of
Study 1. Chapter 4 reports the methodology, results, and brief conclusion of Study 2.
Chapter 5 reports the methodology, results, and brief conclusion of Study 3. Chapter 6
presents a discussion of the findings and a conclusion of the research.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Based on the research gaps elaborated in Chapter 1, this chapter will further introduce
the studied variables through a literature review. The main variables will be conceptualized
followed by reviews of previous studies. The contents of sections 2.1-2.8 mainly focus on
variables and theory invested in Study 1 & 2, while the contents of sections 2.9-2.11 mainly
focus on psychological processes investigated in Study 3.
2.1 Job Performance
2.1.1 Definition of Job Performance
Research on job performance has long been a focus of practitioners and scholars
(Campbell, 1990; Murphy & Cleveland, 1995). Despite the proliferation of research on job
performance, the definitions and measurements of this construct have remained diverse
(Roberts, 2003). This divergence mainly focuses on whether job performance is a result or a
cluster of behaviors. Taken together, the concept of employee job performance can be
divided into three categories: outcome-based performance, behavior-based performance, and
a comprehensive perspective (Bernardin & Beatty, 1984; Katz & Kahn, 1978; Woodruffe,
1993).
Holding the outcome-based perspective, employee job performance is defined as
observable and measurable work outcomes, work product or achievement (Bernardin &
Beatty, 1984; Rothwell, 1996). It was believed that although employee characteristics,
intrinsic motivation, and contexts will affect employees’ job performance, the ultimate
observable outcomes are the ones that truly reflect the performance level (Kane, 1986).
Holding the behavior-based perspective, employee job performance is defined as observable
employee behaviors at the individual level, and these behaviors are closely related to
organizational productivity goals (Katz & Kahn, 1978; Murphy, 1990; Williams &
Anderson, 1991). Finally, the more comprehensive perspective generalizes the connotation
of employee job performance, and believes that factors such as social context, outcomes,
behaviors, employee capabilities, work attitude, work motivation, work style, etc. should be
included in the performance appraisal system (Adair, 2004; Levy & Williams, 2004;
Woodruffe, 1993).
2.1.2 Hierarchical Impacts on Job Performance
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2.1.2.1 Individual Level
Research has shown that employees’ personality characteristics, values, knowledge
structure, work abilities, and mental state all have an impact on their individual job
performance (e.g., Blickle et al. 2013; Lai & Chen, 2012), such as proactive personality
(Bakker et al., 2012), psychological capital (Alessandri et al., 2018), psychological wellbeing and job satisfaction (Wright & Cropanzano, 2000), emotional intelligence (O'Boyle Jr
et al., 2011), work values (Siu, 2003), and work engagement (Wang et al., 2015). These
personal factors can both positively and negatively affect job performance in different
contexts.
2.1.2.2 Organizational Level
On the one hand, the characteristics of the job itself, such as the skill variety, task
variety, task significance, autonomy, and feedback, have a significant impact on the job
performance of employees (e.g., Kahya, 2007; Oldham et al.,1986). On the other hand, other
situations within the workplace, such as the organizational climate (Fu & Deshpande, 2014),
transformational leadership (Abas et al., 2019) and organizational justice (Wang et al., 2015)
have direct and indirect impacts on employees’ job performance.
2.1.3 Job Performance as a Dependent Variable
There are many factors affecting job performance, so academia regards it as a latent
variable instead of a directly observable variable in scientific investigations. By constructing
different theoretical models, scholars try to understand the impact of various factors on job
performance from different perspectives. Based on the valence, instrumentality, and
expectancy (VIE) theory of Vroom (1964), Beehr and Bhagat (1985) proposed that stressors
would create uncertainties when employees are motivated to preserve or increase
performance, particularly when hampering the expectancy, instrumentality, and valence of
one’s ideal performance. Social exchange theory explores the impact of pay and gain on
employee performance from the exchange relationship between employee and the
organization (Cropanzano et al., 2017). Conservation of resources (COR) theory measures
the relationship between the efficiency and consumption of resources and the job
performance of employees from the perspective of the consumption of personal and
organizational resources during the work process (Hobfoll, 1989). In 2001, Bakker and
Demerouti first proposed the Job Demands-Resources Model (JD-R model) to explain the
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job performance of employees. In the subsequent decades, this model was developed into a
more implicit theoretical framework that integrates job demands, job resources, personal
demands, and personal resources (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017). The final evolved theoretical
framework presents a comprehensive set of mechanisms to understand different elements
which affect employees’ job performance.
2.2 Work Engagement
2.2.1 Definition of Work Engagement
Although the concept of work engagement has existed for many years, scholars
investigate it from different perspectives, which means definitions of work engagement
remain diverse. Work engagement originated from Allport’s concept of ego or self-esteem
involvement (Allport, 1945; Miller, 1976). Based on Goffman's theory, Kahn (1990)
proposed that work engagement refers to the notion that employees can devote themselves
physically, cognitively, and emotionally to work, fully integrate into their work roles, and
truly express themselves. Schaufeli and his colleagues (2002) believed that work
engagement is employees’ positive and lasting emotional state for work. There are three
obvious characteristics of work engagement: vigor, dedication and absorption. Vigor refers
to being full of enthusiasm and energy at work; dedication refers to actively devoting energy,
and time to work, as well as enjoying happiness and self-worth while doing it; absorption
refers to being highly engaged and immersed in work, so much so that one is unable to
extricate oneself (Schaufeli et al., 2002). This three-factor model of work engagement is
widely accepted in industrial and organizational psychology, the current study will also
follow this definition of work engagement.
2.2.2 Predictive and Outcome Variables of Work Engagement
2.2.2.1 Predictive Variables of Work Engagement
Previous studies have consistently shown that work engagement could be affected by
individual and organizational factors. On an individual level, factors such as locus of control,
abilities to perceive and regulate emotions, self-esteem, and self-efficacy (e.g., Albrecht,
2010), personal initiative (Hakanen et al., 2008), optimism, hope, resilience, meaning
making (van den Heuvel et al., 2010) are positive predictors of work engagement.
Meanwhile, at an organizational level, factors such as the opportunity to be creative
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(Hakanen et al., 2008), supportive colleagues (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004), autonomy,
opportunities to learn, and performance feedback (Schaufeli et al., 2009) are positive
predictors of work engagement.
2.2.2.2 Outcome Variables of Work Engagement
Evidence-based studies suggest that work engagement has an impact on work behaviors
and attitudes. In this vein, studies have found that the more work engagement, the less
turnover intention (Bhatnagar, 2012), the better job performance (e.g., Bakker et al., 2004),
the higher employee productivity (Hanaysha, 2016), being more capable to organize one’s
job and personal resources (Xanthopoulou et al., 2007b). Moreover, work engagement
positively influences employees’ physical health and well-being. Previous studies have
shown that engaged employees perceive themselves as having more positive emotions
(Schaufeli & Van Rhenen, 2006), better health (Hakanen et al., 2006), and better well-being
(Shimazu et al., 2015). Scholars also discovered the crossover effect of work engagement
among employees (Bakker & Demerouti, 2008). Examples include Barsade (2002) who
examined how a positive mood can spread within a team and triggers better group
cooperation and performance. Similar results were discovered by other researchers (e.g.,
Bakker & Xanthopoulou, 2009; Sy et al., 2005). Moreover, this crossover effect was found
between working couples (Bakker et al., 2005), in that a husband’s work engagement has a
positive impact on his wife’s work engagement, and vice versa. Later, research advanced the
understanding of this effect from wives’ work engagement to their husbands’ work
engagement and job performance (Bakker & Demerouti, 2009).
2.2.2.3 Work Engagement as A Mediator
Meanwhile, research on work engagement tries to combine the antecedents and
outcomes of work engagement together, aimed at testing if work engagement mediates these
correlations. Wang et al., (2015) found that work engagement mediates the indirect effect of
job insecurity on job performance. Scrima et al., (2014) proved that work engagement fully
mediates job involvement and affective commitment among Italian employees. Work
engagement has also been found to be an important mediator between different predictors
and job performance, these predictors include self-efficacy, the big five personality traits
(Bhatti et al., 2018), self-efficacy, job characteristics, supervisor and co-worker support,
participation in decision-making, and job security (Bhatti et al., 2018).
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2.3 Burnout
2.3.1 Definition of Burnout
In 1970, the American clinical psychologist Frudenberger used "burnout" for the first
time in the field of mental health. This term was applied to describe the negative symptoms
experienced by individuals working in the service industry and medical field (Freudenberger,
1974). Freudenberger (1974) defined job burnout as “a state of mental and physical
exhaustion caused by one’s professional life, the extinction of motivation or incentive,
especially where one’s devotion to a cause or relationship fails to produce the desired
results” (Maslach, 1982). In 1982, Maslash and Jackson defined job burnout as a symptom of
emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and a sense of lacking effectiveness at work of
individuals in the professional field of human-service (Schaufeli et al., 2009b). They
believed that job burnout includes three dimensions: emotional exhaustion, cynicism, and
low professional competitiveness. Emotional exhaustion refers to the excessive consumption
of the individual's emotional resources, the emotional state of extreme fatigue, and the
complete loss of work enthusiasm; cynicism refers to the individual treating the client with a
negative, indifferent, and excessively alienated attitude; low professional competitiveness
refers to the individual's feeling of insufficiency in competence, and the tendency to
negatively evaluate the meaning and value of one’s work (Schaufeli et al., 2009b). The
phenomenon of burnout originated from the human-service industry and later was
recognized within many other industries. Scholars therefore extended the definition of
burnout to being “...a state of exhaustion in which one is cynical about the value of
one’soccupation and doubtful of one’s capacity to perform” (Maslach et al., 1996, p. 20).
2.3.2 Predictive and Outcome Variables of Burnout
2.3.2.1 Predictive Variables of Burnout
Previous studies have consistently shown that burnout could be affected by individual
and organizational factors. At an individual level, factors such as self-efficacy, optimism,
locus of control and a proactive personality (e.g., Alarcon et al., 2009) are negatively related
to burnout. While neuroticism and introversion are positively related to burnout (e.g.,
Alarcon et al., 2009). At an organizational level, when employees suffer from high job
demands (e.g., role ambiguity, role conflict, workload) but a lack of job resources, they
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experience more burnout (Lee & Ashforth, 1996). Meanwhile, job resources are found to
negatively relate to burnout (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007). Further, job resources could buffer
the negative development between job demands and burnout (Xanthopoulou et al., 2007).
2.3.2.2 Outcome Variables of Burnout
Based on the negative essence of burnout, empirical studies have discovered its negative
impact on physical and psychological health (e.g., Schaufeli & Enzmann, 1998; Shirom et
al., 2005). Moreover, burnout does harm to employees’ job performance (e.g., Bakker &
Heuven, 2006; Wright & Bonett, 1997), increases their absence due to sickness (Kim et al.,
2011) and decreases their life expectancy (Ahola et al., 2010).
2.3.2.3 Burnout as a Mediator
Meanwhile, research on burnout has tried to combine the antecedents and outcomes of
burnout together, aimed at testing if burnout mediates these correlations. Scholars found that
burnout mediates the indirect effect between job demands and absenteeism (Bakker et al.,
2003b). Employees’ organizational commitment was found to decrease under the context of
job demands via burnout (Hakanen et al., 2006). Burnout has also been shown to be an
important mediator between different job demands and job performance (Bakker &
Demerouti, 2017).
2.4 Work-Home Conflict
People are daily border-crossers between work and home (Clark, 2000). The concept of
“work” here refers to the instrumental behaviors of an individual to feed his/her life, and is
usually linked with paid work (Edwards ＆ Rothbard, 2000). Family, on the other hand,
refers to a group of people with biological bonds related to marriage and parenting (Edwards
＆ Rothbard, 2000). These two fields are not independent from each other. Instead, they
closely connect to and influence each other. Work-family impact is defined as the interaction
impact of an individual's experience in one field (work/family) on the experience in another
field (family/work) (Eby et al., 2010). In this industrialized world, conflicts between work
and home are unavoidable, and this phenomenon has attracted academics’ and practitioners’
attention for decades (Barnett & Hyde, 2001; Spector et al., 2004). Building on the
perspective of the distribution of resources elucidated in the COR theory (Hobfoll, 1989,
2002), work-home conflict reveals the contradiction between the distribution and application
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of resources (e.g., time, energy, money, social support and house) between the work and
home domains (Ten Brummelhuis, & Bakker, 2012).
Stressful events employees encounter in the work environment are common conducive
factors in the rise of work-home conflict (Bakker et al., 2005; Cartwright & Pappas, 2008;
Ford et al., 2007; Ganster & Perrewé, 2011; Ernst Kossek & Ozeki, 1998; Spector et al.,
2004). When employees had no chance of eliminating these factors, work-home conflict can
exhaust employees physically and emotionally (Baeriswyl et al., 2016) which will
subsequently hamper their job performance (Ahmad, 2008). This creates a negative,
downward cycle between work and family. Previous scholarly work has pointed out the
negative relationship between work-home conflict and job performance (e.g., Chaudhry &
Ahmad, 2011; Demerouti et al., 2007; Wang & Tsai, 2014), and towards work engagement
(Tone Innstrand et al., 2008; Mauno et al., 2007; Rich et al., 2010; Wiese & Salmela-Aro,
2008).
Naturally, the actual scenarios and difficulty of conflicts between work and home varies
among different employees. For instance, a man returns home very late at night because he
was busy with his team working on a project. He was so busy that he forgot today was his
fifth wedding anniversary. His wife, a kind and sensitive person, is very upset and feels hurt.
She quarrels with him. The husband feels guilty but tired. He needs rest but also wants to
calm his wife down and earn her forgiveness. Meanwhile, he still has to go to work early in
the following day. Let us take one more scenario. A working mother has a young baby who
is easy to care for. Even though she returns home late at night, her husband can take good
care of the baby. Working late at night does disturb the fulfillment of her family role, but she
is well supported by her husband and her baby. However, when we turn to another working
mother with two young babies who are not so easy to care for, when she returns home late at
night from work, her babies are crying and looking for her. Her husband cannot comfort the
babies. Her husband is annoyed by the crying and blames her for being late home despite her
tiredness and the conflict she had with her supervisor earlier that day. In both cases, these
working mothers need to go to work early the following day.
In the face of adversity, it is inevitable to experience some negative emotions, such as
frustration, anxiety, depression, guilt, or rage. Previous studies discovered that negative
emotions have destructive effects on social behaviors (Chen et al., 2012). Furthermore,
improper behaviors influence whether employees can achieve their intra- and interpersonal
goals or not (Gross, 2002). Negative affect was confirmed to give rise to the work-home
conflict in the literature (see a review, Eby et al., 2010).
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2.5 Job demands-resources (JD-R) model
2.5.1 Development of JD-R Model
Arguably one of the most influential theories elaborating employees’ job performance is
the Job Demands-Resources (JD-R) model (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017; Demerouti et al.,
2001). Before the introduction of the job demands-resources (JD-R) model in 2001, scholars
were exploring how different job and personal characteristics together influence employees’
individual and organizational outcomes. This section will therefore briefly introduce two
representative theories in these early theories, namely, the Demand-Control Model (DCM)
(Karasek, 1979), and the conservation of resources (COR) theory (Hobfoll, 1989, 2002).
2.5.1.1 The Job Demand-Control Model (DCM)
Karasek's Demand-Control model explains and predicts job stress from the perspective
of job characteristics (Karasek, 1979; Karasek & Theorell, 1990). The job characteristics in
the DCM are composed of job demands and job control. Employees’ work stress comes from
the joint effect of job demands and job control. Job demands refer to the factors that reflect
the number and difficulty of the work tasks, such as workload, role conflicts, and problemsolving requirements. Job control is the reflection of the degree to which employees can
exert influence on their own work behaviors.
The central hypothesis of DCM states that when the job demands are at a high level, the
low level of job control will lead to a high degree of work stress. Such jobs are defined as
“high strain jobs”. On the other hand, the second hypothesis states that when job demands
and job control are both at a high level, an employee’s work motivation can be enhanced,
which is conducive to improving the employee’s job satisfaction and promoting personal
growth. When an employee enjoys a full sense of job control, not only does excessive job
demands no longer become a source of stress, on the contrary, it can encourage employees to
mobilize all the knowledge and skill reserves to effectively solve difficulties at work.
Karasek calls such jobs "active-learning jobs" (Karasek, 1979). Individuals under high-level
job demands can avoid being impaired by high work stress because of the protection of high
job control. Therefore, it can be said that the factor of job control has a buffering effect and
can also be understood as a protective mechanism (Karasek, 1979; Karasek & Theorell,
1990).
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Many previous studies have used the DCM (Karasek, 1979; Karasek & Theorell, 1990)
to investigate employee work stress and well-being. The research conclusions basically
support the central hypothesis. That is, when job demands are high, low-level job control
will lead to high work stress (Dwyer & Ganster, 1991; McLaney & Hurrell, 1988).
Meanwhile, the second hypothesis has received less support, and the conclusions from
different researchers remain diverse (De Lange et al, 2003; Van der Doef & Maes, 1999).
Empirical studies have failed to support the different interaction effects in different levels of
job control as the second hypothesis proposed. In Taris’s (2006) review, only 9 out of 90
related studies confirmed the interaction between job demands and job control. Karasek's
research also failed to strongly support this hypothesis. Some researchers attributed this
result to the deficits in the model's conceptual framework and research design (e.g., Carayon,
1993; Taris et al., 2003). Nevertheless, DCM still provides a very enlightening theoretical
framework for researchers to understand job stress and well-being from the perspective of
job characteristics.
2.5.1.2 The Conservation of Resources (COR) Theory
Conservation of Resources Theory (COR), a theory in the field of motivation,
adaptation, and stress, was proposed by Hobfoll (1989). This theory assumes that individuals
always strive to seek and possess resources, try to preserve existing resources, and desire to
obtain more resources. When individuals perceive that their own resources may get lost,
have got lost, or the resources they have invested are not sufficiently rewarded, stress may
occur (Hobfoll, 2001). The resources in the COR theory refer to the objects, conditions,
personal characteristics, and energy that an individual considers to be valuable from the
environment and their personal traits (Hobfoll, 2002). COR theory has become a very
representative theory in the field of exploring how personal and job resources influence
organizational outcomes (Hobfoll, 1989, 2001, 2002, 2004; Hobfoll & Shirom, 2000;
Westman et al., 2004), especially about stress (Benight et al., 1999; Kaiser et al., 1996), and
burnout (Buchwald & Hobfoll, 2004; Hobfoll, 2002; Ito & Brotheridge, 2003; Neveu, 2007).
Later, empirical studies linked the concept of maintaining and increasing resources with
employees’ engagement at work (Hakanen et al., 2008; Llorens et al., 2007; Salanova et al.,
2006; Xanthopoulou et al., 2008; Xanthopoulou et al., 2009a; Xanthopoulou et al., 2009c).
Results supported the reciprocal pattern between resources and work engagement, which is
that job and personal resources would exert a positive impact on work engagements, and in
turn employees’ engagement at work would increase their job and personal resources.
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2.5.2 Job Demands-Resources (JD-R) Model
Since its first appearance, the influential Job Demands-Resources (JD-R) model has
been applied in hundreds of thousands of empirical studies and organizations on work and
employee-related issues (see a review, e.g., Bakker & Demerouti, 2017; Bakker et al., 2014).
This model offers a comprehensive and flexible framework to elaborate the relationships
between job demands, personal demands, job resources, and personal resources. This is in
order to portray different underlying mechanisms of how these four umbrella terms impact
upon work and employee-related issues (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017). Under this theoretical
framework, job and personal demands are stressors which come from the organization and
the employee’s him or herself. Such demands can exhaust employees physically and
emotionally, consume their job and personal resources, cause job burnout, finally, hamper
employees’ job performance and well-being (Bakker et al., 2014). Bakker and Demerouti
therefore named this process the health-impairment path (Baeriswyl et al., 2016; Bakker &
Demerouti, 2017; Frone et al., 1997b). Work-home conflict has been shown to be one of the
main job demands in the JD-R model framework abroad and domestically (e.g., Bakker &
Demerouti, 2017; Siu et al., 2005). In contrast, job and personal resources are intrinsic or
extrinsic motivational fuels fostering employees’ better work engagement, job performance,
and well-being. (Bakker et al., 2014). Bakker and Demerouti thus named this process the
motivational path (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017). These two paths were originally discovered
to be independent from each other (Demerouti et al., 2001). Moreover, apart from being the
predictors in the motivational path, personal resources were found to alleviate the negative
impact from demands on desirable work and employee-related outcomes (Bakker &
Demerouti, 2017).
Specifically, job demands refer to the physical, psychological, social, or organizational
requirements involved in the work. These requirements/demands require continuous physical
or psychological effort or skills and are therefore related to certain physical and
psychological consumption, such as work stress, emotional demands, and interpersonal
conflict (Demerouti et al., 2001). Work overload, physical demands, role ambiguity, workhome conflict are also considered the main job demands in western and Asian cultures (e.g.,
Bakker et al., 2005; Siu, 2003; Siu et al., 2005). Job demands have been considered to be a
source of damage to employees' health, which may lead to physical fatigue and health
problems which can then influence their performance and achievement at work (Bakker &
Demerouti, 2017). Job resources are physical, psychological, social, and organizational
resources within the job. They are supportive in helping employees’ completion of their
work goals, reduction of job demands or related physical and psychological costs in a buffer
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effect, so as to promote personal growth and professional development. Job resources are
sources of the motivational process, including the support from supervisors or colleagues and
the diversity of work skills, among others. It is also an important predictor of employee work
engagement and job performance. Job resources not only cultivate employees' external work
motivation, but also stimulate employees' intrinsic motivation by satisfying their basic
psychological needs of autonomy, belonging and competence. Through the motivational
process, employees will be more engaged at work and achieve better job performance as a
result (e.g., Bakker & Bal, 2010; Bakker et al., 2007; Hakanen et al., 2008; Schaufeli &
Salanova, 2007; Wang et al., 2015).
With the development of the job demands-resources model, the concept of personal
resources proposed by Hobfoll (1989, 2002) in the COR theory has begun to attract the
attention of researchers and be incorporated into the model’s framework, owning the same
importance as job resources (Gilbert et al., 2018; Lorente et al., 2014; Tremblay &
Messervey, 2011; Van den Heuvel et al.,2010; Xanthopoulou et al., 2007). “Personal
resources are positive self-evaluation that are linked to resiliency, and refer to individuals’
sense of their ability to control and impact upon their environment successfully”
(Xanthopoulou et a., 2007), such as organizational-based self-efficacy, optimism,
organizational-based self-esteem (Jex & Elacqua, 1999; Xanthopoulou et al., 2007; Van
Yperen & Snijders, 2000; Mäkikangas & Kinnunen, 2003), sense of control (Seligman,
1975; Skinner, 1996), intrinsic motivation and positive affectivity (Karatepe, 2015), and so
forth. Later, the need to answer the question of what kind of personal resources could equip
employees to better overcome adversity and challenge for goal-attainment in an everchanging world drove scholars to extend the definition of personal resources. The updated
working definition is “Personal resources are lower-order, cognitive-affective aspects of
personality; developable systems of positive beliefs about one’s “self” (e.g., self-esteem, selfefficacy, mastery) and the world (e.g., optimism, faith) which motivate and facilitate goalattainment, even in the face of adversity or challenge” (Van den Heuvel et al., 2010).
Compared to the former definition, the later one integrates the insight of cognitive-affective
aspects of the personal, and clearly points to positive beliefs about self and the world.
Personal resources have been found to positively predict the perception of job resources,
mediate the association between job resources and work engagement (Xanthopoulou et al.,
2007). Moreover, personal resources are positively related to desirable outcomes such as
motivation, performance, job and life satisfaction, goal setting (Judge et al., 2004) as well as
emotional and physical well-being (Chen et al., 2001; Pierce et al., 1989; Scheier & Carver,
1992). Scholars proposed that when people own these characteristics, they could have more
positive appraisals about the situation, develop better strategies to deal with stress, have
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better adaptation (Grinker & Spiegel, 2015; Kelly, 1966; Sarason, 1974), and then become
“intrinsically motivated to pursue their goals and as a result they trigger higher performance
and satisfaction” (Bakker & Demerouti, 2014).
2.5.3 Reason of Choosing the Job Demands-Resources Model
The advantage of Karasek's Demand-Control model is its simplicity, but its
disadvantage is also its simplicity because it simplifies the phenomenon of complex job
characteristics into a few variables. Specifically, it only adopts workload and time pressure
to measure job demands or adopts skill discretion and the degree of decision-making to
measure job control (Karasek, 1979). This approach oversimplifies the complex real work
characteristics in the workplace context, making the model unreflective of reality. At the
same time, the practice of determining the indicators of job demands and job control in
advance also makes this model static in nature. On the one hand, its pre-determined job
demands and available job resources do not have universal applicability across occupations
or contexts. On the other hand, this model ignores some job demands and job resources
unique to a certain occupation or context (Bakker & Demerouti, 2014).
In comparison, the job demands-resources model overcomes the shortcomings of DCM.
The premise of the JD-R model is that despite job characteristics varying from context to
context, and personal characteristics varying from person to person, they can all be
summarized under the umbrella terms of job demands, job resources, and personal resources.
The specific job demand and personal resource could be determined according to the
condition of the job, organization, or context and improves the flexibility and
comprehensiveness of the model in research practice (Bakker & Demerouti, 2014).
2.6 Human being’s Cognition-Affect-Behavior Pattern
Previous scholarly work revealed that, regardless of the objective factors, an
individual’s subjective assumptions and interpretations of the reality of him/herself and the
adverse events together play a key role in deciding to what extent the event would influence
this person, as well as whether it is positively or negatively oriented (e.g., Crum & Langer,
2007; Dweck et al., 1995; Ellis, 1957; Kelly, 2020; Langer, 2009). Different precise and
subtle inner recursive processes boost different affective and behavioral responses towards
the individual him/herself and the external world which, in turn, together influence the
efficiency of individuals’ goal-attainment (e.g., Burnette et al., 2020; Cook et al., 2012;
David & DiGiuseppe, 2010). The following parts will introduce two sorts of beliefs/mindsets
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that, on the one hand, provide detail in elucidating how an individual interprets the reality of
him/herself and adverse events at the same time; and on the other hand, provide detail in
steps to modulate these precise cognition-affect-behavior patterns. One is called growth
mindset, it focuses on the personality that relates to one’s intrinsic motivation for lifelong
growth and learning (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). The other one is called rational beliefs, it
focuses on the personality that relates to rational cognitive appraisal, healthy emotions, and
adaptive behaviors in the context of adverse events (Ellis, 1957). Both aim at bolstering
individuals’ capability and possibility of prominence job performance, well-being, selfcontrol, and individual flourish (David et al., 2018; Dryden et al., 2010; Dweck & Leggett,
1988; Dweck, 2006; Ellis, 1957, 1984).
2.7 Growth Mindset
2.7.1 Definition of Growth Mindset
This is one of the fundamental understandings, or implicit attitudes, in a person’s world
view (Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Whitehead, 1968). It mainly influences an individual’s
attribution about “changeability” when confronting novel challenges (Mosanya, 2019).
When we apply it upon our own personal traits (e.g., intelligence, personality, skills, health,
etc.), we believe that we are possible and capable to update and upgrade ourselves by efforts
in assimilating adaptive new knowledge and skills (Dweck, 2015; Dweck & Leggett, 1988).
When we apply it to other people, we believe that these people are possible and capable to
develop and improve themselves by their efforts (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). When we apply
it to the external environment, even the world, we believe that the external environment and
the world are dynamic and humans have the chance to make it a better place (Duchi et al.,
2020; Dweck & Leggett, 1988).
This constructive cognitive interpretation of “changeability” puts people in an intrinsic
motivational trajectory to improve and develop their ability, broaden their mastery, and keep
selecting the best ways to pursue these two ends (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). Therefore,
constructive criticisms, failures, trials and efforts are ladders of progress towards goal
achievement and personal growth. After successfully combating the difficulties by efforts,
growth minded people perceive the emotions of pride, intrinsic rewards, and pleasure (Deci
& Ryan, 1980; Lepper, 1981). Last, this constructive cognition about changeability and
rewarding emotions together drive growth minded people to withdraw from easy or
personally meaningless tasks and pick up more challenging and personally meaningful tasks
(Bandura & Dweck, 1985). Growth minded people persistently and proactively attempt new
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strategies when stuck in useless ones, updating and upgrading their current knowledge and
skills repertoires, treating constructive criticisms, failures, trials and efforts as supplements
in enhancing performance for personally meaningful goal achievement (Dweck, 2015;
Dweck & Leggett, 1988). Through this, a growth minded person develops a motivational
adaptive pattern in response to novel challenges (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). To sum up,
growth mindset is the self-knowledge about how and why an individual progresses well in
learning and personal development (Higgins, 1996; Rissanen et al., 2019).
2.7.2 Research about Growth Mindset
2.7.2.1 Growth Mindset in Education
Longitudinal studies identified these two mindsets’ significant impact on academic
achievement (e.g., Anderman & Anderman, 1999; Blackwell et al., 2007). Growth minded
students were more resilient in learning (e.g., Blackwell et al., 2007; Stipek & Gralinski,
1996; Yeager & Dweck, 2012) and had greater confidence and expectancy of their future
scores, which motivated the students to put in more effort and achieve a better academic
performance (Mueller & Dweck, 1998; Plaks & Stecher, 2007). Students with a fixed
mindset tended to perform well in the face of easy tasks, but when faced with academic
challenges, their achievement reduced (Mueller & Dweck, 1998). In addition, studies have
shown that a growth mindset can also eliminate the negative effects of stereotypes. For
example, growth mindset can eliminate the threat of stereotypes such as viewing African
Americans as unintelligent, or women as not being good at mathematics and science. Getting
rid of these stereotypes significantly improved women and African Americans’ scores in the
Graduate Record Exam (GRE) (Aronson et al., 2002). Moreover, a growth mindset could
help individuals not be affected by stereotypes in a way that, when they were in deficit, they
were able to externalize these negative stereotypes, remain strong and resilient in fighting for
their goals (Inzlicht & Ben-Zeev, 2000).
2.7.2.2 Growth Mindset in Neuroscience
A growing volume of literature on brain science has shown that considerable amount of
exercise and constant effort will strengthen the neuroanatomical connection. For example,
repeated practice not only improves people’s operation of certain skills, but also brings about
changes in the structure of the brain (e.g., Ramsden et al., 2011; Scheibel & Schopf, 1997).
Examples could also be found from some experimental studies that the study of particular
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knowledge in a given time period, such as conducting an intensive review for a math exam
within a three-month period, would significantly increase the gray matter in certain areas of
the brain (Draganski et al., 2006). In addition, brain science also provides scientific evidence
for how growth minded people learnt and developed from their mistakes.
Electroencephalographic (EEG) experiments show that when a child with a growth mindset
makes a mistake in completing a task, s/he would allocate more attention to the task in which
s/he made the mistake, improve it over time which, in turn, increases the accuracy rate in
subsequent tasks (Schroder et al., 2017). This phenomenon can also be found among
undergraduates (Moser et al., 2011). Scheibel (Daniel, 1994), head of UCLA’s Brain
Research Institute said that, “The important thing is to be actively involved in areas
unfamiliar to you, anything that’s intellectually challenging can probably serve as a kind of
stimulus for dendritic growth, which means it adds to the computational reserves in your
brain” (Buzan & Keene, 2012). Studies have shown that challenges and tasks in the "zone of
proximal development" can best promote changes in the brain, such as instructing students
about the plasticity of the brain and other related knowledge plays a vital role in cultivating
students' growth mindset. Blackwell et al. (2007) found that just showing students simple
knowledge of neuroplasticity can help them cultivate a growth mindset that "believes that
their own efforts can bring about change", which in turn brings significant improvement in
their academic performance.
2.7.2.3 Growth Mindset in Organization
Apart from the educational context, Dweck (2006) observed that people holding a
growth mindset gain better achievement in the field of workplace and sports. In this book,
she told the readers single stories of different successful people but did not clarify in a
quantitative way the exact aspect of growth mindset these successful people had (e.g.,
intelligence, personality). Later, a rich body of empirical literature investigated how a growth
mindset would benefit the workplace. Ismail (2016) and Koo Moon et al., (2012) found
mindsets affected employees’ goal orientation at work. Learning goal-oriented people mostly
had a growth mindset, they were prone to choose more difficult work for enhancing their
abilities, while performance goal-oriented employees prefer easier work for maintaining their
competencies. Moreover, growth mindset was found to have a positive relationship with
workplace satisfaction (Rattan & Dweck, 2018), job satisfaction (Van Tongeren & Burnette,
2018), creative activities (Karwowski et al., 2019), task performance (Cutumisu et al., 2018),
work engagement (Zeng et al., 2019), work engagement and Organizational Citizenship
Behavior (Setiani & Manurung, 2020).
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2.7.2.4 The Growth Mindset Intervention
Growth mindset has been shown to be developable in adolescents and children (e.g.,
Burnette et al., 2020; Dweck, 2015; Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Paunesku et al., 2015). In the
field of the workplace, growth mindset interventions targeting employees also rendered the
imperative underpinning that growth mindset is malleable in employees. Furthermore,
growth mindset is positively related to occupational specific performance and behaviors
(e.g., Cutumisu et al., 2018; Hoyt et al., 2012; Powers, 2015; see a review, Han & Stieha,
2020).
2.8 Rational beliefs
2.8.1 The Rational-Emotive Behavior Therapy (REBT)
In early 1955, Albert Ellis built up a cognitive theory for counseling called Rational
Therapy (RT). In 1961, Albert Ellis and Bob Harbert changed the name from "Rational
Therapy" (RT) to "Rational-Emotive Therapy" (RET). After decades’ development in its
application, Albert Ellis renamed it to “Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy (REBT)” in
1993. Rational beliefs are a cluster of rational, flexible, and pragmatic beliefs under the
REBT theory framework (Ellis, 1962).
2.8.2 Rational Beliefs
Rational beliefs are defined as characteristics that are “flexible or non-extreme,
consistent with reality, logical, largely functional in one’s emotional, behavioral and
cognitive consequences, and largely helpful to the individual in pursuing his basic goals and
purposes” (Dryden & Branch, 2008, p.8). These beliefs are powerful in equipping
individuals to remain on track towards goal attainment when confronting adverse events
(Bernard & Dryden, 2019; Ellis, 1957). Its core assumption is that healthy emotions come
from an individual’s subjective rational, non-extreme, and pragmatic cognitive appraisal on
the objective adverse events (Dryden, 2013; Ellis, 1957, 1996). Through this lens, rational
beliefs overcome the damage from unhealthy affects and maladaptive social behaviors by
leading individuals to think rationally from four types of thinking (Bernard, 2011; Bernard &
Dryden, 2019; Ellis, 1957). Thus, rational beliefs draw people on a motivational adaptive
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cognition-emotion-behavior pattern for achieving personally meaningful goals (Bernard,
2011; Bernard & Dryden, 2019; Chrysidis et al., 2020; Ellis, 1957).
Rational beliefs refer to a comprehensive integration of four subtypes. The first one is
non-dogmatic preference. It is defined as the flexible and accepting thinking of one’s
desire(s) (David, 2014). For example, in a scenario that a working mother needs to finish her
report while feeding her difficult baby at the same time, she might describe her nondogmatic preference in this way “I want to get balance in finishing my report and feeding my
baby well, but I do not have to do so”, instead of thinking in a rigid and extreme way that “I
want to balance my work and feeding my baby, and I must do it well”. The latter places too
much demand and rigid requirements on herself and the result (David, 2019, p.269). The
rationality in non-dogmatic preference is evident as follows: 1) the mother is flexible in
allowing the possible result that she might not do well in what she wants; 2) her desire for
the balance between finishing the report and feeding her baby is consistent with the reality,
and there being no general law to require that she must do well is another reality; 3) how she
describes her desire is logical, and her flexibility is closely related to her desire; 4) this
flexibility helps the mother to develop functional and healthy emotions, behaviors, and
cognitions for goal-attainment, and motivates her to think about what she is doing and what
to do next, instead of how well she is doing (Dryden & Branch, 2008, p.9).
The second one is non-awfulizing belief. Non-awfulizing belief is defined as “a person
believes, at the time, that something is bad, but not the end of the world”. Thus, the working
mother might think in this way: “I want to do well, but I do not have to do so. It is bad if I do
not do well, but not awful” (Dryden, 2019, p.28). The rationality in non-awfulizing belief is
evident as follows: 1) the mother is non-extreme in that she agrees that there would be other
things in the world worse than not balancing her report and feeding the baby; 2) the mother’s
admissions that it is bad for her not to do well but that this result is not awful are consistent
with reality; 3) how she admits to the badness is logical, and her non-awfulizing allowing is
closely related to her admission; 4) this non-awfulizing admission helps the mother to
develop functional and healthy emotions, behaviors, and cognitions for goal-attainment, and
motivates her to think about what she is doing and what to do next, instead of how well she
is doing (Dryden, & Branch, 2008, p.10).
The third one is high frustration tolerance belief. It is defined as “a person believes, at
the time, that it is difficult tolerating the adversity that they are facing or about to face, but
that they can tolerate it and that it is worth it for them to do so. In addition, they assert that
they are willing to tolerate the adversity and commit themselves to doing so” (Dryden, 2019,
p.28). Thus, the working mother might think in this way: “If I do not do well in my report
and feeding my difficult baby, that will be difficult to bear, but I can stand it. It will not be
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intolerable, and it is worth it for me to tolerate it” (Dryden & Branch, 2008, p.11). The
rationality in high frustration tolerance belief is evident as follows: 1) the mother is nonextreme in that she agrees that not doing well is not an extreme result and it is tolerable; 2)
based on the reality, the mother admits that it is suffering to bear the adversity, but the
mother knows she could stand with this suffering, and she knows it is for her own sake to do
so; 3) how she acknowledges the struggle during the tolerance is logical, and her high extent
to tolerate the frustration is closely related to her acknowledgment; 4) this high tolerance
helps the mother to develop functional and healthy emotions, behaviors, and cognitions for
goal-attainment, and motivates her to think about what she is doing and what to do next that
would prevent causing those ‘hard to tolerate’ conditions at the same time, instead of
focusing on how well she is doing, nor on the ‘unbearable’ drawbacks when she is doing
badly (Dryden & Branch, 2008, p.12).
The last one is unconditional acceptance. Unconditional acceptance is defined as “a
person acknowledges that they, others or life are far too complex to merit a global negative
evaluation and that such an evaluation does not define self, others or life” (Dryden, 2019,
p.28). Thus, the working mother might think in this way: “I want to do well, but I do not
have to do so. I am the same fallible person whether I do well or not” (Dryden, 2019, p.28).
The rationality in unconditional acceptance belief is evident as follows: 1) the mother is nonextreme that she knows she could perform both well and badly; 2) this non-extreme belief is
consistent with the reality that the mother admits she is a “fallible human being” when she
cannot balance her report and baby, but this failing will not lower her self-worth; 3) the
mother knows that herself as a whole person cannot be defined by a single behavior, she
does not overgeneralize herself; 4) this unconditional acceptance helps the mother to develop
functional emotions, behaviors, and cognitions for goal-attainment. What is more, this
unconditional acceptance enables her to learn from the past, especially the errors. The
lessons learned from experience helps her to better understand how to improve her
performance when dealing with the same or similar issue next time, instead of being stuck in
her similar poor performance in the future (Dryden & Branch, 2008, p.13).
These four rational beliefs together enhance a person’s rationality 1) in being consistent
with the reality of the adversity and their self-worth, 2) in developing functional, healthy,
and adaptive emotions, behaviors, and cognitions for goal-attainment, and 3) in learning
from their errors to improve their performance instead of dwelling on their past poor
performance or negative emotions. These evaluative appraisals could be applied in a broad
array of contexts whenever the person faces a new or similar adversity.
2.8.3 Application of Rational Beliefs
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2.8.3.1 Rational Beliefs in Counseling
REBT is one of the most commonly used contemporary cognitive therapies
(Matweychuk et al., 2019). Emotional and behavioral disorders occur more frequently for
people holding irrational beliefs than holding rational beliefs (Ellis, 1994). However,
people's emotional and behavioral disorders can be reduced or eliminated via replacing
irrational beliefs with rational beliefs (Ellis, 1994), particularly in reducing negative
emotions such as depression, anxiety, rage, self-abasement, etc. (David et al., 2018).
2.8.3.2 Rational Beliefs in Workplace
In discussing good performance, personal meaningful goals, happy life and personal
flourish in organizational settings, we may be prone to think about the beneficial role of
positive psychology, which was developed at the end of 1990s (Seligman, 2002, 2011;
Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). However, within the industrial and organizational
psychology literature less is known. Since the rational-emotive behavior therapy was
established by Albert Ellis in the 1950s (Dryden et al., 2010), rational beliefs and rational
beliefs-oriented trainings have been contributing to an increase in individuals’ self-control,
human prosperity, self-actualization, peak performance, and subjective well-being, as well as
a reduction in psychological strains and mental and physical suffering (e.g., David et al.,
2018; Dryden et al., 2010; Ellis, 1957, 1984; Linley et al., 2006). Rational beliefs can be
viewed as structural self-knowledge for goal attainment and personal development (Ruggiero
et al., 2018) in work contexts. Scholars found that rational beliefs could benefit employees at
work to decrease their procrastination (e.g., Bernard, 1991a, 1991b), improve job satisfaction
(Tanhan, 2014), improve athletes’ sport performance (Wood et al., 2017) and so on. REBToriented coaching (Bernard & Dryden, 2019, p.267) and REBT-oriented self-help and selfdevelopment books are also popular at workplaces in nurturing employees’ rational beliefs
(Bernard & Dryden, 2019).
2.8.4 Rational Beliefs and Job Performance
Rational beliefs have been found to have a positive impact on job performance among
diverse occupational groups. In 2016, David et al., found it to be beneficial by coaching bank
managers to develop rational beliefs about their performance. Executive coaching based on
REBT has also been widely used in the training of executives and was found to be able to
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successfully shape their job performance (e.g., Anderson, 2002; Criddle, 2007b; Dudău
et al., 2018).
There are five components in Ellis’s approach in improving job performance. First, Ellis
guided them in how to decide and engage themselves to their long-term goals without being
afraid of failure and the negative emotions. Second, he helped people break the long-term
goals into short-term goals, and carefully identify the characteristics of these goals, by which
people can then be more aware of how they can complete each goal. Third, Ellis guided
people to reflect on their irrational beliefs on these goals, as well as reflect on how many
they had overcome. Fourth, he taught people about rational beliefs and guided them to
dispute and replace the irrational beliefs with the rational ones. Finally, Ellis led people to
generate daily to-do lists which ensure they achieve these goals (Bernard & Dryden, 2019,
p358).
A kind reminder here: the aforementioned literature review mainly relates to Study 1 &
Study 2, which are quantitative in design. Meanwhile, the following literature review mainly
relates to Study 3, which is a repetition priming experiment including two phases: the
learning and testing phases, in investigating the recursive process of employees’ growth
mindset.
2.9 Implicit Attitude
Allport (1935) declared that attitude is "the most distinctive and indispensable concept
in American social psychology" (p. 798). Osgood et al., (1957) put forward that, based on a
person’s existing or expected reward or punishment, the evaluative factor plays the central
role in his/her rating of a particular social object. With the reconfirmation of the status of the
unconscious in the process of individual psychological processing and their behaviors, the
study of implicit social cognition has also emerged (Cameron et al., 2012).
Modern social psychology research has accepted Simon’s viewpoint of bounded
rationality (Augier, 2001), emphasizing the finiteness of human information processing and
behaviors. Zajonc extended the mere exposure effect to the study of unconscious preference,
which has very important theoretical significance for the rise of implicit social cognition
(Bornstein & D'agostino, 1992). Bargh & Apsley (2001) pointed out that Zajonc's view that
emotional processes can surpass individual knowledge and awareness is the starting point for
social psychology to recognize unconscious influence, because he challenged the cognitive
conditional interpretation of basic psychological phenomena for the first time (Bargh &
Apsley, 2001, p.25). In 1995, Greenwald and Banaji creatively integrated existing data and
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put forward the concept of "implicit social cognition", marking the final theoretical
formation of the field of implicit social cognition.
Although the concept of "implicit/unconscious" originated from Freud's psychoanalytic
theory (Greenberg, 1983), the current researchers are more concerned about the unconscious
phenomena in perception, evaluation, learning, emotion, and motivation (e.g., Greenwald &
Banaji, 1995; Hahn et al., 2014; Rudman, 2004). Wilson (2004) called this unconscious
process "adaptive unconscious", which is different from Freud's concept of unconscious in
three aspects. First, the unconscious mental processing does not originate from repression,
and there are no motivational factors preventing individuals from approaching their feelings
and experiences. Second, the unconscious itself is not a warehouse of primitive desires and
impulses, but a normal process of mental activity. Third, the unconscious state is not
assumed to be recoverable. Modern psychology assumes that regardless how hard the
individual tries to introspect, there is also the possibility of not being able to approach
conscious awareness. Both Freud and modern psychology believe in the existence of
unconscious, and believe that unconscious processes affect individual thoughts, feelings, and
behaviors (Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Ellis, 1957; Freud, 1920), and that unconscious
processes are independent of conscious processes. Implicit social cognition does not
necessarily assume that individuals have repressive motives, it only assumes that some
mental processes cannot be introspectively awarded (Wilson, 2004). On the basis of the
modern transformation of the unconscious, cognitive psychology introduces it into the study
of implicit memory, such as the individual's prior experience, although it cannot be detected
in the explicit memory measurement, but it affects the individual's performance in implicit
memory measurements, such as performance in stemming tasks (Richardson-Klavehn, &
Bjork, 1988).
Greenwald and Banaji (1995) defined the different categories of implicit cognition as:
implicit cognition is a trace of experience that an individual cannot recognize accurately
through introspection. This trace regulates follow up affective, behavioral, and cognitive
responses (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). Implicit cognition includes attitude, stereotype and
self, and the word response refers to the response category (including object-evaluation
judgment) (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). Although most researchers admit that implicit
attitude is an automated response, in terms of the essential attributes of implicit attitude, the
understanding remains diverse. For example, Fazio (1995) emphasized that implicit attitudes
have a little controllability and need for effort. Dovidio and Gaertner (1986) proposed that, at
least at some point, the attitude itself can exist outside of consciousness. Wilson et al., (2000)
emphasized that through lack of awareness of the origin of attitudes, and when in contact
with the objects to which attitude(s) were directed, attitudes can be automatically activated in
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an unintentional and uncontrollable manner. In addition, they proposed that awareness
towards the attitude itself varies when the type of implicit attitude involved differs.
2.10 Attentional Bias
Attentional bias refers to the fact that when people receive external stimuli, it is
impossible to perform cognitive processing on all stimuli. They often choose their favorite
stimuli for mental representation and processing. Compared with neutral stimuli, a certain
kind of specific stimuli (such as implicit belief) will preferentially occupy the individual’s
cognitive resources or attract the individual’s attention, trigger the individual’s high
sensitivity to specific stimuli and prompt the individual to preferentially process. This is
represented in the way that more attention distribution was given on certain kinds of specific
stimuli (Bar-Haim et al., 2007; Bradley et al., 1997; Eastwood et al., 2003).
2.11 Priming Effect
2.11.1 Introduction of Priming Effect
Priming effects are the important memory phenomena revealed by the application of
various implicit memory tests (Schacter, 1992). Priming effect means that the first priming
stimulus has a promoting effect on the target stimulus that is presented later (Kessler &
Moscovitch, 2013; Kristjánsson & Campana, 2010). When observing behavior, it shows a
shorter reaction time and a higher accuracy rate. The key point of priming is that the subjects
did not know the connection between the priming concept and stimulus and their subsequent
affected attitudes and behaviors, and that the occurrence of these effects (attitudes and
behaviors) were unconscious or automatic (Greenwald et al., 2009). A large number of
studies on the priming effect have found that some seemingly insignificant environmental
stimuli can stimulate specific thoughts and behaviors. In concept priming, the individual
must already understand the priming concept. Priming only brings the concept to the
individual's consciousness but does not explain the meaning of the concept (Mamede et al.,
2010). Through priming, availability bias can be stimulated, so that individuals are affected
by content (past experiences/memory) that is easily recalled due to the impact of the concept
priming (Wheeler & DeMarree, 2009). Once this concept is activated, it is easier to be
awarded and more likely to be used to code other information (Higgins et al., 1977).
Nowadays, some psychological concepts, such as social norms, goals, attitudes, stereotypes,
and social behaviors can all be initiated in experiments to influence people’s attitudes and
behaviors (Kawakami et al., 2003).
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Researchers mainly use four formats of priming. These are explicit priming, implicit
priming, subliminal priming, and situational priming. Explicit priming directly presents
stimulus materials to the subjects and requires the subjects to conduct conscious information
processing. For example, participants were presented with short essays of award-winning
sports stars to start the participants to be tenacious in the following tasks. Participants might
also be asked to read a short Bible essay in advance, later, the experimenter would observe
whether the participants make more pro-social behaviors (Carpenter & Marshall, 2009).
What is more, experimenters might directly ask the subjects to answer questions related to
the research variables (Schumann et al., 2014).
Compared to explicit priming, implicit priming presents the priming stimulus in a more
hidden way, making it difficult for the subjects to perceive the intention of the experiment
(Schacter & Church, 1992). The task of conjunctive sentence formation is widely used by
researchers (Srull & Wyer, 1979), that is, five words are given, and the subjects are asked to
use four of them to form a complete sentence. The words seen by the experimental group
contain some words related to the concept of initiation, while the control group contain some
irrelevant words. The special design in this implicit priming is that because the task of the
subjects is to compose sentences, they usually will not think about the intention of the words
(Ahmed & Hammarstedt, 2011; Rounding et al., 2012).
Subliminal priming is a more covert priming technology (Van den Bussche et al., 2009).
Subliminal stimuli are presented to subjects. Experimenters will observe whether the
subjects are affected by these stimuli without being aware of the existence of the stimuli
(Eimer & Schlaghecken, 2003). For example, in the word judgment task, the priming words
were quickly presented (less than 40ms), and they were masked (Johnson et al., 2010;
Saroglou et al., 2009). In this case, not only is the participant unable to infer the intention of
the experiment, nor even see the experimental stimulus (Dijksterhuis et al., 2008; McKay et
al., 2011), but the initiation of the stimulus will still have an impact on the subjects'
subsequent behaviour(s).
Scenario priming can apply the priming effect research to the natural environment. For
example, applying an image of a stack of banknotes to the computer screensaver for subjects
who were invited to complete priming experiment on the concept of money (Vohs et al.,
2006), or conducting an experiment in a church to activate religious beliefs (Labouff et al.,
2012; Rutchick, 2010; Sagioglou & Forstmann, 2013).
Priming could also be divided into direct priming and indirect priming (Rossell et al.,
2000). Direct priming means that the priming stimuli and target stimuli could be related or
unrelated, and there are not any mediating stimuli between them. While there are mediating
stimuli between the prime and the target stimuli in indirect priming (Rossell et al., 2000).
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There is a typical form called repetition priming in direct priming (Forster & Davis, 1984).
Repetition priming includes two phases: the learning and testing phases. In the learning
phase, a series of stimuli are presented to the subject at a certain interval. In the subsequent
testing phase, the subject will be required to complete some tasks by using the same or
related stimuli used at the learning phase or using a new stimulus irrelevant to the ones used
in the learning stage. These irrelevant stimuli will be treated as the baseline measurement of
the task performance (Zeelenberg et al., 2003).
2.11.2 Introduction of Conceptual Priming
2.11.2.1 Definition of Conceptual Priming
Meyer and Schvaneveldt (1971) used letter strings as research materials and discovered
the conceptual priming effect for the first time. Their research results showed that
semantically related letter strings are more easily recognized than semantically unrelated
letter strings (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). Conceptual priming effect means that,
compared with semantically irrelevant priming words, semantically related priming words
will promote participants’ recognition of target words. Triggered by the related priming
words, participants would recognize and respond to the target words easier, faster, and with
higher accuracy. For example, when the target word is cat, participants would respond to the
it faster when the priming word is dog than when the priming word is bus (McNamara, 2005;
Neely, 2012).
According to the differences of time interval between the priming stimulus and the
target stimulus, conceptual priming can be divided into upper-threshold conceptual priming
and subliminal conceptual priming (McRae & Boisvert, 1998). Subliminal priming occurs on
an individual in the condition in which s/he is exposed to stimuli below his/her threshold of
perception (Kawakami et al., 2018). Normally, in subliminal priming, the time interval
between prime and target stimulus is less than 500ms, however, the prime stimulus still
affects participants’ response on the target stimulus (Elgendi et al., 2018).
2.11.2.2 The Interpretation Mechanism of Conceptual Priming Effect
The occurrence of the conceptual priming effect can be explained by three mutually
independent processes (Minzenberg et al., 2002; Neely, 2012).
The Spreading Activation Model. This model treats each concept in the memory
network as equivalent to a node. If a concept/node is activated, then this node will expand to
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other nodes, activating the other corresponding concept/node (Martin et al., 1994). In
conceptual priming, if the appearance of the prime stimulus activates a conceptual node in
the semantic network structure, and it happens that the target stimulus belongs to one of the
nodes, then this prime stimulus will promote the subjects' processing of the target stimulus
(McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992). If the distance of the nodes of the prime stimulus and the target
stimulus in the network structure is far apart, the individual's response to the target stimulus
will be correspondingly lengthened at this time. In the subliminal priming test, the
appearance of the prime stimulus is too short for nodes to transmit from one to another.
Research has found that the spread of activation takes more than hundreds of milliseconds
(Perea & Rosa, 2002). Therefore, this interpretation theory cannot accurately explain the
subliminal semantic activation.
The compound-cued Theories. This model was proposed by Ratcliff and McKoon in
1988. The main point of this model is that, in semantic priming, if the prime and target
stimuli are both stored in the long-term memory system, these two types of stimuli will
automatically form a compound cue that leads to the long-term memory system through the
short-term memory system. At the same time, this cue could be well recognized (Ratcliff &
McKoon, 1988). The level of awareness is directly proportional to the degree of association
between the prime and the target stimulus. Therefore, the higher the familiarity of the
compound cues, the more the subjects' response to the target stimulus will be promoted, and
the more conceptual priming effect will be produced accordingly (Ratcliff & McKoon,
1988). Conceptual priming tests confirmed that the awareness of prime stimuli and target
stimuli as compound cues plays an important role in the strength of the priming effect
(McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992).
Response Competition Model. This model proposed that, in the conceptual priming
experiment, when the subject is evaluating the target stimulus, s/he would search the
evidence consistent with the target stimulus in the brain. The accumulation of evidence is
accompanied with the accrual of time and other sources. Once the evidence exceeds the
participant’s threshold, s/he would choose this evidence as the response option (Klinger et
al., 2000).
2.12 Brief Summary
Chapter 2 reviewed the literature of variables and theories which were investigated in
Study 1 & Study 2. Later, the underlying mechanisms and related concepts of different
priming effects will be explained, as they are the base for Study 3.
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Previous survey research discovered that growth mindset could be positively related to
work engagement (Zeng et al., 2019) and job performance (Cutumisu et al., 2018),
respectively. In addition, rational beliefs intervention found that after trainees were taught to
increase their rational beliefs, they could become better engaged at work, and achieve better
job performance (e.g., David et al., 2018; Dryden et al., 2010;). However, to our best
knowledge, the JD-R model literature has not yet examined the role of growth mindset and
rational beliefs in its motivational path. Therefore, in the hypothesized mediation model in
Study 1 and Study 2, growth mindset and rational beliefs are the independent variables, work
engagement is the mediator, and job performance is the dependent variable.
According to the JD-R literature, personal resources could buffer the negative impact
from job demands (e.g., work-home conflict) on desirable outcomes (Bakker & Demerouti,
2017). Rational beliefs have been shown to be efficient in family therapy (e.g., Fuller et al.,
2020), which is supposed to benefit employees who are suffering from work-home conflict.
Moreover, no study has tried to test whether employees’ growth mindset at work might
protect them from work-home conflict. Therefore, in the hypothesized moderated mediation
model in Study 2, we tested the buffering effect of growth mindset and rational beliefs in
both the motivational and health-impairment paths, under the context of the job demand of
work-home conflict. Therefore, work-home conflict is the independent variable, work
engagement and burnout are the mediators, growth mindset and rational beliefs are the
moderators, and job performance is the dependent variable.
Study 3 is a priming experiment which includes two phases: the experimental induction
and priming experiment. These two phases together serve for the end of 1) testing the
malleability of growth mindset and, 2) uncovering the cognition-affect-behavior pattern after
employees were induced a growth mindset.
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CHAPTER 3. STUDY 1
Drawing on the research gaps elaborated in Chapter 1 about the lack of certain kinds of
personal resources in the JD-R theoretical framework, we conducted the first study to test
our first hypothesized model. Chapter 3 will mainly report the results of Study 1 about the
investigation of the roles of growth mindset and rational beliefs as a whole construct in the
motivational path of the JD-R model (in the following paragraphs and chapters, the term
“rational beliefs” means rational beliefs as a whole construct). Study 1 adopted a crosssectional design among a large sample of Chinese employees, it is a pilot study for the
design of Study 2.
3.1 Hypotheses
Study 1 employed a cross-sectional survey design in examining the structural validity
and relationships among growth mindset, rational beliefs, work engagement, and job
performance in the motivational path of the JD-R model (see Figure 3.1). We hypothesized
that:
Hypothesis 3.1: Growth mindset will be positively related to job performance through
the mediation effect of work engagement.
Hypothesis 3.2: Rational beliefs as a whole construct will be positively related to job
performance through the mediation effect of work engagement.

Figure 3.1 Hypothesized model of new personal resources in the motivational path of JD-R model

3.2 Method
The survey method is as an efficient method to collect data systematically from a large
population (Nestor & Schutt, 2014). Thus, survey was the main research method in this
study. Questionnaires were presented in both e-version and paper-pencil versions for data
collection. Furthermore, well-established scales were chosen for the survey to ensure reliable
and generalizable results. Moreover, the survey method has cost effectiveness and can avoid
the confounding influence of interviewers. The weakness of the survey method might be that
respondents may not be honest in answering the questionnaire. The current cross-sectional
study thus included a large sample size to avoid the potential biases that might confound the
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data. Another disadvantage is that, for online-surveys, researchers might not find it possible
to control the circumstances under which respondents are completing the questionnaire.
However, many studies have found online surveys provide very useful research data (e.g.,
Evans & Mathur, 2005).
3.2.1 Participants and Procedures
The Chinese employee participants in this study were recruited by master students in
Hong Kong and mainland China, which is not restricted to the area of the GBA. They helped
on a voluntary basis and the data they collected were used for part of the assessment for one
course. We took Demerouti and Rispens' (2014) commentary as guidance (e.g., standardized
the process of data collection for all students; an acceptable requirement of amount of data
for each student) to ensure the value of student-recruited data. The students spread soft-copy
and/or hard-copy questionnaires that were then completed by employees who were either
full-time or part-time. The questionnaires included a cover letter stating that the survey was
solely for academic research purposes, that it was anonymous and confidential. We
distributed 1000 copies of the questionnaire. In total, 896 employees completed the
questionnaire (a response rate of 89.6%). We cleaned the data by deleting those with same
rating of all the study variables and those who failed to complete one-third of the
questionnaire, which resulted in a final sample of 801 employees.
In this final sample, 61.5% were females, 82.6% were younger than 40 years old, and
the majority of the respondents (69.8%) had obtained a higher degree (Bachelor or Master).
Further, 85.9% of the respondents worked on a full-time basis. Finally, the majority of
participants came from these industries: education (n = 234, 29.2%), finance and insurance
(n = 119; 14.9%), and IT (n = 186; 23.2%). More demographic information is shown in
Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Demographic Information of the Sample (N = 801)
Category
Gender
Male
Female
Missing
Educational
Middle school
status
High school
College
Bachelor
Master
PhD
Missing
Marital status
Single
Married/ Cohabitation
Divorce/Separation
Missing
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N
289
493
19
29
51
143
389
160
10
19
445
321
16
19

Percentage (%)
36.1%
61.5%
2.4%
3.6%
6.4%
17.9%
48.6%
20.0%
1.2%
2.4%
55.6%
40.1%
2.0%
2.40

Age
(years)

Number of
children

If hired
Contract
Position
hierarchy

Dual career
family
Industry

19 or younger than 19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70 or elder than 70
0
1
2
3
4
Missing
Yes
No
Missing
Full-time
Part-time
Missing
Baseline
Front-line director
Junior manager
Middle-level manager
Senior manager
Decision manager
Missing
Yes
No
Missing
Construction
Bank
Education
Restaurant
Health
Transport
Finance and
insurance
Manufacture
Government
IT
Electronic
Property and real
estate
Other
Missing

Total

4
213
259
108
78
42
50
20
6
1
1
19
553
142
73
13
1
19
667
115
19
688
94
19
535
62
63
54
42
24
21
380
398
23
12
23
234
79
26
4
119

.5%
26.6%
32.3%
13.5%
9.7%
5.2%
6.2%
2.5%
.7%
.1%
.1%
2.4%
69%
17.7%
9.1%
1.6%
.1%
2.4%
83.3%
14.4%
2.4%
85.9%
11.7%
2.4%
66.8%
7.7%
7.9%
6.7%
5.2%
3.0%
2.6%
47.4%
49.7%
2.9%
1.5%
2.9%
29.2%
9.9%
3.2%
.5%
14.9%

11
14
186
1
2

1.4%
1.7%
23.2%
.1%
.2%

75
15
801

9.4%
1.9%
100%

3.2.2 Measures
Growth Mindset The 4-item self-reported fixed and growth mindset scale (Dweck,
2006) was used to measure the growth mindset in intelligence. Two items measured growth
mindset and the other two items measured fixed mindset. The fixed mindset items were
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reverse coded and the average score of these four items represent participants’ growth
mindset. This measure was on a 6-point rating scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6
(strongly agree). A sample item is “No matter how much intelligence you have, you can
always change it quite a bit”. A back-translation method (Brislin, 1970) was used to translate
the scale into Chinese. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were .83.
Rational beliefs The 24-item version of the Attitudes and Belief Scale (ABS-2) (Hyland
et al., 2014) was used to measure the rational beliefs and irrational beliefs with the REBT
theory as its theoretical foundation (Ellis, 1994). The ABS-2-AV has 8 sub-scales measuring
four rational beliefs (preferences, non-catastrozhizing, high frustration tolerance and selfacceptance) and four irrational beliefs (demandingness, catastrophizing, low frustration
tolerance and depreciation). The current study mainly focuses on the rational beliefs. Thus,
we obtained four of the eight sub-scales to measure employees’ rational beliefs. In REBT
theory, the four dimensions of rational beliefs are: preference, non-catastrophizing, high
frustration tolerance, and acceptance. Each sub-scale contains three items, all responses were
given on a 6-point rating scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree).
Higher scores in each case represent greater agreement to the given belief process. A
satisfied factorial validity and internal reliability of ABS-2-AV was tested in previous
studies (e.g., Hyland et al., 2014; Oltean et al., 2017). A sample item is “When people whom
you want to like you disapprove of you, you know you are still a worthwhile person.” A
back-translation method (Brislin, 1970) was used to translate the scale into Chinese.
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were .89 for preference, .77 for non-catastrophizing, .86 for
high frustration tolerance, .92 for acceptance, and .91 for the above 12-item rational beliefs.
Work Engagement The 9-item self-reported abbreviated version of Utrecht Work
Engagement Scale (UWES) (Schaufeli et al., 2006) was used to measure work engagement.
This scale contains 3 sub-scales, vigor (e.g., “Today, I felt strong and vigorous at my work”),
absorption (e.g., “Today, I was immersed in my work”), and dedication (e.g., “Today, I was
enthusiastic about my job”), each dimension of work engagement was measured by three
items. Responses were given on a 6-point rating scale ranging from 1 (never) to 6 (very
often). UWES-9 was developed into a Chinese version in previous studies (Lu et al., 2014;
Siu et al., 2010) and found reliable. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were .76 for vigor, .79 for
absorption, .83 for dedication, and .91 for the whole scale.
Job Performance The 5-item self-reported Job Performance Scale (Siu et al., 2013) was
used to measure five aspects of job performance: quantity of work, quality of work, job
knowledge, attendance, and getting along with others. Responses were given on a 6-point
rating scale ranging from 1 (Very Poor) to 6 (Very good). Cronbach’s alpha coefficients
were .84.
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3.2.3 Data Analysis
Structural equation modeling was conducted to analyze the hypothesized mediation
model using Mplus version 8.0. For each of the three multidimensional measures (growth
mindset, rational beliefs, and work engagement), three item parcels were constructed using
the domain-representative approach (Little et al., 2002), such that items from each subscale
were assigned into different parcels. Each item parcel consisted of items from different
subscales. For example, each of the three parcels for rational beliefs consisted of one item
from the preference subscale, one item from the non-catastrophizing subscale, one item from
the high frustration tolerance subscale, and one item from the acceptance subscale.
Several fit indices were adopted for model evaluation, including the Tucker-Lewis
index (TLI), the comparative fit index (CFI), the root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA), and the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR). A good model fit is
indicated by a CFI > .95, a TLI > .95, a RMSEA and SRMR < .06 (Hu & Bentler, 1999;
Schreiber et al., 2006). Moreover, the bootstrapping technique was applied to examine the
significance of the hypothesized direct and indirect effects. Bias-corrected 95% confidence
intervals (BC 95% CIs) were computed based on 1,000 bootstrap resamples.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Preliminary analysis
To examine whether the dependent variable job performance varies among the
demographic variables of gender, education, marriage, and age, one way ANOVA was
performed on these categories data, with an alpha of p < .05 adopted to correlation
coefficients. None of these variables were found to be significantly related to job
performance, therefore, their effects were not controlled for in subsequent analyses.
Collinear analysis was also performed to examine the multicollinearity of the data. Table 3.2
showed the variance inflation factor (VIF) values of growth mindset, rational beliefs, and
work engagement were all less than 10, indicating no problem of multicollinearity.
Table 3.2 Variance inflation factor of the data
Variable

Growth mindset

Rational beliefs

Work engagement

VIF

1.258

1.151

1.200

3.3.2 Descriptive Statistics
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The results from descriptive statistics for the study variables are presented in Table 3.3.
All multi-items measurements demonstrated an acceptable internal consistency reliability
(Cronbach’s α = .68 to .91). Growth mindset, rational beliefs, and work engagement were
statistically significantly positively correlated with job performance. Moreover, growth
mindset, rational beliefs as a whole construct were positively correlated with work
engagement. In addition, growth mindset was positively correlated with rational beliefs as a
whole construct.
Table 3.3 Descriptive statistics for the study variables
M
SD
1

2

3

1.Growth Mindset

4.16

1.06

(.68)

2. Rational Beliefs

4.31

.84

.33**

(.91)

3. Work Engagement

3.88

.94

.38**

.26**

(.91)

4. Job Performance

4.38

.81

.26**

.31**

.45**

4

(.84)

3.3.3 Mediation Analysis
The hypothesized mediation model exhibited a good model fit, χ2(59) = 177.690, p
< .001, CFI = .98, TLI = .98, RMSEA = .050, 90% CI [.042, .059], SRMR = .033. Figure 3.2
illustrates the hypothesized mediation model. Standardized factor loadings for the latent
constructs were substantial, ranging from .09 to .43. Work engagement was positively
predicted by growth mindset and rational beliefs as a whole construct, respectively. Job
performance was positively predicted by growth mindset, rational beliefs as a whole
construct, and work engagement.
Bootstrapping was used to examine the hypothesized mediating effects. H3.1
hypothesized that the associations between growth mindset and job performance would be
mediated by work engagement. The direct effect of growth mindset on job performance (b
= .09, BC 95% CI [.01, .16]) were significant. The indirect effects of growth mindset through
work engagement on job performance (b = .13, BC 95% CI [.08, .18]) were significant.
These results could support H3.1.
H3.2 predicted that the relationships between rational beliefs as a whole construct and
job performance would be mediated by work engagement. The direct effect of rational
beliefs as a whole construct on job performance (b = .17, BC 95% CI [.08, .26]) were
significant. The indirect effects of rational beliefs as a whole construct through work
engagement on job performance (b = .11, BC 95% CI [.07, .15]) were significant.
These results also supported H3.2.
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Figure 3.2 The hypothesized mediation model. Standardized coefficients are reported.
* p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001.

3.4 Brief Discussion
These cross-sectional data completely supported our hypotheses that growth mindset
and rational beliefs as a whole construct, respectively, are positively related to job
performance through work engagement. Both paths are partial mediation paths. These results
were consistent with previous cross-sectional studies that growth mindset is positively
related to work engagement (e.g., Zeng et al., 2019) and job performance (e.g., Visser,
2013), respectively. This was the first time that the mediation path from growth mindset on
employees’ self on their self-rated job performance via their work engagement has been
confirmed. In addition, previous case studies have revealed the positive impact of rational
beliefs on employees’ work engagement and job performance, the current result was again
the first time to elucidate this process by a set of extensive data.
However, cross-sectional data may not be vigorous enough to reveal the mediation
effect among variables (Jose, 2016). To better support the roles of growth mindset and
rational beliefs in the motivational path in the JD-R model, we continued to conduct a
second study by adopting a two-wave survey design. This is because two-wave data would
be better than cross-sectional data in indicating a cause-and-effect relationship (Jose, 2016).
Second, we used the four items Dweck introduced in her book Mindset: The New Psychology
for Success to measure employees’ growth mindset about the change in their intelligence,
which is one common personal trait measured in the growth mindset literature for Study 1.
When we were preparing for Study 2, we had a chance to contact Professor Chiu Chi-yue,
CUHK Dean of Social Science, who is one of the renowned professors in the field of growth
mindset research, and he gave us the suggestion to replace the measurement of growth
mindset. As a result, in Study 2, we applied the eight-item version of the growth mindset
scale to measure employees’ growth mindset. Concerning the current research targets on
employees instead of students and inspired by Dweck’s book Mindset: The New Psychology
for Success (Dweck, 2006, p. 16), we added a new trait, growth mindset about the change in
business skills to be the target growth mindset investigated in Study 2. Third, the outbreak of
the COVID-19 pandemic has elicited great harm to people and organizations globally.
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Mandatory quarantine was undertaken as an anti-epidemic measure in China which made
work-home conflict unavoidable to be in the limelight for employees. To deepen our
knowledge of growth mindset and rational beliefs’ roles in the organizational settings, we
included work-home conflict, burnout into the studied variables and drew a second
hypothesized model in Study 2. All these changes enable us to further evidence the
beneficial roles of growth mindset and rational beliefs.
Results of Study 2 will be reported in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4. STUDY 2
Based on the results of Study 1, that growth mindset and rational beliefs as a whole
construct (in the following paragraphs and chapters, the term “rational beliefs” means
rational beliefs as a whole construct), respectively, were two positive predictors in the
motivational path of the JD-R model. We continued to conduct the second study to further
address the research gaps elaborated in Chapter 1.
Given that the data collection period of Study 2 was right after the outbreak of COVID19 in mainland China, employees were required to work from home, which increased their
potential work-home conflict. According to this situation, we introduced work-home conflict
to be the demanding context to test the buffering role of rational beliefs and growth mindset,
respectively. Previous intervention studies have proved that rational beliefs are beneficial in
family therapy (e.g., Fuller et al., 2020). To date, less quantitative research has been found to
support this conclusion. In addition, less was known about whether employees’ growth
mindset at work could buffer the negative impact from work-home conflict. Based on the
previous JD-R model literature, the motivational path is independent from the healthimpairment path, which means that job demand is impossible to lead to work engagement for
desirable outcomes (Demerouti et al., 2001). However, practically speaking, Chinese
employees still need to maintain their engagement at work for a desirable job performance.
We question whether the JD-R model could support this cross-path effect. In 2004, Schaufeli
and Bakker found a negative relationship between burnout and work engagement, which
started to question the possible cross-path effect between these two paths. Therefore, in
Study 2, we also included the health-impairment path to further examine this cross-path
effect upon variables other than burnout and work engagement.
Chapter 4 will mainly report on the results of Study 2’s investigation of the roles of
rational beliefs as a whole construct and growth mindset in the motivational path and healthimpairment path of the JD-R model.
4.1 Hypotheses
Study 2 adopted a two-wave survey design in examining the mediation relationships of
growth mindset and rational beliefs on job performance through work engagement (see
Figure 4.1). In addition, Study 2 also investigated the buffering effect of growth mindset and
rational beliefs, respectively, on the negative relationship between work-home conflict and
job performance through two distinct mediators, burnout, and work engagement (see Figure
4.2). Therefore, we hypothesized that:
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Hypothesis 4.1: T1Growth mindset will be positively related to T2job performance
through the mediation effect of T2work engagement.
Hypothesis 4.2: T1Rational beliefs will be positively related to T2job performance
through the mediation effect of T2work engagement.

Figure 4.1 Hypothesized model of new personal resources in the motivational path of JD-R model

Hypothesis 4.3: T1Growth mindset will buffer the negative effect from T1work-home
conflict on T2job performance through the mediating role of T2work engagement.
Hypothesis 4.4: T1Rational beliefs as a whole construct will buffer the negative effect
from T1work-home conflict on T2job performance through the mediating role of T2work
engagement.
Hypothesis 4.5: T1Growth mindset will buffer the negative effect from T1work-home
conflict on T2job performance through the mediating role of T2burnout.
Hypothesis 4.6: T1Rational beliefs as a whole construct will buffer the negative effect
from T1work-home conflict on T2job performance through the mediating role of T2burnout.

Figure 4.2 Hypothesized model of the moderated mediation model of growth mindset and rational beliefs

4.2 Method
A self-administered questionnaire survey was conducted among employees recruited
from different occupational groups in the Greater Bay Area in southern China. A two-wave
survey design with a six-week interval was applied, following the sampling interval that
Bakker (2008) suggested should ensure good validity and reliability in capturing an engaged
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and intrinsically motivated work state. Data collection was conducted at the time of the
outbreak and early development of the COVID-19 pandemic in Mainland China, treating it as
an adversity incidence in the macro-background to test the role of growth mindset. Most of
the multi-wave survey studies were conducted with a longer interval (i.e., Wong & O’Driscoll,
2018). Recently, Dormann and Griffin (2015) have advocated for more pilot studies with
shorter intervals to better capture the causal effects. Thus, it also supports the current study to
adopt a six-week interval to explore the effects of work-home interface on job performance.
4.2.1 Sample and Procedure
The studies were conducted in February (T1) and March (T2), 2020. A professional
platform in data collection, which has more than one million registered members among
different industries in mainland China, was employed to collect the two-wave data via online
questionnaires. Registered members of this platform voluntarily participated both times.
Credits set by this platform were incentives given to participants who validly completed the
whole questionnaire each time. Survey data matching was based on the self-created code that
participants completed at the beginning of their questionnaires. A total of 257 participants
completed both questionnaires to an acceptable standard.
In this final sample, 58.4% were females and 86.8% were younger than 40 years old.
About three-quarters (72.8%; n = 187) of the participants were married, and 65.4% (n = 168)
were in dual-earner families. Most respondents (96.5%) had obtained a Bachelor’s degree or
above. Further, 98.1% of the respondents worked on a full-time basis. On average, the
participants had 59 months of working experience (SD = 91.63). Finally, the majority of the
participants came from the following industries: manufacturing (n = 64, 24.9%), IT (n = 39;
15.2%), and sales (n = 24; 9.3%).
4.2.2 Measures
Work-Home Conflict The 3-item Work-Home Interface Scale (Siu et al., 2005) was
used to measure the frequency of the perception of work-home conflict. These items were
extracted from the Work-Family Pressure Scale in the Occupational Stress Indicator-2
(Cooper & Williams, 1996). The 3-item Work-home Interface Scale has shown satisfactory
internal reliability in Chinese samples (e.g., Lu et al., 2015; Siu et al., 2005). Sample item is
“Your work interferes with home and personal life.” Participants rated the items in a 6-point
Likert Scale from “1 = less than once per month or never” to “6 = several times per day”.
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were .80 in T1.
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Rational Beliefs The 24-item version of the Attitudes and Belief Scale (ABS-2) was
adopted to measure rational beliefs (Hyland et al., 2014). The four subscales of rational
beliefs in the short form of ABS-2 were chosen, including preference, non-catastrophizing,
high frustration tolerance, and acceptance. Sample items are “You want to perform well at
some things, but you do not have to do well just because you want to (preference),” “It is bad
to be disliked by certain people, but you realize it is only unfortunate to be disliked by them
(non-catastrophizing),” “You do not like to be uncomfortable, tense, or nervous, but you can
tolerate being tense (high frustration tolerance),” and “When your life becomes
uncomfortable, you realize that you are still a good person even though you are
uncomfortable (acceptance).” Participants rated the twelve items on a 6-point Likert Scale (1
= totally disagree, 6 = totally agree). The four subscales of rational beliefs exhibited good
construct validity previously (DiGiuseppe et al., 2020; Hyland et al., 2014). Previous studies
have also formed total scores from the four subscales of rational beliefs (e.g., Oltean &
David, 2019). Thus, the current study utilized the total scores as well as separate scores of
the four dimensions of rational beliefs. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were .75 in T1.
Growth Mindset The 8-item self-reported scale of the growth mindset about business
skills adapted from Dweck (2000) was used to measure the growth mindset. Four items
measured growth mindset and the other four items measured its counterpart: fixed mindset.
The fixed mindset items were reverse coded and the average score of these eight items
represent participants’ growth mindset. Responses were given on a 6-point rating scale
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). A sample item was “No matter who
you are, you can significantly change your business skills level”. Higher scores indicated
higher growth mindset. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were .70 in T1.
Work Engagement The 9-item self-reported abbreviated version of the Utrecht Work
Engagement Scale (UWES-9) (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2003) was used to measure work
engagement, which contained 3 sub-scales, vigor (e.g., “Today, you felt strong and vigorous
at your work”), absorption (e.g., “Today, you were immersed in your work”), and dedication
(e.g., “Today, you were enthusiastic about your job”). Each dimension of work engagement
was measured by three items. Responses were given on a 6-point rating scale ranging from 1
(never) to 6 (very often). UWES-9 in Chinese version was found reliable (Lu, et al., 2014;
Siu, et al., 2010). Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were of the same .84 for the whole scale in
both T1 and T2.
Burnout The 22-item self-reported Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) (Maslach &
Jackson, 1981) was used to measure employees’ job burnout. The MBI contains three subscales, emotional exhaustion (e.g., “You feel emotionally drained from your work”),
depersonalization (e.g., “You feel you treat some recipients as if they were impersonal
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‘objects’”), and personal accomplishment (e.g., “You deal very effectively with the problems
of your recipients”). Each dimension of burnout was measured by 9-item, 5-item, and 8-item,
respectively. Responses were given on a 6-point rating scale ranging from 1 (never) to 6
(very often). Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were .78 for the whole scale in T1, and .79 in T2.
Job Performance The 5-item self-reported Job Performance Scale (Siu et al., 2013) was
used to measure five aspects of job performance: quantity of work, quality of work, job
knowledge, attendance, and getting along with others. Responses were given on a 6-point
rating scale ranging from 1 (Very Poor) to 6 (Very good). Cronbach’s alpha coefficients
were .63 in T1 and, .63 in T2.
4.2.3 Data Analysis
Structural equation modeling was conducted to analyze the hypothesized mediation
model, and the main effect of the hypothesized moderated mediation model using Mplus
version 8.0. For each of the three multidimensional measures (growth mindset, rational
beliefs, burnout, and work engagement), three item parcels were constructed using the
domain-representative approach (Little et al., 2002), such that items from each subscale were
assigned into different parcels. Each item parcel consisted of items from different subscales.
For example, each of the three parcels for rational beliefs consisted of one item from the
preference subscale, one item from the non-catastrophizing subscale, one item from the high
frustration tolerance subscale, and one item from the acceptance subscale.
Several fit indices were adopted for model evaluation, including the Tucker-Lewis
index (TLI), the comparative fit index (CFI), the root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA), and the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR). A good model fit is
indicated by a CFI > .95, a TLI > .95, a RMSEA and SRMR < .06 (Hu & Bentler, 1999;
Schreiber et al., 2006). Moreover, the bootstrapping technique was applied to examine the
significance of the hypothesized direct and indirect effects. Bias-corrected 95% confidence
intervals (BC 95% CIs) were computed based on 1,000 bootstrap resamples.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Descriptive Statistics
The results of descriptive statistics for the study variables are presented in Table 4.1. All
multi-items measurements demonstrated acceptable internal consistency reliability
(Cronbach’s α = .63 to .84) (Graham & Christiansen, 2009). T1 work-home conflict was
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positively related to T1 and T2 burnout, but negatively related to T1 rational beliefs as a
whole construct, and T1 and T2 job performance. T1 growth mindset was positively related
to T1 rational beliefs as a whole construct, T1 and T2 work engagement, T1 and T2 job
performance, but negatively related to T1 and T2 burnout. T1 rational beliefs as a whole
construct was positively related to T1 work engagement, T1 and T2 job performance, but
negatively related to T1 and T2 burnout.
Table 4.1 Descriptive statistics for the study variables
M

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1. T1Work-home conflict

2.62 1.10 (.80)

2. T1Growth mindset

4.35 .76

3. T1Rational Beliefs

4.42 .57 -.17** .34** (.70)

4. T1Work Engagement

4.02 .77

-.05 .32** .14* (.84)

5. T2Work Engagement

4.04 .75

-.11 .23**

6. T1Bornout

2.89 .66 .33** -.33** -.25** -.52** -.45** (.78)

7. T2Bornout

2.90 .69 .35** -.24** -.17** -.48** -.45** .80**

8. T1Job Performance

4.59 .56 -.19** .22** .27** .49** .44** -.49** -.43** (.63)

9. T2Job Performance

4.65 .56 -.18** .17** .13* .44** .55** -.40** -.45** .64** (.63)

-.02

(.75)

.05

.69** (.84)
(.79)

Note. T1 = Time 1. T2 = Time 2. * p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001.

4.3.2 Mediation Analysis
The hypothesized mediation model exhibited an acceptable model fit, χ2(195) =
349.784, p < .001, CFI = .93, TLI = .92, RMSEA = .056, 90% CI [.046, .065], SRMR
= .055. Figures 4.3 illustrates the hypothesized mediation model. T1 rational beliefs and T1
growth mindset failed to be positively related to T2 job performance via T2 work
engagement. H4.1 and H4.2 proposed that T1growth mindset and T1rational beliefs are
positively related to T2 job performance via T2work engagement. The current two-wave data
was not supportive to hypotheses 4.1 and 4.2.

Figure 4.3 The hypothesized mediation model. Standardized coefficients are reported. Solid lines represent
significant paths. Broken lines represent non-significant paths. T1work engagement and T1 job performance
were included as control variables for each path. Measurement errors, factor loadings, and control variables are
omitted for clarity. * p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001.

4.3.3 Analysis of the Moderated Mediation
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Analysis of moderated mediation was conducted to further explore the moderating
effect of T1 growth mindset in the conditional effects of T1 work-home interface on T2 selfrated job performance through T2 work engagement and T2 burnout, respectively. In
addition, the analysis further explored the moderating effect of T1 rational beliefs in the
conditional effects of T1 work-home interface on T2 self-rated job performance through T2
work engagement and T2 burnout, respectively. The main effect model achieved an
acceptable fit, χ2(403) = 748.27, p < .001, CFI = .92, TLI = .90, RMSEA = .058, 90% CI
[.051, .064], SRMR = .058.
Fit indices are not available for the latent moderated structural equations (LMS) model
with a latent interaction. A log-likelihood ratio test can be used to test whether the LMS
model is significantly better than the main effect model (Maslowsky et al., 2015, p. 89).
Adding a T1 GM x T1 WHI interaction effect on T2 work
engagement, Δχ2(1) = .30, p = .583, a T1 GM x T1 WHI interaction effect on T2
burnout, Δχ2(1) = .04, p = .834, or a T1 RBs x T1 WHI interaction effect on T2
burnout, Δχ2(1) = .37, p = .545, did not lead to a significant improvement in model fit. These
interaction terms were not included in the model.
H4.3 hypothesized that the T1Growth mindset will buffer the negative effect from
T1work-home conflict on T2job performance through the mediating role of T2work
engagement. H4.5 hypothesized that T1Growth mindset will buffer the negative effect from
T1work-home conflict on T2job performance through the mediating role of T2burnout. H4.6
hypothesized that T1Rational beliefs will buffer the negative effect from T1work-home
conflict on T2job performance through the mediating role of T2burnout. The current data
failed to support these three hypotheses. Therefore, H4.3, H4.5, H4.6 were all rejected.
Adding a T1 RBs x T1 WHI interaction effect on T2 work engagement led to a
significant improvement in model fit, Δχ2(1) = 4.15, p = .042. Hence, the LMS model with
this latent interaction effect was accepted as the final model. The T1 RBs x T1 WHI
interaction effect on T2 work engagement was significant (b = .147, p = .047). The
conditional main effect of T1 WHI on T2 work engagement was examined at low (M - 1SD),
medium (M), and high (M + 1SD) levels of T1 RBs. The conditional main effect was
significant when T1 RBs was low (b = -.16, p = .003) or medium (b = -.08, p = .021), but not
when T1 RBs was high (b = -.01, p = .808).
Bootstrapping was used to examine the conditional indirect effect of T1WHI to T2JP
through T2 WE at low, medium, and high levels of T1 RBs. The indirect effect was
significant when T1 RBs was low (b = -.04, BC 95% CI [-.15, -.01]) or medium (b = -.02,
BC 95% CI [-.07, -.004]), but was not significant when T1 RBs was high (b = -.003, BC
95% CI [-.04, .03]). The moderated mediation index was significant (b = .041, BC 95% CI
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[.001, .16]) (see Table 4.2 & 4.3). H4.4 hypothesized that T1Rational beliefs will buffer the
negative effect from T1work-home conflict on T2job performance through the mediating
role of T2work engagement. This hypothesis was supported when T1rational beliefs was
high.
Table 4.2 Moderated mediation analysis of T1rational beliefs in the relationship between T1workhome interface and T2self-rated job performance through T2work engagement prospectively at the
six-week follow-up
Dependent Variable
Independent Variable
b
SE
p
T2 Work Engagement
T1 Work-home conflict
-.084
.036
.021
T1 Rational beliefs
-.126
.084
.134
T1 Work-home conflict x Rational beliefs
.147
.074
.047
T1 Work Engagement
.851
.079
.000
T2 Job Performance
T1 Work-home conflict
.011
.028
.699
T1 Work Engagement
-.289
.110
.009
T2 Work Engagement
.278
.084
.001
T1 Job Performance
.990
.278
.000
Table 4.3 Conditional effects of T1 work-home interface on T2 self-rated job performance through T2
work engagement when T1 rational beliefs were low, medium, and high
Condition
Effect
BootSE
95% CI
Low
-.04
.019
[-.15, -.01]
Medium
-.02
.012
[-.07, -.004]
High
-.003
.014
[-.04, .03]

4.4 Brief Discussion
The two-wave survey data only supported one of our six hypotheses (see Table 4.4).
The results of Hypothesis 3.1 reported in Chapter 3 supported the mediation path from
growth mindset to job performance via work engagement. However, results of Hypothesis
4.1 in this two-wave study failed to support this path. In fact, results of Hypothesis 4.1 were
consistent with some previous published quantitative research on examining the relationship
between employees’ growth mindset on their own traits, work engagement, and their selfreported job performance. Perhaps it is due to the fact that most of them adopted a crosssectional design and none of them could support such a mediation path (e.g., Caniëls et al.,
2018; Visser, 2013; Zeng et al., 2019). However, notional work, workplace growth mindset
interventions, and Dweck and her colleagues have highlighted the important role of growth
mindset on employees’ work engagement and job performance (e.g., Cutumisu et al., 2018;
Dweck, 2006; Han & Stieha, 2020; Heslin, 2010). Based on the essence of growth mindset,
that it consists of different precise cognition-affect-behavior patterns when people confront
challenges, we were curious if there exists any black box in between employees’ growth
mindset about themselves and their performance before the mental status of work
engagement.
Table 4.4 Results of the six hypotheses of Study 2
Hypothesis
H4.1:
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Result
Rejected

T1Growth mindset is positively related to T2job performance through the mediation
effect of T2work engagement.
H4.2:
T1Rational beliefs as a whole construct is positively related to T2job performance
through the mediation effect of T2work engagement.
H4.3:
T1Growth mindset will buffer the negative effect from T1work-home conflict on
T2job performance through the mediating role of T2work engagement.
H 4.4:
T1Rational beliefs as a whole construct will buffer the negative effect from T1workhome conflict on T2job performance through the mediating role of T2work
engagement.
H4.5:
T1Growth mindset will buffer the negative effect from T1work-home conflict on
T2job performance through the mediating role of T2burnout.
H4.6:
T1Rational beliefs as a whole construct will buffer the negative effect from T1workhome conflict on T2job performance through the mediating role of T2burnout.
Note. T1 = time 1. T2 = time 2.

Rejected
Rejected

Supported

Rejected
Rejected

By reviewing previous scholarly work, we found a recently developed approach, called
wise psychological intervention (Walton, 2014), is useful for investigations on precise and
subtle psychological processes. Mindset interventions could be included in the basket of wise
psychological interventions in its propelling effect on academic and organizational outcomes
(Burnette et al., 2020; Walton, 2014; Yeager & Walton, 2011). Previous growth mindset
interventions targeting employees have proved that growth mindset is malleable in
employees. By improving employees’ growth mindset, participants’ occupational specific
performance and behaviors were found to improve (e.g., Cutumisu et al., 2018; Hoyt et al.,
2012; see a review, Han & Stieha, 2020). Together they draw a sound support of the
possibility to induce employees’ growth mindset, both theoretically and practically. Through
the lens of wise psychological intervention (Walton, 2014), by building on a socialpsychology theory, these interventions target psychological processes that are precise, brief,
subtle, and closely related to how people think, feel, and behave in their real-world lives
(Walton, 2014). Wise psychological intervention was conducted to the end of personal
prosperity by modulating people’s recursive process(es) (Walton, 2014). Compared to
traditional laboratory interventions, wise psychological interventions are more likely to be a
lighter touch on these recursive processes (Yeager & Walton, 2011). To date, although
employees’ growth mindset has been supported in shedding positive light on their desirable
work outcomes, the cognition-affect-behavior process seems to lie stealthily behind this,
without enough empirical studies’ explanation. Moreover, current growth mindset
interventions were carried out from one occupational group in each study (e.g., Cutumisu et
al., 2018; Hoyt et al., 2012; see a review, Han & Stieha, 2020). There has not been any study
trying to recruit a multi-occupation sample to increase the external validity of the
intervention efficiency. To better understand the stealthy cognition-affect-behavior pattern
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the growth minded employees might have, we went on to conduct a third study. A brief
introduction of Study 3 can be found in the following paragraphs. The results of Study 3 will
be reported in Chapter 5.
When referring to the results of Hypothesis 4.2, it was not surprising to find the twowave survey data rejected the mediation path from T1rational beliefs to T2job performance
via T2work engagement. The concept of rational beliefs originated from the rational-emotive
behavior therapy (Ellis, 1957). This is a groundbreaking approach in empowering individuals
to think rationally by using four structural self-knowledge beliefs which enable individuals
to recover from their mental sufferings and reduce the damage caused by their improper
social behaviors (Bernard & Dryden, 2019). Rational beliefs have been playing an important
role in increasing employees’ psychological well-being, personal flourishment, self-control,
and desirable organizational outcomes for decades (Bernard, 2019). Based on the essence
that rational beliefs focus on individuals’ precise, subtle, and highly individual subjective
cognition-affect-behavior patterns upon each specific adverse event, the main body of
previous scholarly work of rational beliefs in clinical population, workplace, or sports were
case studies (Bernard, 2019; David et al., 2018). This approach is compliant with the notion
of wise psychological intervention to target precise psychological processes for propelling
individual and organizational outcomes (Ellis, 1957; Walton, 2014). We have no idea if
other scholars have tried to include rational beliefs into the motivational path in the JD-R
model. We found no extant results when searching online. Drawing on the extensive case
study results and Albert Ellis and his followers’ remarkable work on evidencing the positive
role of rational beliefs on employees’ job performance and work engagement, plus the
significant result reported in Chapter 3, we here keep it open for future research to answer,
by what kind of quantitative research design can convince the beneficial role of rational
beliefs in the motivational path of the JD-R model?
When referring to hypothesis 4.3 and hypothesis 4.5, it was not surprising that growth
mindset in the change in business skills could not buffer the negative impact of work-home
conflict on job performance via work engagement or burnout. This is due to the essence that
growth mindset in the change in business skills is about the motivation to grow oneself and
learn new things at work (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). It is widely recognized that learning
requires the learner’s time, energy and concentration. These are all resources elucidated in
the COR theory (Hobfoll, 1989, 2002). However, the conducive factors that give rise to the
work-home conflict have already exhausted the person emotionally and physically
(Baeriswyl et al., 2016). On the other hand, the specific work-home conflict issue can further
exhaust the person in consuming his/her time, energy and mood. Through the lens of the
COR theory, growth mindset in the change in business skills might not be a proper buffer
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here. Future research might be interested to investigate growth mindset in the change in
communication style with my couple, growth mindset about the change in the manner when I
am teaching my child, growth mindset about the change in my ability to control my affect
when I am dealing with work-home conflict issues, as the proper buffers in this moderated
mediation correlation. This is according to the rule that people might differ their growth
mindset with regards to different traits, such as holding a growth mindset about the change in
their painting skill instead of their communication skills (Dweck, 2006). The survey design
of helping employees to target precise and subtle trait(s) of their cognition-affect-behavior
patterns when dealing with work-home conflict issues is also consistent with the notion of
wise psychological intervention in that the more detailed or precise the foci, the more
capable this research could be in directing an individual to understand with precision their
psychological processes in a given situation. It might be a chance for the participants to
retrospect what harms their outcomes in dealing with work-home conflict issues and in what
way they can make some improvement (Walton, 2014).
In reference to hypothesis 4.6, compared to the result of hypothesis 4.4, we suspect that
it is due to the different mental statuses between work engagement and burnout (Bakker et
al., 2014) that impacts the buffering effect of rational beliefs. When referring to hypothesis
4.5, the current data showed that work-home conflict negatively influenced job performance
and work engagement when rational beliefs were at low and medium levels. These negative
impacts diminished only when rational beliefs were high. Due to time limitations, we were
not able to differentiate participants who were high in rational beliefs into a burnout group
and a work engagement group, through which to track their precise cognition-affect-behavior
patterns in influencing their self-rated job performance. Future research might consider
going deeper, based on the results of these two hypotheses, to understand whether rational
beliefs could be helpful in protecting employees from burnout while, in turn, maintaining
their job performance. Second, the current result was generated from a multi-occupation
sample through a quantitative survey. Future research might consider being more precise by
adopting a field study from a large sample, by which to draw the precise psychological
processes in how and why rational beliefs could benefit employees from burnout.
In reference to hypothesis 4.4, the current two-wave data supported the buffering role of
rational beliefs on the negative relationships among work-home conflict on job performance
via work engagement. This result was consistent with the practical condition when the twowave survey was conducted. Chinese employees and their children were all quarantined at
home, the high-level rational beliefs efficiently equipped employees to think rationally and
respond adaptively upon their specific work-home conflict issues. By doing so, they were
able to prevent the negative impact of these issues on their work engagement and job
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performance. This result, therefore, adds to the literature in revealing the cross-path
phenomenon in the JD-R model in a Chinese context. It is also convincing that, under certain
kind(s) of personal resource(s) that could structurally and precisely empower the person to
modulate his/her cognition-affect-behavior patterns, these people could have a chance and
ability to shift difficult conditions towards better outcomes. For instance, not accepting the
health-impaired outcome caused by the job demands (Demerouti et al., 2001). This is an
important theoretical contribution in expanding our knowledge of the changeability between
the motivational path and health-impairment path of the JD-R model. In addition, rational
beliefs ensure a person’s healthy affect and proper social behaviors by guiding them to think
rationally and realistically (e.g., Bernard, 2019; David et al., 2018; Ellis, 1957). However,
also due to time limitations, the current research lacked the chance to further track and reveal
the precise cognition-affect-behavior patterns in how employees applied rational beliefs to
their work-home conflict issues. Future research could go deeper based on the current
moderated mediation model to explore how the four sub-types of rational beliefs function in
the context of work-home conflict on job performance and work engagement. Future
research could also try to focus on precise cognition-affect-behavior patterns when
individuals apply rational beliefs in the context of other kinds of job demands to further
confirm the buffering role of rational beliefs. The large majority of the extant literature about
rational beliefs in the workplace adopted a case study approach (e.g., Bernard, 2019; David
et al., 2018), future study could try the quantitative design to target different precise rational
beliefs guided by recursive processes.
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CHAPTER 5. STUDY 3
Even though the cross-sectional data reported in Chapter 3 supported the positive path
from growth mindset to job performance via work engagement, the two-wave data reported
in Chapter 4 cannot support such a mediation relationship. However, notional work,
workplace growth mindset interventions, as well as Dweck and her colleagues have
highlighted the important role of growth mindset on employees’ work engagement and job
performance (e.g., Cutumisu et al., 2018; Dweck, 2006; Han & Stieha, 2020; Heslin, 2010).
Based on the essence of growth mindset, which is one kind of attitude on changeability and
consists of different cognition-affect-behavior patterns when people confront challenges, we
were curious if there exists any black box between employees’ growth mindset about
themselves and their performance before the mental status of work engagement. Drawing on
the notion of wise psychological intervention (Walton, 2014) introduced in Chapters 1 & 4,
we tried to focus on one minor aspect of growth mindset.
In Study 3, we tried to understand the cognition-affect-behavior pattern that would
generate the differences between employees who were induced of a growth mindset
compared to those who were not induced of a growth mindset. To date, although employees’
growth mindset has been supported to shed positive light on their desirable organizational
behavioral outcomes, less intervention study was conducted among employee participants to
explore whether the experimentally induced growth mindset could have impact on employee
participants’ behavior/belief changes. Drawing on these theories and cognition phenomena,
in Study 3, we measured employees participants’ reaction time in a semantic priming
experiment after they were experimentally induced of a growth mindset. We hypotheses that
after being induced of a growth mindset, participants’ reaction time of judgements on the
target words will be different compared to those who were not induced of a growth mindset.
In the induction phase, we used two independent tutorial videos for experimental and control
group participants as the learning materials. Each video lasts for around six minutes. Before
and after the videos, participants were required to fill in the same measurement of growth
mindset. In the priming experiment, a subliminal semantic priming paradigm was adopted.
By doing so, we first examined the learning outcome of growth mindset related knowledge at
both conscious and subconscious levels. Second, we targeted the cognition-affect-behavior
pattern to reveal what happened after employees were induced of a growth mindset. Third,
we compared the attitudinal differences between employees who were induced of a growth
mindset with those who were not through their reaction time differences.
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5.1 Hypotheses
Hypothesis 5.1: After being induced of a growth mindset, there is a significant improvement
of experimental group participants’ growth mindset compared to the control group
participants.
Hypothesis 5.2: After being induced of a growth mindset, participants’ reaction time of
judgements on the target words will be different compared to those who were not induced of
a growth mindset.
5.2 Method
5.2.1 Participants and procedures
Participants were recruited by both the snowball sampling and convenience sampling
methods. The current study adopted the Qualtrics Survey System to conduct the pre- and
post-test and video induction. Participants were thus automatically randomized by this
platform. The Penncontroller ibex platform was applied to perform the priming experiment.
Both the induction study and priming experiment have two versions. One is in simplified
Chinese for mainland participants, one is in traditional Chinese for Hong Kong participants.
Thus, there were four hyperlinks in total. After receiving the ethnical approval from the
University, a recruitment poster was shared in the researcher’s WeChat Moments, inviting
friends who were interested in the experiment to contact the researcher voluntarily. In
addition, some of those friends helped to share the poster in their own WeChat Moments. In
this way participants could voluntarily contact the researcher through a QR code in the
poster. Finally, after the participants completed the whole induction study and priming
experiment, they were invited to share the poster with their friends on their WeChat
Moments. The inclusion criteria for the participants were that: a) they were employed when
participating in the study, or they had work experience of more than 12 sequential months if
they were unemployed, b) they were older than 18 years old.
After deleting those who only completed only the first part of Study 3, a total of 52
participants completed both parts of Study 3. There were 29 participants in the experimental
group and 23 participants in the control group. Thirty-yuan RMB was given through WeChat
Pay as compensation for the time spent by each participant; some accepted this while some
did not. Introduction and consent forms were presented before the induction study and
priming experiment.
In the final sample, for the experimental group, 58.6% were females and 82.8% were
younger than 40 years old. All the respondents (100%) had obtained a higher degree
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(Bachelor or Master). Next, 86.2% of the respondents worked on a full-time basis. Finally,
most participants came from the education industry (n = 8, 27.6%); in the control group,
60.9% were females and 73.9% were younger than 40 years old, all the respondents (100%)
had obtained a higher degree (Bachelor or Master). Further, 79.3% of the respondents
worked on a full-time basis. Finally, most participants came from the education industry (n =
6, 26.1%). For more demographic information, please refer to Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Demographic Information (N = 52)

Male

Experimental Group
n (%)
12 (41.4)

Control Group
n (%)
9 (39.1)

Female

17 (58.6)

14 (60.9)

Bachelor

10 (34.5)

11 (47.8)

Master

16 (55.2)

9 (39.1)

PhD

3 (10.3)

3 (13.0)

20-24

5 (17.2)

3 (13.0)

25-29

9 (31.0)

5 (21.7)

30-34

6 (20.7)

6 (26.1)

35-39

4 (13.8)

3 (13.0)

40-44

4 (13.8)

4 (17.4)

45-49

1 (3.4)

1 (4.3)

50-54

0 (.0)

1 (4.3)

Single

16 (55.2)

7 (30.4)

Married/ Cohabitation

11 (37.9)

14 (60.9)

Divorce/Separation

2 (6.9)

2 (8.7)

Hong Kong

12 (41.4)

11 (47.8)

Mainland

17 (58.6)

11 (47.8)

Macao

0 (.0)

1 (4.3)

Working

Dismission

4 (13.8)

3 (13.0)

status

On-job

25 (86.2)

17 (73.9)

Part-time job

0 (.0)

3 (13.0)

Instruction

0 (.0)

1 (4.3)

Banking

1 (3.4)

1 (4.3)

Education

8 (27.6)

6 (26.1)

Restaurant

0 (.0)

1 (4.3)

Health care

1 (3.4)

0 (.0)

Finance

2 (6.9)

4 (17.4)

Manufacture

1 (3.4)

2 (8.7)

Government

1 (3.4)

1 (4.3)

IT

3 (10.3)

1 (4.3)

Property and real
estate
Law

1 (3.4)

1 (4.3)

2 (6.9)

1 (4.3)

Other

9 (31.0)

3 (13.0)

Variable
Gender
Educational

Age

Marriage

Workplace

Industry
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χ2
.03
1.33

2.12

3.23

1.66

4.03

7.81

Missing
Total

0 (.0)

1 (4.3)

29

23

Notes. None of the group differences were significant.

5.2.2 Research Design
5.2.2.1 The experimental induction study
A 2 (pre- and post-test) x 2 (experimental, control group) mixed model repeated
measure design was adopted to measure the growth mindset of the participants before and
after they watched the videos. In the experimental group, participants were presented with a
tutorial video of around 6 minutes, which introduced what growth mindset and its
counterpart are, why growth mindset benefits a person and how to cultivate a growth mindset
in daily work and life. The control group participants were also presented a tutorial video of
around 6 minutes, but introduced the development of psychology; it did not mention
anything about growth mindset.
5.2.2.2 The priming experiment
This was a four-way 2(prime word: growth mindset, neutral) x 2(target word: growth
mindset, neutral) x 2(target word: positive, negative) x 2(group: experimental, control)
mixed ANOVA with repeated measures on the variables of reaction time. In total there were
160 pairs of words. The growth mindset oriented prime and target words were chosen from
the terms used to define growth mindset, such as 后天，学习，反馈, 乐观，提醒，品
行，完善. The selection criterion was that they were strongly related to the definition of
growth mindset. Each growth mindset oriented prime word paired with one neutral oriented
prime word in the same part of speech in Chinese. Each growth mindset oriented and the
neutral oriented prime word have eight same target words. Among the eight target words,
four were growth mindset oriented, two of them were positive (representing a growth
mindset oriented attitude or behavior) and two were negative (representing a fixed mindset
oriented attitude or behavior); another four target words were neutral oriented, two of which
are positive and two were negative. For further detail please see Appendix 7 to 10.
Each trial started with a fast flashing “+” sign. The “+” sign was in the center of the
screen and appeared for 1000 milliseconds. After the “+” sign disappeared, the prime word
flashed quickly in the center of the screen (for 250 milliseconds), and then a 500
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milliseconds interval followed, then the target word appeared in the center of the screen. The
word "positive" appeared below the target word on the left side and on the right side the
word "negative" appeared. Participants were required to indicate their judgement of
“positive” or “negative” on the target words by pressing the “F” and “J” buttons on their
keyboard as quickly as they could. The target word did not disappear by itself, it disappeared
after the subject pressed the key to judge. Then the “+” sign flashed to indicate the start of a
new set of tasks. The whole experiment repeated 160 times in sequence. There was no break
during the whole experiment process. Figure 5.1 shows the flowchart of one example of the
word priming tasks.

Figure 5.1. Flowchart of word priming task

5.2.3 Measures
The Growth Mindset about Business Skills Scale (GMBSS: Dweck, 2000). The 4-item selfreported scale of the growth mindset about business skills adapted from Dweck (2000) was
used to measure growth mindset. Responses were given on a 6-point rating scale ranging
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). A sample item was “No matter who you are,
you can significantly change your business skills level”. Higher scores indicate a higher
growth mindset. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were .79 and .82 in the experimental group’s
pre- and post-tests; they were .85 and .88 in control group’s pre- and post-tests.
5.3 Test of hypotheses
5.3.1 Test of Hypothesis 5.1
SPSS version 24 was used to analyze the data. A one-way ANCOVA was conducted to
determine a statistically significant difference between group differences on the post-test
experimental and control groups’ growth mindset controlling for the pre-test experimental
and control groups’ growth mindset. ANCOVA was found to be the most efficient method in
investigating pre- and pots-test measures (O'Connell et al., 2017). Results suggested that
there was no significant effect of the group differences on post-test growth mindset after
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controlling for pre-test growth mindset, F (1,49) = .919, p = .343. Hypothesis 5.1 proposed
that after watching the video, the growth mindset of the experimental group and the control
group participants will be significantly different. Thus, hypothesis 5.1 was rejected.
5.3.2 Test of Hypothesis 5.2
Before data analysis, we deleted the reaction times (RTs) of growth mindset oriented
target words which appeared in the experimental group video, in order to avoid the
contamination of memory effect on the priming effect (Graf & Schacter, 1985). SPSS
version 24 was used to analyze the data and calculate the statistical power (Dupont &
Plummer, 1990). Reaction times (RTs) that were not within 200-4000ms were removed, in
that they were the onset time and lapse of attention (Kiefer et al., 2017; Wehrman &
Sowman, 2021). Table 5.2 indicated the descriptive statistic results of 8conditions of both
groups.
Table 5.2 Descriptive statistic results of 8conditions of both groups.
Condition

group
M
SD
Condition
group
M
experimental 773.32
240.24
experimental 795.78
ggp
ngp
control
937.73
295.52
control
920.03
experimental 994.45
336.70
experimental 979.28
ggn
ngn
control
1115.80 417.26
control
1167.78
experimental 820.27
267.21
experimental 801.68
gnp
nnp
control
950.58
263.41
control
909.44
experimental 984.52
361.22
experimental 949.86
gnn
nnn
control
1074.59 371.50
control
1118.97
Note. The conditions of ggp, ggn, gnp, gnn, ngp, ngn, nnp, and nnn are explained below.

condition
ggp
ggn
gnp
gnn

Prime
word
Growth
mindset
Growth
mindset
Growth
mindset
Growth
mindset

Target
word
Growth
mindset
Growth
mindset
neutral
neutral

Target
word
positive

condition
ngp

Prime
word
neutral

negative

ngn

neutral

positive

nnp

neutral

Target
word
Growth
mindset
Growth
mindset
neutral

negative

nnn

neutral

neutral

SD
223.05
270.65
302.84
486.02
264.51
291.29
275.50
468.85

Target
word
positive
negative
positive
negative

Repeated ANOVA analysis results of the four-way 2(prime word: growth mindset,
neutral) x 2(target word: growth mindset, neutral) x 2(target word: positive, negative) x
2(group: experimental, control) mixed measure design failed to have significant priming
effect between groups F (1,50) = 3.03, p = .088. Repeated ANOVA analysis of reaction time
within subject differences is shown in Table 5.3. The target word (positive, negative) has a
significant main effect, the interaction of target word (positive, negative) x target word
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(growth mindset, neutral) also has a significant effect, and only the prime word (growth
mindset, neutral) x target word (positive, negative) has a significant group difference.
Independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare reaction time of each of the 8
conditions between the experimental group and control group following this significant
group difference.
Table 5.3 Repeated ANOVA analysis of reaction time within subject differences
Source
df
MS
F
p
Powera
prime
1
114.48
.01
.91
5.1%
prime*group
1
11170.32
1.17
.28
18.6%
Error(prime)
50
9514.80
targetG
1
8843.29
.92
.34
15.6%
targetG*group
1
16444.47
1.72
.20
25.1%
Error(targetG)
50
9575.48
targetP
1
3495022.81 30.97
.000
100%
targetP*group
1
2869.66
.03
.87
5.3%
Error(targetP)
50
112877.70
prime*targetG
1
13444.37
1.05
.31
17.1%
prime*targetG*group
1
1394.56
.11
.74
6.2%
Error(prime*targetG)
50
12849.99
prime*targetP
1
16516.32
.98
.33
16.3%
prime*targetP*group
1
69979.44
4.16
.047
51.6%
Error(prime*targetP)
50
16841.21
targetG*targetP
1
54556.43
5.74
.02
65.2%
targetG*targetP*group
1
.02
.00
.999
5%
Error(targetG*targetP)
50
9506.83
prime*targetG*targetP
1
2243.71
.27
.61
8%
prime*targetG*targetP*group
1
52.01
.01
.94
5.1%
Error(prime*targetG*targetP)
50
8302.30

Powerb
1%
6.3%
5%
9.5%
99.7%
1.1%
5.7%
1.4%
5.3%
27.3%
39.8%
1%
2%
1%

Note: a alpha < .05. b alpha < .01.
There was a significant difference in the condition when the prime word was growth
mindset oriented and target words were positive, reflected by the reaction time for
experimental group (M=796.80, SD=47.35) and control group (M=944.16, SD=53.17)
conditions; t (50) = -2.21, p = .031. These results suggest that growth mindset prime words
do influence reaction time for positive target words. Specifically, our results suggest that
when employees were induced of a growth mindset, they responded to these positive words
faster. Results of other conditions are all not significant. Results are shown in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Descriptive statistic results of 8 conditions

5.4 Brief discussion
Study 3 consisted of two parts. The first part was a one-session tutorial video induction
study paired with a pre- and post-test. The difference of the change in experimental and
control group participants’ growth mindset between pre- and post-test was not significant.
This result seems to fail to support the beneficial role of the tutorial video in helping adults
to learn about the knowledge of growth mindset. However, research has suggested that
attitudes could be divided into two statuses; one is within consciousness while the other is
outside consciousness (Devos, 2008). Questionnaires mainly focus on measuring people’s
cognition, they cannot detect the changes which may occur in a person’s implicit attitude
(Uher et al., 2013). Thus, the second part of Study 3 tried to explore whether participants’
implicit attitudes (growth mindset) changed from the perspective of subliminal semantic
priming effect. Results of the subliminal semantic priming experiment revealed a significant
implicit attitude change between experimental and control groups when participants were
primed by growth mindset oriented words. This change was reflected in their shorter reaction
times on the positive growth mindset oriented and neutral oriented target words. The
experimental group video showed its priming effect on this induced attitude change.
Therefore, H5.2 was supported.
In sum, the result of the second part of Study 3 offers an alternative cost-efficient, shortterm, and large-sample approach to induce employees’ growth mindset. In this subliminal
semantic priming experiment, in the cognition domain, experimental group employees
learned about the knowledge of growth mindset, they learned about the benefits when
holding a growth mindset, in addition to learning what damage its counterpart would bring to
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them. In the affect domain, participants were triggered with a more positive affective
reaction on the positive target words than control group participants. Later, experimental
group employees’ cognition and affect changes were represented in their momentary
behaviors on pressing buttons on the keyboard to indicate their judgement on these positive
words. They were found to react significantly faster than control group employees, and did
so automatically. This significant difference discovered from the growth minded individuals
is consistent with the notion of the broaden-and-build theory (Fredrickson, 1998) that a
positive emotional status enables an individual to “broaden the momentary thought-action
repertoires and build their enduring personal resources, ranging from physical and
intellectual resources to social and psychological resources” (Fredrickson, 2001). This is
exactly how growth minded individuals have been found to respond to novel challenges
discovered in growth mindset literature (e.g., Dweck & Leggett, 1988).
A growth mindset empowers individuals to generate a more positive affective status
upon growth mindset related behaviors. The current experiment is a significant contribution
to the growth mindset literature in that it revealed the stealthy cognition-affect-behavior
pattern of how and why growth minded people can be more intrinsically motivated to learn
from novel challenges and achieve better their personally meaningful goals.
However, the current study did not measure experimental group participants’ growth
mindset over a long time. Future research could measure the growth mindset of experimental
group participants over a longer interval. In addition, interviews about what and how the
experimental group participants applied a growth mindset to their work and life after
watching the video could be conducted before post-test. What is more, future research could
include more relative variables, such as the emotional status, as well as growth mindset in
the outcome variables. In addition, the second part in the current study was a subliminal
semantic priming experiment. Future studies could apply another priming paradigm to
further understand the knowledge of the cognition-affect-behavior patterns in a growth
mindset. Finally, the current study was underpowered; future studies should use a larger
sample size.
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
6.1 Thesis Summary
Continuous exploration of more optimized and effective approaches to promote
employees’ job performance will always be relevant. Based on the concern that employees
are the ultimate agents in overcoming novel challenges and different job demands to meet
the requirements of job performance (Kotter, 1996, 2005; van den Heuvel et al., 2010),
scholars around the world have matured the JD-R model by expanding the repertoires of
personal resources over the past decades (e.g., Bakker & Demerouti, 2017; van den Heuvel
et al., 2010; Xanthopoulou et al., 2009). The current research therefore attempted to learn the
roles of more beneficial personal resources in tandem with the JD-R model. The current
research consisted of three studies to arrive at this end.
Study 1 was a cross-sectional survey in examining the structural validity and
relationships among growth mindset, rational beliefs, work engagement, and job
performance in the motivational path of the JD-R model. Study 2 was conducted during the
early development of the COVID-19 pandemic in mainland China. Therefore, we included
burnout and work-home conflict into the hypothesized model to test the moderating role of
growth mindset and rational beliefs on job performance. In addition, the mediation model of
growth mindset, rational beliefs, work engagement, and job performance was examined
again. As introduced in the research gaps section in Chapter 1, Study 3 followed to
investigate how the experimentally induced growth mindset would influence employees’
cognition-affect-behavior pattern.
Previous theories, such as the positive psychology movement, psychological capital
highlight the important roles of positive affective state in influencing individuals’ proper
coping strategies (van den Heuvel et al., 2010). Through this lens, most of the current
personal resources in the JD-R model have focused on how the positive characteristics direct
employees to adjust to or to change their contextual variables efficiently, hopefully,
proactively, with resilience (e.g., Luthans et al., 2007; Taylor, 1983), as well as how
employees’ past professional experience could increase their efficacy to better adapt to the
organizational changes (e.g., Hill et al., 1987). Moreover, regarding how to buffer the
negative impact from job demands, the existing personal resources also concentrate on
directing employees towards being positive, proactive, hopeful, resilient, or focus on
regulating the negative emotions after they have appeared (e.g., Buruck et al., 2016; Searle &
Lee, 2015; Van den Heuvel, et al., 2010; van Doorn & Hülsheger, 2015). Additionally, they
concentrate on how employees could be mindful in the current moment (e.g., Grover et al.,
2017), or how they might use their emotional intelligence (e.g., Mérida-López et al., 2019)
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and emotional regulation skills (e.g., Buruck et al., 2016) to alleviate the damage from
emotional demands.
The existing personal resources repertoires in the JD-R model have clearly elucidated
the importance of being positive, confident, mindful, and resilient at work to tackle job
demands and to pursue desirable individual and organizational outcomes (Bakker &
Demerouti, 2017; Van den Heuvel, et al., 2010). However, those personal resources have not
yet taken humans’ adaptive cognition-affect-behavior patterns into consideration, in that the
current JD-R model has not yet concentrated on employees from all dimensions of their
cognition, affect, and behavior at the same time. The reason why the JD-R model needs to
include employees’ adaptive cognition-affect-behavior patterns is that humans are receptive
agents of different information from the external world and produce different information
from their internal world in every day work and life (Bateson, 2000). These never-ending
recursive processes direct individuals’ behaviors, as well as their efforts to perform different
behaviors, in influencing their surroundings (Cárdenas-García, 2020). The JD-R model is a
promising theoretical framework in depicting how personal characteristics influence
individual and organizational outcomes (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017). It is therefore
necessary to take further steps towards paying attention to humans’ constructive cognitionaffect-behavior patterns that could increase desirable individual and organizational outcomes
and decrease undesirable ones. The current research has made an important contribution to
this effort.
After a conducting literature review, we found answers from two psychological
theories. One is the growth mindset theory (Dweck & Leggett, 1988) and the other is the
rational emotive behavior therapy theory (Ellis, 1957). They both elucidate cognition as the
source of follow up affective and behavioral consequences, these affective and behavioral
consequences then derive new cognition-affect-behavior outcomes. Moreover, growth
mindset clearly demonstrates the types of cognitive interpretation on novel challenges and
rational beliefs clearly demonstrate the types of cognitive interpretation on adverse events
(Ellis, 1957; Dweck & Leggett, 1988).
A growth mindset is the starting point to draw a virtuous cognition-affect-behavior
cycle when individuals need to learn something new to overcome novel challenges (Dweck
& Leggett, 1988). Based on Dweck and Leggett’s significant discovery, we proposed that
employees’ growth mindset will be positively related to their job performance mediated by
their work engagement. Results of Study 1 support this hypothesis. Meanwhile, rational
beliefs are the starting point to draw a virtuous cognition-affect-behavior cycle when
individuals need to overcome adverse events (Ellis, 1957). Based on Ellis’s pioneering
discovery, we proposed that employees’ rational beliefs will be positively related to their job
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performance mediated by their work engagement. Results of Study 1 also supported this
hypothesis. Moreover, since rational beliefs offer a set of structural appraising and coping
strategies in improving job performance (Bernard & Dryden, 2019, p358), we also proposed
that rational beliefs could buffer the negative impact of work-home conflict on job
performance via the mediation role of work engagement. Results of Study 2 supported this
hypothesis. This structural self-knowledge (Ellis, 1957; Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Higgins,
1996; Rissanen et al., 2019; Ruggiero et al., 2018) can empower a person to perform
constructive recursive processes after receiving the information from the environment and
other people. These recursive processes trigger the person’s healthy affective statuses, in
turn, enabling him/her to develop adaptive and constructive coping strategies for better
personal development and well-being (Ellis, 1957; Dweck & Leggett, 1988).
As depicted by the JD-R theory, job demands put employees in stressful situations
(Demerouti et al., 2001). Stress coping literature has found that different cognitive appraisal
processes can lead to different senses of control on adverse situations and develop different
coping responses on them (Folkman, 1984). Rational beliefs and growth mindset are two sets
of constructive self-knowledge, they enable individuals to increase their mastery over the
adverse events for desirable personal meaningful goals attainment through rational and
realistic cognitive appraisals (Ellis, 1957; Dweck & Leggett, 1988). Adding them as two new
personal resources opens a new perspective in understanding employees’ personal resources
in the JD-R model literature. Even though the two-wave data failed to support all our
hypotheses, the current research still makes important theoretical and practical contributions.
Since growth mindset and rational beliefs are two independent concepts, we demonstrate the
contribution and limitation of each one in the following sections.
6.2 Theoretical Contributions, Practical Contributions, Limitations and Future Research
about Employees’ Growth Mindset
6.2.1 Theoretical Contributions, Limitations and Future Research
Drawing from notional and empirical scholarly works that employees’ growth mindset
is positively related to work engagement and job performance (e.g., Dweck, 2006; Heslin,
2010; Keating & Heslin, 2015; Visser, 2013; Zeng et al., 2019), the current research is the
first to demonstrate the mediation path of employees’ growth mindset on themselves towards
their self-rated job performance through work engagement in the JD-R theory framework.
However, this significant result was only supported by the cross-sectional data, not the twowave data. Nevertheless, the cross-sectional data still has its representativeness (N = 801)
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because of its large sample size, and it covers more than 10 occupational groups both in
Hong Kong and mainland China. Future research might try to adopt a more rigorous control
using a longitudinal survey.
Second, in Study 3, the significant result that experimental group employees judged the
positive growth mindset oriented target words to be positive quicker than control group
employees is consistent with the notion of the broaden-and-build theory (Fredrickson, 1998).
The broaden-and-build theory (Fredrickson, 1998) proposes that the positive emotional
status enables an individual to “broaden the momentary thought-action repertoires and build
their enduring personal resources, ranging from physical and intellectual resources to social
and psychological resources” (Fredrickson, 2001). This is exactly how growth minded
individuals respond to novel challenges as shown in growth mindset literature (e.g., Dweck
& Leggett, 1988). It could be due to the fact that a growth mindset empowers individuals to
generate a more positive affective status upon growth mindset related behaviors. The
experiments done in Study 3 and the findings could be a significant contribution to the
growth mindset literature in that they revealed the stealthy recursive process of how and why
growth minded people could be more intrinsically motivated to learn from novel challenges
and achieve more personally meaningful goals.
Due to time limitations, Study 3 failed to track the long-term growth mindset changes in
the experimental group employees. Future research could try to repeat the design of Study 3
to examine the external validity of the current results. In addition, future research could
measure the growth mindset of experimental group participants over a longer interval.
Second, the current study only focused on the variable of growth mindset. Future research
could include more relative variables to test the how and why a growth mindset recursive
process impacts the achievement of other desirable individual and organizational outcomes.
Third, the second part in Study 3 was a subliminal semantic priming experiment. Future
studies could apply other priming paradigms to further understand the cognition-affectbehavior patterns in a growth mindset.
6.2.2 Practical Contributions
The practical contribution mainly draws on the result of the priming experiment in
Study 3. First, in HR, after employees are given essential training, trainees could be guided
to think about the positive outcomes if they apply the growth mindset to daily work and life.
This would enhance trainees’ positive affective status upon the growth mindset itself, as well
as upon the positive outcomes it might bring to them in the future. Second, a growth mindset
induction tutorial video could be included at the beginning of any of the organizational
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training sessions. By doing so, it would induce the concept of growth mindset related
behavior tendencies. This behavior tendency might change trainees’ cognition-affectbehavior patterns at the subconsciousness level when they need to learn something new.
Finally, HR could adopt the priming test to unfold candidates’ attitudes instead of doing a
survey, which might be more efficient in knowing how they think about something.
6.3 Theoretical Contributions, Practical Contributions, limitations and Future Research about
Employees’ Rational Beliefs
6.3.1 Theoretical Contributions, Limitations and Future Research
Drawing from notional and empirical scholarly works that employees’ rational beliefs
as a whole construct are positively related to work engagement and job performance (e.g.,
Bernard, 2019), the current research is the first to demonstrate the mediation path of
employees’ rational beliefs as a whole construct towards their self-rated job performance
through work engagement in the JD-R theory framework. Despite this, results were only
supported by the cross-sectional data instead of the two-wave data. However, the crosssectional data still has its representativeness (N = 801) because of its sample size and
because it covers more than 10 occupational groups in the GBA. Future research might try to
adopt a more rigorous control by using a longitudinal survey.
In reference to hypothesis 4.6, compared with the result of hypothesis 4.4, we suspect
that it is due to the different mental statuses of work engagement and burnout (Bakker et al.,
2014) which impact the buffering effect of rational beliefs. When referring to hypothesis 4.5,
the current data showed that work-home conflict negatively influenced job performance and
work engagement when rational beliefs were in low and medium levels. These negative
impacts diminished only when rational beliefs were high. Due to time limitations, we were
not able to differentiate participants who were high in rational beliefs in order to allocate
them into a burnout group and a work engagement group. This could track their precise
cognition-affect-behavior patterns in influencing their self-rated job performance. Future
research might consider going deeper based on the results of these two hypotheses to
understand whether rational beliefs could be helpful in protecting employees from burnout
while still maintaining their job performance. Second, the results were generated from a
multi-occupation sample through a quantitative survey. Future research might consider being
more precise by adopting a field study from a large sample, by which one may be able to
draw the precise psychological processes in how and why rational beliefs could benefit
employees from burnout.
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In reference to hypothesis 4.4, the two-wave data in Study 2 supported the buffering
role of rational beliefs on the negative relationships among work-home conflict on job
performance via work engagement. This result was consistent with the critical condition
when the two-wave survey was conducted. During the early outbreak of the COVID-19
pandemic, Chinese employees and their children were all self-isolated at home. The highlevel rational beliefs efficiently equipped employees to think rationally and respond
adaptively upon their specific work-home conflict issues. By doing so, they were capable to
prevent negative impacts of these issues on their work engagement and job performance.
This result has therefore added to the literature in revealing the cross-path phenomenon in
the JD-R model (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017) in a Chinese context. It is also quite
convincing that under certain kind(s) of personal resource(s), which could structurally and
precisely empower the person to modulate his/her cognition-affect-behavior patterns, people
could have the chance and ability to shift difficult conditions towards better outcomes. Thus
Chinese employees were not just negatively accepting the health-impaired outcome caused
by job demands (Demerouti et al., 2001). This is an important theoretical contribution in
expanding our knowledge of the changeability between the motivational path and healthimpairment path of the JD-R model. This can be attributed to the idea that rational beliefs
could foster a person’s healthy affect and proper social behaviors by guiding them to think
rationally and realistically (e.g., Bernard, 2019; David et al., 2018; Ellis, 1957) through a set
of structural step-by-step guidelines (Bernard & Dryden, 2019, p358). This is another
advanced contribution to the JD-R model. This is the first time to add a personal resource
that could offer structural and precise strategies on managing one self’s cognition, affect and
behavior for personally meaningful goal attainment (Bernard, 2019; Bernard & Dryden,
2019; David et al., 2018; Ellis, 1957).
However, also due to time limitations, the current research lacked the chance to further
track and reveal the precise cognition-affect-behavior patterns in how employees applied
rational beliefs to their work-home conflict issues. Future research could go deeper based on
the current moderated mediation model to explore how the four sub-types of rational beliefs
function in the context of work-home conflict on job performance and work engagement.
Furthermore, future research could also try to focus on precise cognition-affect-behavior
patterns when individuals apply rational beliefs to the context of other kinds of job demands
to further confirm the buffering role of rational beliefs. Recently, a large majority of the
extant literature about rational beliefs in the workplace adopted the case study method (e.g.,
Bernard, 2019; David et al., 2018). Future studies could try using a quantitative design to
target different precise rational beliefs which guide recursive processes.
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6.3.2 Practical Contributions
Rational beliefs oriented training and coaching have been playing a role in the
workplace for decades (Bernard & Dryden, 2019). Meanwhile, rational beliefs oriented
education and counselling have also been playing a role in parenting and family issues since
their first appearance (Bernard, 2019). The current research has its practical contribution.
First, rational beliefs could be one session of the training for new-comers to the organization.
By doing so, the organization could equip the employees with a set of structural coping
strategies to tackle different subjective adverse events both at work and at home. Second, the
organization could try to nurture a climate of rational beliefs at group and organizational
level. By doing so, HR staff or managers could help individual employees to internalize the
rational beliefs coping strategies in daily work and lives to achieve a better job performance.
The improvement of individual employees’ job performance will elicit increases in the
organization’s productivity.
6.4 Conclusion
A rapidly developing China is suffering from job demands like that of developed
countries (e.g., Chen et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011; Lu et al.,
2010; Lu et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2015; Siu, 2003; Siu et al., 2005; Siu et al., 2013; Siu et al.,
2020; Zhang et al., 2014). These demands place accumulative stress on individuals and on
the society, which induce vicious social incidents and impede the country’s healthy
development. As a result, the government started to pay attention to nations’ mental health
and started to encourage inner peaceful and rational social beliefs (Yu, 2019) and a mindset
to keep up with the times (He, 2018). These policies aim at protecting the nation from
market-oriented competitiveness as much as possible on the one hand, while on the other
hand they aim at helping Chinese employees to make the best use of their subjective
initiative to perform well for individual development and to flourish with their families. The
current research introduced rational beliefs from the clinical psychology domain, and the
growth mindset from the social-cognitive and educational psychology domain into the
industrial and organizational psychology domain. This combination attempts to offer the
possibility to manage employees’ cognition-effect-behavior patterns, job demands,
organizational behaviors, and their family issues at the same time in a rational, growth
oriented, and dynamically balanced process.
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Appendix
1. QUESTIONNAIRE (Study 1 English Version)
Department of Applied Psychology, Lingnan University
Survey on Employee Workplace Behaviour
Dear Sir or Madam,
Welcome to our survey on employee workplace behaviour led by Professor Siu Oi-ling
and Professor Lo Chuen Yee, and under the responsibility of PhD student LIN Nuoxun of
Department of Applied Psychology, Lingnan University. Please kindly take 10-15 minutes to
complete this survey and support this research. The result of this survey will be used for
scientific purposes only. The survey is anonymous and confidential, i.e., you are not required
to fill in your name, and it will not affect your career development in any way. Thus, please
answer open and honestly, to allow us to obtain an accurate reflection of employee
workplace behaviour. Thank you very much for your support!
For helping us to keep adequate record of all the completed questionnaires, please
kindly create your anonymous code and fill in the blank.
How to create your code:
1) The first three letters of your mother’s surname. For example, if your mother’s surname is
Miller, than you could write down mil here.
2) The day of your birth. For example, you were born on 19th, than you could write down 19,
if you were born on 2nd, you could write down 02 here.
3) The month of your birth. For example, if you were born in January, you could write down
01 here, if you were born in December, you could write down 12 here.
For example, your final code could be mil/02/12
Write down your own code:

/

/

DD/MM/YY:

1. Choose one number for each statement below according to your current situation.
1. Totally disagree
2. Disagree
3.Slightly disagree
4. Slightly agree
5. Agree
6. Totally agree
1.1 Your intelligence is something very basic about you that
you can’t change very much.
1.2 You can learn new things, but you can’t really change
how intelligent you are.
1.3 No matter how much intelligence you have, you can
always change it quite a bit.
1.4 You can always substantially change how intelligent you
are.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

2. Choose one number for each statement below according to your current situation.

1. Totally disagree
4. Slightly agree

2. Disagree
5. Agree

3. Slightly disagree
6. Totally agree

2.1 You must do well at important things, and you will not
accept it if you do not do well.
2.2 It’s essential to do well at important jobs; so you must do
well at these things.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

2.3 You must be successful at things that you believe are
important, and you will not accept anything less than success.
2.4 It’s awful to be disliked by people who are important to
you, and it is a catastrophe if they don’t like you.
2.5 Sometimes you think the hassles and frustrations of
everyday life are awful and the worst part of your life.
2.6 If loved ones or friends reject you, it is not only bad, but
the worst possible thing that could happen to you.
2.7 It’s unbearable being uncomfortable, tense or nervous and
you can’t stand it when you are.
2.8. It’s unbearable to fail at important things, and you can’t
stand not succeeding at them.
2.9 You can’t stand being tense or nervous and you think
tension is unbearable.
2.10. If important people dislike you, it is because you am an
unlikable bad person.
2.11 If you do not perform well at tasks that are very important
to you, it is because you are a worthless bad person.
2.12 When people you like reject you or dislike you, it is
because you are a bad or worthless person.
2.13 You do not want to fail at important tasks but you realize
that you do not have to perform well just because you want to.
2.14 You want to perform well at some things, but you do not
have to do well just because you want to.
2.15 You want to do well at important tasks, but you realize
that you don’t have to do well at these important tasks just
because you want to.
2.16 It is unfortunate when you are frustrated by hassles in
your life, but you realize it’s only disappointing and not awful
to experience hassles.
2.17 When life is hard and you feel uncomfortable, you realize
it is not awful to feel uncomfortable or tense, only unfortunate
and you can keep going.
2.18 It’s bad to be disliked by certain people, but you realize it
is only unfortunate to be disliked by them.
2.19 You do not like to be uncomfortable, tense or nervous,
but you can tolerate being tense.
2.20 You get distressed if you are not doing well at important
tasks, but you can stand the distress of failing at important
tasks.
2.21. It’s only frustrating not doing well at some tasks, but you
know you can stand the frustration of performing less than
well.
2.22 When people whom you want to like me disapprove of
you, you know you are still a worthwhile person.
2.23 Even when my life is tough and difficult, you realize that
you are a person who is just as good as anyone else even
though you have hassles.
2.24 When my life becomes uncomfortable, you realize that
you are still a good person even though you are uncomfortable.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

3. Choose one number for each statement below according to your current situation
1. Never
2. Seldom
3. Occasionally
4. Sometimes
5. Often
6. Very often
3.1At your work, you feel that you are bursting with energy.
1 2 3 4 5 6
3.2 At your job, you feel strong and vigorous.
1 2 3 4 5 6
3.3 You are enthusiastic about your job.
1 2 3 4 5 6
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3.4 Your job inspires you.
3.5 When you get up in the morning, you feel like going to work.
3.6 You feel happy when you are working intensely.
3.7 You are proud of the work that you do.
3.8 You are immersed in your work.
3.9 You get carried away when you are working.

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6

4. Choose one number for each statement below according to your current situation

1. Very poor
2. Just meet the basic requirement
4. Better than average
5. Good
Please evaluate your work in the following aspects as:
4.1 quantity of work
1
2
4.2 quality of work
1
2
4.3 attendance
1
2
4.4 job/ professional knowledge
1
2
4.5 getting along with others
1
2

3. Average
6. Very good
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

Demography Information
1. Gender
1.□Male
2.□Female
2. Level of Education
1.□High School
2.□Middle School
3.□College (Diploma)
4.□Bachelor
5.□Master
6.□PhD
3.Marital Status
1.□Single
2.□Married/Cohabitation
3.□Divorced/Separated
4.□Widowed
4. Age
1.□<=19
2.□20-24
3.□25-29
4.□30-34
5.□35-39
6.□40-44
7.□45-49
8.□50-54
9.□55-59
10.□60-64
11.□65-69
12.□>=70
5. How many children do you have?
6. Your work status:
6.1 Are you employed now: 1.□Yes
2.□No
6.2 If you are employed, your current work is:
1.□Long-term employment/Permanent job
2.□Short-term contract
6.3 How long have you been working in the current organization?
Month (please use
“month” as the counting unit)
6.4 Your position in the current organization is?
6.5 Your position belongs to which level?
1.□Non-managerial staff
2.□Front line supervisor
3.□Junior manager
4.□Intermediate manager
5.□Senior manager
6.□Top manager
6.6 The institution you currently work for is:
1.□Private institutions
2.□Public sector institutions
3.□Government
4.□Non-profit organizations
6.7 Your current monthly salary is: (HK $)
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1.□<=9000
2.□9001-10999
3.□11000-15999
4.□16000-24999
5.□25000-39999
6.□40000-60000
7.□>60000
7. Place of your work:
8. Please choose the industry you work in
1.□Construction
2.□Banking
3.□Education
4.□Accommodation and food service
5.□Health care, hospital and medicine
6.□Transportation
7.□Finance and insurance
8.□Manufacture
9.□Public administration and defense
10.□It
11.□Electricity
12.□Real estate and property
13.□Others, please specify:
End
Thank you for your participation!
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2. QUESTIONNAIRE (Study 1 Traditional Chinese Version)
嶺南大學應用心理學系
“員工工作模式” 課題問卷調查
感謝您參加香港嶺南大學應用心理學系，由蕭愛鈴教授、羅傳意教授帶領、在讀博士生
林諾洵負責的“員工工作模式”研究課題。
本研究不記錄您的真實姓名，所有填妥的問卷均由本课题博士學生負責處理，結果
僅用於科學分析，請您盡可能按照真實想法填寫。
為協助我們記錄所有填妥的問卷，請您創造一個匿名編碼，填在橫線上。
感謝您的支持與協助^-^
如何創造您的編號
1）您母親姓氏的前三個字母。例如，如果母親的姓氏是zhang，那麼頭三個字母是
zha。如果姓氏是兩位拼音，例如yu，那麼填yu即可。
2）您的出生日期。例如，如果是在17號出生的，那麼編號就是17；如果是在4號出生
的，那麼編號就是04。
3）您的出生月份。例如，如果是一月出生，那麼編號就是01；如果是十一月出生
的，那麼編號就是11。
例如，最終的編號是：zha/17/01
創造屬於你的編號：

/

/

本人已知悉上述研究事項，並同意參與此研究專案。
參與者簽名（填姓氏即可）：
參與日期：

一、選擇對你適用的答案，在每個問題後圈出相應的數字。
1. 非常不同意
2. 不同意
3. 有點不同意
4. 有點同意
5. 同意
6. 非常同意
1.1你的智力是很基本的東西，你無法對它做過多的改變
1.2你可以學到新的東西，但這並不能真正改變你聰明的程度
1.3不管你現在有多聰明，你總能增加自己的聰明才智
1.4你總是可以改變你的聰明程度

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

二、請根據自己的實際情況作出回答，並在每個問題後圈出相應的數字。
1.完全不同意 2.不同意
3.有點不同意 4.有點同意
5.同意 6.完全同意
2.1 你必須將重要的事情做好，如果你沒將它們做好，你將無法
接受
2.2 將重要的事情做好很重要，所以你一定要將它們做好
2.3 你一定要在你認為重要的事情上取得成功，你接受不了任何
低於成功標準的結果
2.4 如果你認為重要的人不喜歡你，那真是非常糟糕的事，對你
來說這就是個災難
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1

2

3

4

5

6

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

1

2

3

4

5

6

2.5 有時你覺得，日常生活中的困難和挫折真是非常糟糕，那是
你生活中可怕又最壞的部分
2.6 如果你愛的人，或者你的朋友拒絕了你，對你來說這不僅很
糟糕，而且是你可能遇到的最壞的事情
2.7 當你感到不舒服、緊張，或是壓力大的時候，你會忍受不了
2.8 如果你在重要的事情上失敗了，你是接受不了這種結果的
2.9 你無法忍受緊張和壓力，因為你覺得緊張是無法忍受的
2.10 如果你覺得重要的人不喜歡你，那是因為你是個不受人喜歡
的差勁的人
2.11 如果你沒有把你認為重要的事情做好，那是因為你是個沒用
又差勁的人
2.12 如果你喜歡的人拒絕了你，或是不喜歡你，那是因為你是個
沒用又差勁的人
2.13 你不希望把重要的事情搞砸，但你也知道，沒必要只是因為
你想要做好，你就一定要做到完美
2.14 你想在一些事情上表現出色，但沒必要只是因為你想要出
色，你就一定要做到完美
2.15 你想把重要的事情做好，但你也知道，沒必要只是因為你想
要做好，你就一定要做到完美
2.16 當你因生活中的煩惱而沮喪時，這是不幸的，但你也知道，
這種時候儘管讓人失望，但不至於非常糟糕
2.17 當生活出現困難，你會感到不舒服，但你也知道，感到不舒
服或壓力只是一時讓人失望，而非非常糟糕，你是可以繼續把日
子過好的
2.18 被有些人討厭確實不開心，但你也知道，被他們討厭只是一
時不走運
2.19 你不喜歡不舒服、壓力或緊張的感覺，但你可以忍受這種緊
張
2.20 當你沒把重要的事情做好，你會苦惱，但你可以忍受這種苦
惱
2.21 沒把某些事情做好，只能說感覺遺憾，但你知道你可以忍受
由此帶來的遺憾
2.22 當你希望能夠喜歡你的那個人不喜歡你時，你知道你依然是
個有價值的人
2.23 儘管你的生活處於艱難之中，但你知道，你依然和其他人一
樣好，儘管你現在遇到困難
2.24 當你的生活變得讓你不舒服，你知道，你依然是個好人，儘
管你現在感到不舒服

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5
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1

2

3

4

5
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4

5
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2

3

4

5
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1

2

3

4

5
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1

2

3

4

5
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1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

三、選擇對你適用的答案，在每個問題後圈出相應的數字。
1. 從不
2. 甚少
3. 偶爾
4. 有時
5. 經常
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

在工作中，你感到自己迸發出能量
工作時，你感到自己強大而且充滿活力
你對工作充滿熱情
工作激發了你的靈感
早上一起床，你就想要去工作
當你緊張工作時，你會感到快樂
你為你所從事的工作感到自豪
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

6. 頻頻

3.8
3.9

你沉浸於你的工作當中
你在工作時會達到忘你的境界

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

四、請根據自己的實際情況作出回答，並在每個問題後圈出相應的數字。
1. 很差 2.僅僅達到底線
3. 一般 4. 比較好 5. 好
6. 非常好
評價自己在以下幾個方面的工作表現......
4.1 工作的數量
4.2 工作的品質
4.3 出勤率
4.4 專業知識
4.5 與同事之間的關係

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

背景資料
1.性別：
1.□男
2.□女
2.教育程度：
1.□初中
2.□高中
3.□大專
4.□本科
5.□碩士
6.□博士
3.婚姻狀況：
1.□單身
2.□已婚/同居
3.□離異/分居
4.□喪偶
4. 年齡（歲）：
1.□<=19
2.□20-24
3.□25-29
4.□30-34
5.□35-39
6.□40-44
7.□45-49
8.□50-54
9.□55-59
10.□60-64
11.□65-69
12.□>=70
5. 你有幾個子女?
個
6. 你現在的工作:
6.1 你是否受僱於他人: 1.□是
2.□否
6.2 你的工作狀態是: 1.□全職
2.□兼職
6.3 你在目前公司/單位工作了多久?
月 (請以 “月” 為計數單位)
6.4 請問你的職位是?
6.5 你的職位在公司/單位中屬於以下哪一類?
1.□非管理人員
2.□一線主管
3.□初級經理
4.□中級經理
5.□高級經理
6.□決策經理
6.6 現在你工作的機構是:
1.□私營機構
2.□公營機構
3.□政府
4.□非營利機構
6.7 你現在的月薪（港幣）是
1.□<=9000
2.□9001-10999
3.□11000-15999
4.□16000-24999
5.□25000-39999
6.□40000-60000
7.□>60000
7. 工作所在的城市/地區:
8. 請選擇你所在的行業：
1.□建築業
2.□銀行業
3.□教育行業
4.□酒店及飲食業
5.□健康護理
6.□運輸業
7.□金融及保險業
8.□製造業
9.□公共行政
10.□IT業
11.□電力行業
12.□地產及物業
13.□其他，請列出:
全問卷完
感謝您的參與！
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3. QUESTIONNAIRE (Study 1 Simplified Chinese Version)
岭南大学应用心理学系
“员工工作模式” 课题问卷调查
感谢您参加香港岭南大学应用心理学系，由萧爱铃教授、罗传意教授带领、在读博士
生林诺洵负责的“员工工作模式”研究课题。
本研究不记录您的真实姓名，所有填妥的问卷均由本课题博士学生负责处理，结
果仅用于科学分析，请您尽可能按照真实想法填写。
为协助我们记录所有填妥的问卷，请您创造一个匿名编码，填在横线上。
感谢您的支持与协助^-^
如何创造您的编号
1）您母亲姓氏的前三个字母。例如，如果母亲的姓氏是zhang，那么头三个字母是
zha。如果姓氏是两位拼音，例如yu，那么填yu即可。
2）您的出生日期。例如，如果是在17号出生的，那么编号就是17；如果是在4号出生
的，那么编号就是04。
3）您的出生月份。例如，如果是一月出生，那么编号就是01；如果是十一月出生
的，那么编号就是11。
例如，最终的编号是：zha/17/01
创造属于你的编号：

/

/

本人已知悉上述研究事项，并同意参与此研究项目。
参与者签名（填姓氏即可）：
参与日期：

一、选择对你适用的答案，在每个问题后圈出相应的数字。
1. 非常不同意
2. 不同意
3. 有点不同意
4. 有点同意
5. 同意
6. 非常同意
1.1你的智力是很基本的东西，你无法对它做过多的改变
1.2你可以学到新的东西，但这并不能真正改变你聪明的程度
1.3不管你现在有多聪明，你总能增加自己的聪明才智
1.4你总是可以改变你的聪明程度

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

二、请根据自己的实际情况作出回答，并在每个问题后圈出相应的数字。
1.完全不同意 2.不同意
3.有点不同意 4.有点同意
5.同意 6.完全同意
2.1 你必须将重要的事情做好，如果你没将它们做好，你将无法
接受
2.2 将重要的事情做好很重要，所以你一定要将它们做好
2.3 你一定要在你认为重要的事情上取得成功，你接受不了任何
低于成功标准的结果
2.4 如果你认为重要的人不喜欢你，那真是非常糟糕的事，对你
来说这就是个灾难
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1

2

3

4

5

6

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

1

2

3

4

5

6

2.5 有时你觉得，日常生活中的困难和挫折真是非常糟糕，那是
你生活中可怕又最坏的部分
2.6 如果你爱的人，或者你的朋友拒绝了你，对你来说这不仅很
糟糕，而且是你可能遇到的最坏的事情
2.7 当你感到不舒服、紧张，或是压力大的时候，你会忍受不了
2.8 如果你在重要的事情上失败了，你是接受不了这种结果的
2.9 你无法忍受紧张和压力，因为你觉得紧张是无法忍受的
2.10 如果你觉得重要的人不喜欢你，那是因为你是个不受人喜
欢的差劲的人
2.11 如果你没有把你认为重要的事情做好，那是因为你是个没
用又差劲的人
2.12 如果你喜欢的人拒绝了你，或是不喜欢你，那是因为你是
个没用又差劲的人
2.13 你不希望把重要的事情搞砸，但你也知道，没必要只是因
为你想要做好，你就一定要做到完美
2.14 你想在一些事情上表现出色，但没必要只是因为你想要出
色，你就一定要做到完美
2.15 你想把重要的事情做好，但你也知道，没必要只是因为你
想要做好，你就一定要做到完美
2.16 当你因生活中的烦恼而沮丧时，这是不幸的，但你也知
道，这种时候尽管让人失望，但不至于非常糟糕
2.17 当生活出现困难，你会感到不舒服，但你也知道，感到不
舒服或压力只是一时让人失望，而非非常糟糕，你是可以继续把
日子过好的
2.18 被有些人讨厌确实不开心，但你也知道，被他们讨厌只是
一时不走运
2.19 你不喜欢不舒服、压力或紧张的感觉，但你可以忍受这种
紧张
2.20 当你没把重要的事情做好，你会苦恼，但你可以忍受这种
苦恼
2.21 没把某些事情做好，只能说感觉遗憾，但你知道你可以忍
受由此带来的遗憾
2.22 当你希望能够喜欢你的那个人不喜欢你时，你知道你依然
是个有价值的人
2.23 尽管你的生活处于艰难之中，但你知道，你依然和其他人
一样好，尽管你现在遇到困难
2.24 当你的生活变得让你不舒服，你知道，你依然是个好人，
尽管你现在感到不舒服
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5
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1

2
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4

5
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1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5
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1

2

3

4

5
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1

2
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5
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1

2
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4

5
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2
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4
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2
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4

5
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1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5
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三、选择对你适用的答案，在每个问题后圈出相应的数字。
1. 从不
2. 甚少
3. 偶尔
4. 有时
5. 经常
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

在工作中，你感到自己迸发出能量
工作时，你感到自己强大而且充满活力
你对工作充满热情
工作激发了你的灵感
早上一起床，你就想要去工作
当你紧张工作时，你会感到快乐
你为你所从事的工作感到自豪
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

6. 频频
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

3.8
3.9

你沉浸于你的工作当中
你在工作时会达到忘你的境界

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

四、请根据自己的实际情况作出回答，并在每个问题后圈出相应的数字。
1. 很差 2.仅仅达到底线
3. 一般
4. 比较好 5. 好
6. 非常好
评价自己在以下几个方面的工作表现......
4.1 工作的数量
4.2 工作的质量
4.3 出勤率
4.4 专业知识
4.5 与同事之间的关系

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

背景资料
1.性别：
1.□男
2.□女
2.教育程度：
1.□初中
2.□高中
3.□大专
4.□本科
5.□硕士
6.□博士
3.婚姻状况：
1.□单身
2.□已婚/同居
3.□离异/分居
4.□丧偶
4. 年龄（岁）：
1.□<=19
2.□20-24
3.□25-29
4.□30-34
5.□35-39
6.□40-44
7.□45-49
8.□50-54
9.□55-59
10.□60-64
11.□65-69
12.□>=70
5. 你有几个子女?
个
6. 你现在的工作:
6.1 你是否受僱于他人: 1.□是
2.□否
6.2 你的工作状态是: 1.□全职
2.□兼职
6.3 你在目前公司/单位工作了多久?
月 (请以 “月” 为计数单位)
6.4 请问你的职位是?
6.5 你的职位在公司/单位中属于以下哪一类?
1.□非管理人员
2.□一线主管
3.□初级经理
4.□中级经理
5.□高级经理
6.□决策经理
6.6 现在你工作的机构是:
1.□私营机构
2.□事业单位
3.□政府机关
4.□国有企业
6.7 你现在的月薪（人民币）是
1.□<=5000
2.□5001-9000
3.□9001-10999
4.□11000-15999
5.□16000-24999
6.□25000-39999
7.40000-60000
8.□>60000
6.8 工作所在的城市/地区:
7.你现在是否是双职工家庭？1.□是
2.□否
8.请选择你所在的行业：
1.□建筑业
2.□银行业
3.□教育行业
4.□酒店及饮食业
5.□健康护理
6.□运输业
7.□金融及保险业
8.□制造业
9.□公共行政
10.□IT业
11.□电力行业
12.□地产及物业
13.□其他，请列出:
全问卷完
感谢您的参与！
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4. QUESTIONNAIRE (Study 2 English Version)
Department of Applied Psychology, Lingnan University
Survey on Employee Workplace Behaviour
Dear Sir or Madam,
Welcome to our survey on employee workplace behaviour led by Professor Siu Oi-ling
and Professor Lo Chuen Yee, and under the responsibility of PhD student LIN Nuoxun of
Department of Applied Psychology, Lingnan University. Please kindly take 10-15 minutes to
complete this survey and support this research. The result of this survey will be used for
scientific purposes only. The survey is anonymous and confidential, i.e. you are not required
to fill in your name, and it will not affect your career development in any way. Thus, please
answer open and honestly, to allow us to obtain an accurate reflection of employee
workplace behaviour. Thank you very much for your support!
For helping us to keep adequate record of all the completed questionnaires, please
kindly create your anonymous code and fill in the blank.
How to create your code:
1) The first three letters of your mother’s surname. For example, if your mother’s surname is
Miller, than you could write down mil here.
2) The day of your birth. For example, you were born on 19th, than you could write down 19,
if you were born on 2nd, you could write down 02 here.
3) The month of your birth. For example, if you were born in January, you could write down
01 here, if you were born in December, you could write down 12 here.
For example, your final code could be mil/02/12
Write down your own code:

/

/

I agree to participate in this survey.
DD/MM/YY:

1. Choose one number for each statement below according to your current situation.
1. Totally disagree
2. Disagree
3.Slightly disagree
4. Slightly agree
5. Agree
6. Totally agree
1.1 Your intelligence is something very basic about you that
you can’t change very much.
1.2 You can learn new things, but you can’t really change
how intelligent you are.
1.3 No matter how much intelligence you have, you can
always change it quite a bit.
1.4 You can always substantially change how intelligent you
are.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

2. Choose one number for each statement below according to your current situation.

1. Totally disagree
4. Slightly agree

2. Disagree
5. Agree

3.Slightly disagree
6. Totally agree

2.1 You must do well at important things, and you will not
accept it if you do not do well.
2.2 It’s essential to do well at important jobs; so you must do
well at these things.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

2.3 You must be successful at things that you believe are
important, and you will not accept anything less than success.
2.4 It’s awful to be disliked by people who are important to
you, and it is a catastrophe if they don’t like you.
2.5 Sometimes you think the hassles and frustrations of
everyday life are awful and the worst part of your life.
2.6 If loved ones or friends reject you, it is not only bad, but
the worst possible thing that could happen to you.
2.7 It’s unbearable being uncomfortable, tense or nervous and
you can’t stand it when you are.
2.8. It’s unbearable to fail at important things, and you can’t
stand not succeeding at them.
2.9 You can’t stand being tense or nervous and you think
tension is unbearable.
2.10. If important people dislike you, it is because you am an
unlikable bad person.
2.11 If you do not perform well at tasks that are very important
to you, it is because you are a worthless bad person.
2.12 When people you like reject you or dislike you, it is
because you are a bad or worthless person.
2.13 You do not want to fail at important tasks but you realize
that you do not have to perform well just because you want to.
2.14 You want to perform well at some things, but you do not
have to do well just because you want to.
2.15 You want to do well at important tasks, but you realize
that you don’t have to do well at these important tasks just
because you want to.
2.16 It is unfortunate when you are frustrated by hassles in
your life, but you realize it’s only disappointing and not awful
to experience hassles.
2.17 When life is hard and you feel uncomfortable, you realize
it is not awful to feel uncomfortable or tense, only unfortunate
and you can keep going.
2.18 It’s bad to be disliked by certain people, but you realize it
is only unfortunate to be disliked by them.
2.19 You do not like to be uncomfortable, tense or nervous,
but you can tolerate being tense.
2.20 You get distressed if you are not doing well at important
tasks, but you can stand the distress of failing at important
tasks.
2.21. It’s only frustrating not doing well at some tasks, but you
know you can stand the frustration of performing less than
well.
2.22 When people whom you want to like me disapprove of
you, you know you are still a worthwhile person.
2.23 Even when my life is tough and difficult, you realize that
you are a person who is just as good as anyone else even
though you have hassles.
2.24 When my life becomes uncomfortable, you realize that
you are still a good person even though you are uncomfortable.
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6

3. Choose one number for each statement below according to your current situation
1. Never
2. Seldom
3. Occasionally
4. Sometimes
5. Often
6. Very often
3.1At your work, you feel that you are bursting with energy.
1 2 3 4 5 6
3.2 At your job, you feel strong and vigorous.
1 2 3 4 5 6
3.3 You are enthusiastic about your job.
1 2 3 4 5 6
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3.4 Your job inspires you.
3.5 When you get up in the morning, you feel like going to work.
3.6 You feel happy when you are working intensely.
3.7 You are proud of the work that you do.
3.8 You are immersed in your work.
3.9 You get carried away when you are working.

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6

4. Choose one number for each statement below according to your current situation

1. Very poor
2. Just meet the basic requirement
4. Better than average
5. Good
Please evaluate your work in the following aspects as:
4.1 quantity of work
1
2
4.2 quality of work
1
2
4.3 attendance
1
2
4.4 job/ professional knowledge
1
2
4.5 getting along with others
1
2

3. Average
6. Very good
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

5. Choose one number for each statement below according to your current situation.
1. Less than once per month or never
2. Once or twice per month
3. Once or twice per week
4. Two or three / several times per week
5. Once or twice per day
6. Several times per day
5.1 Your work interferes with home and personal life?
1 2 3 4 5 6
5.2 You are pursuing a career at the expense of home life? 1 2 3 4 5 6
5.3 Work demand makes on your private/social life?
1 2 3 4 5 6
6. Choose one number for each statement below according to your current situation

1. Never
2. Seldom
3. Occasionally
4. Sometimes
5. Often
6. Very often
6.1 You feel emotionally drained from you work
6.2 You feel used up at the end of the workday
6.3 You feel fatigued when you get up in the morning and have
to face another day on the job
6.4 You can easily understand how your recipients feel about
things
6.5 You feel you treat some recipients as if they were
impersonal ‘objects’
6.6 Working with people all day is really a strain for you
6.7 You deal very effectively with the problems of you
recipients
6.8 You feel burned out from your work
6.9 You feel you are positively influencing other people’s lives
through your work
6.10 You have become more callous toward people since you
took this job
6.11 You worry that this job is hardening you emotionally
6.12 You feel very energetic
6.13 You feel frustrated by you job
6.14 You feel you are working too hard on your job
6.15 You don’t really care what happens to some recipients
6.16 Working with people directly puts too much stress on you
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1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6

6.17 You can easily create a relaxed atmosphere with your
recipients
6.18 You feel exhilarated after working closely with your
recipients
6.19 You have accomplished many worthwhile things in this
job
6.20 You feel like you are at the end of your rope
6.21 In your work, you deal with emotional problems very
calmly
6.22 You feel recipients blame you for some of their problems

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

Demography Information
1. Gender
1.□Male
2.□Female
2. Level of Education
1.□Junior middle School
2.□Senior middle School
3.□College (Diploma)
4.□Bachelor
5.□Master
6.□PhD
3.Marital Status
1.□Single
2.□Married/Cohabitation
3.□Divorced/Separated
4.□Widowed
4. Age
1.□<=19
2.□20-24
3.□25-29
4.□30-34
5.□35-39
6.□40-44
7.□45-49
8.□50-54
9.□55-59
10.□60-64
11.□65-69
12.□>=70
5. How many children do you have?
6. Your work status:
6.1 Are you employed now: 1.□Yes
2.□No
6.2 If you are employed, your current work is:
1.□Long-term employment/Permanent job
2.□Short-term contract
6.3 How long have you been working in the current organization?
Month (please use
“month” as the counting unit)
6.4 Your position in the current organization is?
6.5 Your position belongs to which level?
1.□Non-managerial staff
2.□Front line supervisor
3.□Junior manager
4.□Intermediate manager
5.□Senior manager
6.□Top manager
6.6 The institution you currently work for is:
1.□Private institutions
2.□Public sector institutions
3.□Government
4.□Non-profit organizations
6.7 Your current monthly salary is: (HK $)
1.□<=9000
2.□9001-10999
3.□11000-15999
4.□16000-24999
5.□25000-39999
6.□40000-60000
7.□>60000
7. Place of your work:
8. Please choose the industry you work in
1.□Construction
2.□Banking
3.□Education
4.□Accommodation and food service
5.□Health care, hospital and medicine
6.□Transportation
7.□Finance and insurance
8.□Manufacture
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9.□Public administration and defense
10.□It
11.□Electricity
12.□Real estate and property
13.□Law
14.□Sales
15□Others, please specify:
End
Thank you for your participation!
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5. QUESTIONNAIRE (Study 2 Traditional Chinese Version)
嶺南大學應用心理學系
“員工工作模式” 課題問卷調查
感謝您參加香港嶺南大學應用心理學系，由蕭愛鈴教授、羅傳意教授帶領、在讀博士生
林諾洵負責的“員工工作模式”研究課題。
本研究不記錄您的真實姓名，所有填妥的問卷均由本课题博士學生負責處理，結果
僅用於科學分析，請您盡可能按照真實想法填寫。
為協助我們記錄所有填妥的問卷，請您創造一個匿名編碼，填在橫線上。
感謝您的支持與協助^-^
如何創造您的編號
1）您母親姓氏的前三個字母。例如，如果母親的姓氏是zhang，那麼頭三個字母是
zha。如果姓氏是兩位拼音，例如yu，那麼填yu即可。
2）您的出生日期。例如，如果是在17號出生的，那麼編號就是17；如果是在4號出生
的，那麼編號就是04。
3）您的出生月份。例如，如果是一月出生，那麼編號就是01；如果是十一月出生
的，那麼編號就是11。
例如，最終的編號是：zha/17/01
創造屬於你的編號：

/

/

本人已知悉上述研究事項，並同意參與此研究專案。
參與者簽名（填姓氏即可）：
參與日期：

一、選擇對你適用的答案，在每個問題後圈出相應的數字。
1. 非常不同意
2. 不同意
3. 有點不同意
4. 有點同意
5. 同意
6. 非常同意
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

妳的工作能力/水準是可以大幅度改變的
妳的工作能力/水準已有定數，妳怎樣也改變不了它
不管妳的工作能力/水準有多高，妳總可以大大改變它
妳可以改變妳的基本的工作能力/水準
妳的工作能力/水準是妳改變不了的本質
妳可以學到新東西，但卻不能改變妳的工作能力/水準
任何人都可以大大改變自己工作能力/水準的程度
老實說，妳無法改變妳的工作能力/水準

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

二、請根據自己的實際情況作出回答，並在每個問題後圈出相應的數字。
1.完全不同意 2.不同意
3.有點不同意 4.有點同意
5.同意 6.完全同意
2.1 你必須將重要的事情做好，如果你沒將它們做好，你將無法
接受
2.2 將重要的事情做好很重要，所以你一定要將它們做好
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1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5
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2.3 你一定要在你認為重要的事情上取得成功，你接受不了任何
低於成功標準的結果
2.4 如果你認為重要的人不喜歡你，那真是非常糟糕的事，對你
來說這就是個災難
2.5 有時你覺得，日常生活中的困難和挫折真是非常糟糕，那是
你生活中可怕又最壞的部分
2.6 如果你愛的人，或者你的朋友拒絕了你，對你來說這不僅很
糟糕，而且是你可能遇到的最壞的事情
2.7 當你感到不舒服、緊張，或是壓力大的時候，你會忍受不了
2.8 如果你在重要的事情上失敗了，你是接受不了這種結果的
2.9 你無法忍受緊張和壓力，因為你覺得緊張是無法忍受的
2.10 如果你覺得重要的人不喜歡你，那是因為你是個不受人喜歡
的差勁的人
2.11 如果你沒有把你認為重要的事情做好，那是因為你是個沒用
又差勁的人
2.12 如果你喜歡的人拒絕了你，或是不喜歡你，那是因為你是個
沒用又差勁的人
2.13 你不希望把重要的事情搞砸，但你也知道，沒必要只是因為
你想要做好，你就一定要做到完美
2.14 你想在一些事情上表現出色，但沒必要只是因為你想要出
色，你就一定要做到完美
2.15 你想把重要的事情做好，但你也知道，沒必要只是因為你想
要做好，你就一定要做到完美
2.16 當你因生活中的煩惱而沮喪時，這是不幸的，但你也知道，
這種時候儘管讓人失望，但不至於非常糟糕
2.17 當生活出現困難，你會感到不舒服，但你也知道，感到不舒
服或壓力只是一時讓人失望，而非非常糟糕，你是可以繼續把日
子過好的
2.18 被有些人討厭確實不開心，但你也知道，被他們討厭只是一
時不走運
2.19 你不喜歡不舒服、壓力或緊張的感覺，但你可以忍受這種緊
張
2.20 當你沒把重要的事情做好，你會苦惱，但你可以忍受這種苦
惱
2.21 沒把某些事情做好，只能說感覺遺憾，但你知道你可以忍受
由此帶來的遺憾
2.22 當你希望能夠喜歡你的那個人不喜歡你時，你知道你依然是
個有價值的人
2.23 儘管你的生活處於艱難之中，但你知道，你依然和其他人一
樣好，儘管你現在遇到困難
2.24 當你的生活變得讓你不舒服，你知道，你依然是個好人，儘
管你現在感到不舒服
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三、選擇對你適用的答案，在每個問題後圈出相應的數字。
1. 從不
2. 甚少
3. 偶爾
4. 有時
5. 經常
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

在工作中，你感到自己迸發出能量
工作時，你感到自己強大而且充滿活力
你對工作充滿熱情
工作激發了你的靈感
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6. 頻頻
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3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9

早上一起床，你就想要去工作
當你緊張工作時，你會感到快樂
你為你所從事的工作感到自豪
你沉浸於你的工作當中
你在工作時會達到忘你的境界
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四、請根據自己的實際情況作出回答，並在每個問題後圈出相應的數字。
1. 很差 2.僅僅達到底線
3. 一般 4. 比較好 5. 好
6. 非常好
評價自己在以下幾個方面的工作表現......
4.1 工作的數量
4.2 工作的品質
4.3 出勤率
4.4 專業知識
4.5 與同事之間的關係
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五、請根據自己的實際情況作出回答，並在每個問題後圈出相應的數字。
1. 從不
2. 每月一至兩次
3. 每星期一至兩次
4. 每星期三至四次
5. 每天一至兩次
6. 每天數次
5.1 你的工作干擾了家庭與個人生活?
5.2 你為了追求事業發展而犧牲了家庭生活?
5.3 工作的需要影響了你的私人或社交生活?
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六、選擇對你適用的答案，在每個問題後圈出相應的數字。
1. 從不
2. 甚少
3. 偶爾
4. 有時
5. 經常
6.1 妳的工作把妳的精神榨乾了
6.2 工作一天下來讓妳感到精疲力盡
6.3 一大早起來，想到又要面對一天的工作，使妳感到很疲倦
6.4 妳可以很容易瞭解工作中接触到的人的感受
6.5 妳會把某些工作中接触到的人當成沒有感覺的東西
6.6 在工作中整天和人來往，使妳感到精神緊綳
6.7 妳可以很有效地解決工作对象的問題
6.8 妳對妳的工作感到倦怠
6.9 妳覺得妳的工作可以使其他人過得更好
6.10 從事這個工作以來，妳對待工作中接触到的人愈來愈不帶感情
6.11 妳擔心這個工作會使妳變得愈來愈冷酷
6.12 妳覺得精力充沛
6.13 妳的工作給妳很大的挫折
6.14 妳覺得妳工作太賣力了
6.15 妳並不是真的關心工作对象究竟發生了什麽事
6.16 直接面對工作对象的工作帶給妳很大的壓力
6.17 跟工作对象在一起的時候，妳很容易營造一個輕鬆的氣氛
6.18 每當和工作对象密切合作之後，妳感到精神愉悅
6.19 妳在這個工作當中，完成了許多有意義的事
6.20 在工作上，妳感到身心俱疲
6.21 在妳的工作當中，妳能夠很冷靜地處理情緒問題
6.22 妳覺得工作对象會將他們所遭遇的一些問題怪罪於妳
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背景資料
1.性別：
1.□男
2.□女
2.教育程度：
1.□初中
2.□高中
3.□大專
4.□本科
5.□碩士
6.□博士
3.婚姻狀況：
1.□單身
2.□已婚/同居
3.□離異/分居
4.□喪偶
4. 年齡（歲）：
1.□<=19
2.□20-24
3.□25-29
4.□30-34
5.□35-39
6.□40-44
7.□45-49
8.□50-54
9.□55-59
10.□60-64
11.□65-69
12.□>=70
5. 你有幾個子女?
個
6. 你現在的工作:
6.1 你是否受僱於他人: 1.□是
2.□否
6.2 你的工作狀態是: 1.□全職
2.□兼職
6.3 你在目前公司/單位工作了多久?
月 (請以 “月” 為計數單位)
6.4 請問你的職位是?
6.5 你的職位在公司/單位中屬於以下哪一類?
1.□非管理人員
2.□一線主管
3.□初級經理
4.□中級經理
5.□高級經理
6.□決策經理
6.6 現在你工作的機構是:
1.□私營機構
2.□公營機構
3.□政府
4.□非營利機構
6.7 你現在的月薪（港幣）是
1.□<=9000
2.□9001-10999
3.□11000-15999
4.□16000-24999
5.□25000-39999
6.□40000-60000
7.□>60000
7. 工作所在的城市/地區:
8. 請選擇你所在的行業：
1.□建築業
2.□銀行業
3.□教育行業
4.□酒店及飲食業
5.□健康護理
6.□運輸業
7.□金融及保險業
8.□製造業
9.□公共行政
10.□IT業
11.□電力行業
12.□地產及物業
13.□其他，請列出:
全問卷完
感謝您的參與！
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6. QUESTIONNAIRE (Study 2 Simplified Chinese Version)
岭南大学应用心理学系
“员工工作模式” 课题问卷调查
感谢您参加香港岭南大学应用心理学系，由萧爱铃教授、罗传意教授带领、在读博士
生林诺洵负责的“员工工作模式”研究课题。
本研究不记录您的真实姓名，所有填妥的问卷均由本课题博士学生负责处理，结
果仅用于科学分析，请您尽可能按照真实想法填写。
为协助我们记录所有填妥的问卷，请您创造一个匿名编码，填在横线上。
感谢您的支持与协助^-^
如何创造您的编号
1）您母亲姓氏的前三个字母。例如，如果母亲的姓氏是zhang，那么头三个字母是
zha。如果姓氏是两位拼音，例如yu，那么填yu即可。
2）您的出生日期。例如，如果是在17号出生的，那么编号就是17；如果是在4号出生
的，那么编号就是04。
3）您的出生月份。例如，如果是一月出生，那么编号就是01；如果是十一月出生
的，那么编号就是11。
例如，最终的编号是：zha/17/01
创造属于你的编号：

/

/

本人已知悉上述研究事项，并同意参与此研究项目。
参与者签名（填姓氏即可）：
参与日期：

一、选择对你适用的答案，在每个问题后圈出相应的数字。
1. 非常不同意
2. 不同意
3. 有点不同意
4. 有点同意
5. 同意
6. 非常同意
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

你的工作能力/水平是可以大幅度改变的
你的工作能力/水平已有定数，你怎样也改变不了它
不管你的工作能力/水平有多高，你总可以大大改变它
你可以改变你的基本的工作能力/水平
你的工作能力/水平是你改变不了的本质
你可以学到新东西，但却不能改变你的工作能力/水平
任何人都可以大大改变自己工作能力/水平的程度
老实说，你无法改变你的工作能力/水平
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二、请根据自己的实际情况作出回答，并在每个问题后圈出相应的数字。
1.完全不同意 2.不同意
3.有点不同意 4.有点同意
5.同意 6.完全同意
2.1 你必须将重要的事情做好，如果你没将它们做好，你将无法
接受
2.2 将重要的事情做好很重要，所以你一定要将它们做好
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2.3 你一定要在你认为重要的事情上取得成功，你接受不了任何
低于成功标准的结果
2.4 如果你认为重要的人不喜欢你，那真是非常糟糕的事，对你
来说这就是个灾难
2.5 有时你觉得，日常生活中的困难和挫折真是非常糟糕，那是
你生活中可怕又最坏的部分
2.6 如果你爱的人，或者你的朋友拒绝了你，对你来说这不仅很
糟糕，而且是你可能遇到的最坏的事情
2.7 当你感到不舒服、紧张，或是压力大的时候，你会忍受不了
2.8 如果你在重要的事情上失败了，你是接受不了这种结果的
2.9 你无法忍受紧张和压力，因为你觉得紧张是无法忍受的
2.10 如果你觉得重要的人不喜欢你，那是因为你是个不受人喜
欢的差劲的人
2.11 如果你没有把你认为重要的事情做好，那是因为你是个没
用又差劲的人
2.12 如果你喜欢的人拒绝了你，或是不喜欢你，那是因为你是
个没用又差劲的人
2.13 你不希望把重要的事情搞砸，但你也知道，没必要只是因
为你想要做好，你就一定要做到完美
2.14 你想在一些事情上表现出色，但没必要只是因为你想要出
色，你就一定要做到完美
2.15 你想把重要的事情做好，但你也知道，没必要只是因为你
想要做好，你就一定要做到完美
2.16 当你因生活中的烦恼而沮丧时，这是不幸的，但你也知
道，这种时候尽管让人失望，但不至于非常糟糕
2.17 当生活出现困难，你会感到不舒服，但你也知道，感到不
舒服或压力只是一时让人失望，而非非常糟糕，你是可以继续把
日子过好的
2.18 被有些人讨厌确实不开心，但你也知道，被他们讨厌只是
一时不走运
2.19 你不喜欢不舒服、压力或紧张的感觉，但你可以忍受这种
紧张
2.20 当你没把重要的事情做好，你会苦恼，但你可以忍受这种
苦恼
2.21 没把某些事情做好，只能说感觉遗憾，但你知道你可以忍
受由此带来的遗憾
2.22 当你希望能够喜欢你的那个人不喜欢你时，你知道你依然
是个有价值的人
2.23 尽管你的生活处于艰难之中，但你知道，你依然和其他人
一样好，尽管你现在遇到困难
2.24 当你的生活变得让你不舒服，你知道，你依然是个好人，
尽管你现在感到不舒服
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三、选择对你适用的答案，在每个问题后圈出相应的数字。
1. 从不
2. 甚少
3. 偶尔
4. 有时
5. 经常
3.1
3.2
3.3

在工作中，你感到自己迸发出能量
工作时，你感到自己强大而且充满活力
你对工作充满热情
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6. 频频
3
3
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3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9

工作激发了你的灵感
早上一起床，你就想要去工作
当你紧张工作时，你会感到快乐
你为你所从事的工作感到自豪
你沉浸于你的工作当中
你在工作时会达到忘你的境界
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四、请根据自己的实际情况作出回答，并在每个问题后圈出相应的数字。
1. 很差 2.仅仅达到底线
3. 一般
4. 比较好 5. 好
6. 非常好
评价自己在以下几个方面的工作表现......
4.1 工作的数量
4.2 工作的质量
4.3 出勤率
4.4 专业知识
4.5 与同事之间的关系
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五、请根据自己的实际情况作出回答，并在每个问题后圈出相应的数字。
1. 从不
2. 每月一至两次
3. 每星期一至两次
4. 每星期三至四次
5. 每天一至两次
6. 每天数次
5.1 你的工作干扰了家庭与个人生活?
5.2 你为了追求事业发展而牺牲了家庭生活?
5.3 工作的需要影响了你的私人或社交生活?
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六、选择对你适用的答案，在每个问题后圈出相应的数字。
1. 从不
2. 甚少
3. 偶尔
4. 有时
5. 经常
6.1 你的工作把你的精神榨干了
6.2 工作一天下来让你感到精疲力尽
6.3 一大早起来，想到又要面对一天的工作，使你感到
很疲倦
6.4 你可以很容易了解工作中接触到的人的感受
6.5 你会把某些工作中接触到的人当成没有感觉的东西
6.6 在工作中整天和人来往，使你感到精神紧绷
6.7 你可以很有效地解决工作对象的问题
6.8 你对你的工作感到倦怠
6.9 你觉得你的工作可以使其他人过得更好
6.10 从事这个工作以来，你对待工作中接触到的人愈
来愈不带感情
6.11 你担心这个工作会使你变得愈来愈冷酷
6.12 你觉得精力充沛
6.13 你的工作给你很大的挫折
6.14 你觉得你工作太卖力了
6.15 你并不是真的关心工作对象究竟发生了什麽事
6.16 直接面对工作对象的工作带给你很大的压力
6.17 跟工作对象在一起的时候，你很容易营造一个轻
松的气氛
6.18 每当和工作对象密切合作之后，你感到精神愉悦
6.19 你在这个工作当中，完成了许多有意义的事
6.20 在工作上，你感到身心俱疲
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6. 频频
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6.21 在你的工作当中，你能够很冷静地处理情绪问题
6.22 你觉得工作对象会将他们所遭遇的一些问题怪罪
于你

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

背景资料
1.性别：
1.□男
2.□女
2.教育程度：
1.□初中
2.□高中
3.□大专
4.□本科
5.□硕士
6.□博士
3.婚姻状况：
1.□单身
2.□已婚/同居
3.□离异/分居
4.□丧偶
4. 年龄（岁）：
1.□<=19
2.□20-24
3.□25-29
4.□30-34
5.□35-39
6.□40-44
7.□45-49
8.□50-54
9.□55-59
10.□60-64
11.□65-69
12.□>=70
5. 你有几个子女?
个
6. 你现在的工作:
6.1 你是否受僱于他人: 1.□是
2.□否
6.2 你的工作状态是: 1.□全职
2.□兼职
6.3 你在目前公司/单位工作了多久?
月 (请以 “月” 为计数单位)
6.4 请问你的职位是?
6.5 你的职位在公司/单位中属于以下哪一类?
1.□非管理人员
2.□一线主管
3.□初级经理
4.□中级经理
5.□高级经理
6.□决策经理
6.6 现在你工作的机构是:
1.□私营机构
2.□事业单位
3.□政府机关
4.□国有企业
6.7 你现在的月薪（人民币）是
1.□<=5000
2.□5001-9000
3.□9001-10999
4.□11000-15999
5.□16000-24999
6.□25000-39999
7.40000-60000
8.□>60000
6.8 工作所在的城市/地区:
7.你现在是否是双职工家庭？1.□是
2.□否
8.请选择你所在的行业：
1.□建筑业
2.□银行业
3.□教育行业
4.□酒店及饮食业
5.□健康护理
6.□运输业
7.□金融及保险业
8.□制造业
9.□公共行政
10.□IT业
11.□电力行业
12.□地产及物业
13.□其他，请列出:
全问卷完
感谢您的参与！
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7. Prime and target words (Study 3 for practice, Traditional Chinese)
Prime word
青菜

Target word
健康

Prime word
青菜

Target word
腸胃

8. Prime and target words (Study 3 for practice, Simplified Chinese)
Prime word
青菜

Target word
健康

Prime word
青菜
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Target word
肠胃

9. Prime and target words (Study 3 for experiment, Traditional Chinese)
Prime word
Growth
mindset
condition
後天
改變
態度
學習
回饋
挑戰
培養
信念
他人
評價

Target word
growth mindset related

Prime word

neutral

positive

negative

positive

negative

智慧

無望

精美

粗糙

品行

狡詐

優質

懦弱

完善

失敗

更新

惡化

適應

抗拒

合拍

下沉

努力

逃避

專注

隨意

積極

保守

新鮮

腐爛

提高

無知

領會

落後

補充

打擊

準確

失誤

改進

貶低

鎮定

敷衍

支持

失望

用心

遺漏

升級

封閉

勝利

操勞

成就

放棄

攻克

損傷

才華

不足

儀錶

隨便

高超

笨拙

充足

恐怖

樂觀

自憐

熱烈

憂愁

希望

嘲笑

生機

影射

榜樣

威脅

富裕

生氣

激勵

防備

獎賞

生病

提醒

羞恥

關愛

嫉妒

歡迎

懷疑

幫扶

挨打
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Neutral
condition
水果
打開
路徑
描述
運動
純度
保證
和平
其他
研究

10. Prime and target words (Study 3 for experiment, Simplified Chinese)
Prime word
Growth
mindset
condition
后天
改变
态度
学习
反馈
挑战
培养
信念
他人
评价

Target word
growth mindset related

Prime word

neutral

positive

negative

positive

negative

智慧

无望

精美

粗糙

品行

狡诈

优质

懦弱

完善

失败

更新

恶化

适应

抗拒

合拍

下沉

努力

逃避

专注

随意

积极

保守

新鲜

腐烂

提高

无知

领会

落后

补充

打击

准确

失误

改进

贬低

镇定

敷衍

支持

失望

用心

遗漏

升级

封闭

胜利

操劳

成就

放弃

攻克

损伤

才华

不足

仪表

随便

高超

笨拙

充足

恐怖

乐观

自怜

热烈

忧愁

希望

嘲笑

生机

影射

榜样

威胁

富裕

生气

激励

防备

奖赏

生病

提醒

羞耻

关爱

嫉妒

欢迎

怀疑

帮扶

挨打
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Neutral
condition
水果
打开
路径
描述
运动
纯度
保证
和平
其他
研究

11. Hyperlink of tutorial video (Study 3, experimental group, English)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8FSJqXxCSA
12. Hyperlink of tutorial video (Study 3, experimental group, Mandarin)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghaa_y6xNOM
13. Hyperlink of tutorial video (Study 3, control group, English)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3m-Ge-bTPM
14. Hyperlink of tutorial video (Study 3, control group, Mandarin)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7u8feriG6rw&list=PLWrX4LMWh4KvudmfS9cBkqVE
MOx6Li8E4&index=3
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15. QUESTIONNAIRE (Study 3 Traditional Chinese Version)
一、選擇對你適用的答案，在每個問題後圈出相應的數字。
1. 非常不同意
2. 不同意
3. 有點不同意
4. 有點同意
5. 同意
6. 非常同意
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
1.22
1.23
1.24

妳的工作能力/水準是可以大幅度改變的
妳的工作能力/水準已有定數，妳怎樣也改變不了它
不管妳的工作能力/水準有多高，妳總可以大大改變它
妳可以改變妳的基本的工作能力/水準
妳的工作能力/水準是妳改變不了的本質
妳可以學到新東西，但卻不能改變妳的工作能力/水準
任何人都可以大大改變自己工作能力/水準的程度
老實說，妳無法改變妳的工作能力/水準

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

16. QUESTIONNAIRE (Study 3 Simplified Chinese Version)
一、选择对你适用的答案，在每个问题后圈出相应的数字。
1. 非常不同意
2. 不同意
3. 有点不同意
4. 有点同意
5. 同意
6. 非常同意
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

你的工作能力/水平是可以大幅度改变的
你的工作能力/水平已有定数，你怎样也改变不了它
不管你的工作能力/水平有多高，你总可以大大改变它
你可以改变你的基本的工作能力/水平
你的工作能力/水平是你改变不了的本质
你可以学到新东西，但却不能改变你的工作能力/水平
任何人都可以大大改变自己工作能力/水平的程度
老实说，你无法改变你的工作能力/水平
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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2
2
2
2
2
2
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3
3
3
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4
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